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Preface
How is the brain organized? a simple question which – like many others
on its league: How was earth formed?, How did life begin? – have oc-
cupied and will occupy scientists for a long, long time. The sequencing
of the whole genome of model animals, which was brewing through the
nineties, came to fruition during the beginning of the new century. New,
powerful and exciting technologies were added to the tools used to answer
the perennial question.
Microarray technologies are the most visible and mature of the post-
genomic tools. When I started this doctoral work, enthusiasm with mi-
croarrays was palpable and they were being proposed to study almost
any biological question. Using microarrays to study axon guidance in the
Drosophila embryo was a logical and obvious idea, because there is a big
body of literature for the axon guidance field, many different mutants and
a great many number of available reagents, all conditions that provide a
solid basis for the design and interpretation of a microarray experiment.
Dealing with the project was challenging, because microarrays basic
foundations were (are?) not completely settled. Many parts of the tech-
nology were not easily available at the time, computational approaches
were continuously changing, and a long process of troubleshooting – that
a new technology always implies – had to be carried out. Two big projects,
a cDNA array and a oligo array were very time consuming and frustrat-
ingly did not reach any clear result (both are not even mentioned in this
thesis).
Apart from all the technological difficulties, a deeper problem under-
lies the use of microarrays to study genetic models. Or, better phrased,
there is an expectation problem looming over a project of this kind. It is
unreasonable to believe that the genetic models we have available today,
do reasonably well portrait the biological reality. To find genes that are
xiii
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overexpressed in one mutant, repressed in another and so on, accordingly
to what the scientist’s model anticipates, is a little naı¨ve. And yet, that
was initially the goal of this project (and of many others started around
the same time). For the person dealing with microarrays the dire reality
eventually sinks in. But other people’s expectations continue quite high.
Needless to say that brings all sorts of tensions . . . .
Nonetheless, and despite the occasional frustration, I feel privileged
with the opportunities I had in this Ph.D. I was in a cutting-edge labora-
tory, in one of the most exciting times in the history of biological research.
I acquired many tools, from genetics to informatics. I even developed
a statistical intuition that makes me at ease in that powerful and some-
times difficult language. I have interacted with competent engineers, first
rate geneticists, computational people and statisticians. The immersion in
these different languages and different angles of how to solve a scientific
problem was, on its own, worth the whole Ph.D.
The years in Berkeley were personally extremely stimulating. I came
to understand and love the US, its history, political system, oddities, schi-
zophrenic society and fascinating melting pot. I had the pleasure of living
in one of the most dynamic areas in the world, with its beauty, worldly
restaurants, parks, weird parties and colorful people. I have learned a
lot about music at Amoeba, books at Cody’s, movies in many small the-
aters. This was a time when the dot com bubble rose and fell, Bill Clinton
was having his strange-for-european-eyes Monica’s problems. I accom-
panied the most bizarre elections of the american history and felt deeply
connected to americans after the terrifying and random killings of Septem-
ber the 11th. I demonstrated alongside many other people against a war
that I felt unjust, unnecessary and counter-productive. I have met many
wonderful people, frommany places and I experienced a personal growth
that quite frankly was bigger than what I though would happen.
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Resumo
O cruzamento axonal da linha me´dia durante o desenvolvimento do Sis-
tema Nervoso Central do embria˜o da Drosophila melanogaster envolve a
participac¸a˜o de diversos receptores e ligandos. Muitas mole´culas chave no
direccionamento axonal foram identificadas em invertebrados e vertebra-
dos, mas o papel da transcric¸a˜o no controlo dos mecanismos de direccio-
namento axonal tem sido pouco estudado. Nesta dissertac¸a˜o efectua´mos
uma ana´lise geno´mica global da regulac¸a˜o da transcric¸a˜o em embrio˜es de
Drosophila, atrave´s da tecnologia demicroarrays. Para o efeito usa´mosmu-
tantes e transge´nicos de direccionamento axonal, que se encontram bem
caracterizados.
Na tecnologia de microarrays da Affymetrix, algoritmos de Medidas de
Expressa˜o (ME) combinam os valores de va´rias sondas – correspondentes
ao mesmo gene – num u´nico valor. Neste trabalho avalia´mos o desem-
penho de cinco MEs – MAS.5.0, dChip, RMA, PDNN e GCRMA – com-
binando ana´lise estatı´stica global com informac¸a˜o biolo´gica conhecida. O
uso de um estudo biolo´gico – por oposic¸a˜o a um estudo de spike-in – per-
mitiu avaliar as MEs em condic¸o˜es reais de preparac¸a˜o laboratorial. Os
nossos resultados indicaram que RMA e PDNN sa˜o as ME mais equili-
bradas. MAS.5.0 e´ a ME menos fia´vel. dChip revela lacunas em algumas
tarefas, enquanto que GCRMA apresenta falhas para valores de intensi-
dade muito baixos.
As experieˆncias demicroarrays produzem vastas quantidades de dados,
sendo necessa´rio algoritmos computacionais para analisar globalmente os
resultados. Neste trabalho adapta´mos o algoritmo de clusteringHOPACH
(Hierarchical Ordered Partitioning and Collapsing Hybrid), que combina as
vantagens de algoritmos de partic¸a˜o e hiera´rquicos. A nossa adaptac¸a˜o de
HOPACH identificou grupos pequenos e homoge´neos, produzindo simul-
taneamente clusters grandes, de genes expressos de forma na˜o diferencial.
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xx RESUMO
O nosso me´todo elimina o passo de filtro, que reduz o nu´mero de genes
interessantes.
Caracteriza´mos os clusters resultantes deHOPACH relativamente a` sua
relevaˆncia no direccionamento axonal atrave´s de dois vocabula´rios contro-
lados: Gene Ontology (GO) e as anotac¸o˜es anato´micas do Atlas of Pattern of
Gene Expression (APoGE). Sugerimos va´rios genes candidatos para futuras
experieˆncias e prova´mos que a combinac¸a˜o de clustering com vocabula´rios
controlados resultante da literatura e de padro˜es de expressa˜o in situ e´ uma
abordagem eficaz no estudo de redes de transcric¸a˜o.
O Cluster 49001 conte´m um nu´mero significativo de genes expressos
em hemo´citos – ce´lulas sanguı´neas da Drosophila. Observa´mos atrave´s
de expressa˜o de RNA que nos mutantes de slit e nos mutantes duplos de
slit e robo a migrac¸a˜o dos hemo´citos na˜o ocorre normalmente; surpreen-
dentemente o duplo mutante para robo e robo2 – os receptores de slit –
na˜o apresenta o mesmo feno´tipo para os hemo´citos, o que sugere que a
migrac¸a˜o dos hemo´citos podera´ ocorrer atrave´s do envolvimento de slit,
mas sem o envolvimento dos habituais receptores de slit.
Ha´ um conjunto de clusters enriquecido em ciclinas celulares, o que nos
levou a examinar os padro˜es de expressa˜o de RNA e proteı´na emmutantes
e transge´nicos de direccionamento axonal. Os resultados obtidos mostram
que a sobre-expressa˜o de robo e´ acompanhada por um aumento de RNA
e proteı´na de va´rias ciclinas celulares; tambe´m observa´mos que as ce´lulas
que expressam ciclinas celulares esta˜o anormalmente localizadas nos em-
brio˜es de slit e robo12, encontrando-se afastadas da linha me´dia. Estas
duas observac¸o˜es sugerem um envolvimento, ate´ ao momento desconhe-
cido, das ciclinas celulares no direccionamento axonal.
O resultado desta dissertac¸a˜o indica que a regulac¸a˜o da expressa˜o ge-
ne´tica tem um papel relevante no direccionamento axonal. Tambe´m en-
contra´mos uma ligac¸a˜o entre direccionamento axonal e migrac¸a˜o dos he-
mo´citos, um resultado que esta´ de acordo com resultados publicados re-
centemente [57] que indicam que mole´culas de direccionamento axonal
foram cooptadas durante a vascularizac¸a˜o em vertebrados. Outra con-
clusa˜o do nosso estudo aponta para a importaˆncia das ciclinas celulares
no contexto do direccionamento axonal. Estes resultados ajudam a com-
preender melhor os mecanismos de regulac¸a˜o do direccionamento axonal
in vivo.
Abstract
The process of midline crossing in the development of the Central Ner-
vous System (CNS) in the Drosophila melanogaster embryo is orchestrated
by a number of receptors and ligands. Many key axon guidance molecu-
les have been identified in both invertebrates and vertebrates but the role
of transcription in the control of axon guidance remains largely unknown.
We conducted a microarray genome wide analysis of the transcriptional
regulation of axon guidance in Drosophila embryos, using wild type and
a number of well-characterized axon guidance mutants and transgenics.
We used the Affymetrix technology, whose first step uses Measure of
Expression (ME) algorithms to combine the values of several probes – cor-
responding to one gene – into one single value. We established a series
of tasks to evaluate five of the MEs – MAS.5.0, dChip, RMA, PDNN and
GCRMA. Each task was based on a known truth and combined global sta-
tistical analysis with specific biological information. Using an actual bio-
logical study – in opposition to spike-in studies – evaluates the algorithms
in situations of real laboratory work. Our results showed that RMA and
PDNN are the most balanced MEs. MAS.5.0 is the most unreliable ME,
dChip performs poorly in some tasks and GCRMA has problems dealing
with low intensity probes.
Microarray experiments produce large amounts of data hence compu-
tational algorithms are appropriate to globally analyze the results. In this
work we adapted and further developed HOPACH (Hierarchical Ordered
Partitioning and Collapsing Hybrid), a clustering algorithm which com-
bines the advantages of partitioning and hierarchical algorithms. Using
the adapted HOPACH, we identified small homogeneous groups of ge-
nes, while simultaneously producing big clusters of non-differentially ex-
pressed genes. Our method circumvents the filtering step, which discards
interesting genes.
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We systematically characterized the HOPACH gene clusters with re-
spect to their relevance in axon guidance using two complementary con-
trolled vocabularies: Gene Ontology (GO) and anatomical annotations of
the Atlas of Pattern of Gene Expression (APoGE). We suggest several ge-
nes as candidates for future experiments and prove that combining clus-
tering with both controlled vocabulary generated from the literature and
in situ expression patterns is a powerful approach to the study of tran-
scriptional networks.
Cluster 49001 contains a significant number of genes expressed in hemo-
cytes – the Drosophila blood cells. We observed through RNA expression
analysis that in the slit mutant and in the double mutant for slit and robo,
hemocytes’ migration does not proceed normally; surprisingly, the dou-
ble mutant for robo and robo2 – the known receptors for slit – does not
show the same hemocyte’s phenotype. Hemocytes’ migration could pro-
ceed with slit’s involvement, but without slit’s usual receptors.
Cell cyclin genes are enriched in a group of clusters, which led us to ex-
amine the RNA and protein patterns of cell cyclins in axon guidance mu-
tants and transgenics. Our results showed that the overexpression of robo
is accompanied by an increase in RNA and protein levels of several cell
cyclins. We also observed that cell cyclin expressing cells are abnormally
located in slit and in the double robo12 mutants; the cell cyclin expressing
cells are visible away from the midline. Both these observations suggest a
previously unknown involvement of cell cyclins in axon guidance.
Our work indicated that regulation of gene expression does play a role
in the process of axon guidance. We found a strong link between axon
guidance and hemocyte migration, a result that agrees with mounting ev-
idence that axon guidance molecules are co-opted in vertebrate vascular-
ization [57]. Cell cyclin activity in the context of axon guidance is also
suggested from the data of our study. These results provide important
insights into the regulation of axon guidance in vivo.
Chapter 1
Introduction
The making of the central nervous system is a central theme in develop-
mental biology and has been approached from several angles: How do
cells differentiate into a highly specialized nerve cell? How do they go
into their proper place? How do they correctly wire? How can the brain
be plastic and yet stable enough? How did the brain evolve and adapt?
These questions have been the focus of the neurobiological studies of the
past century and continue to be the questions of the science of the new
century, already quite dramatically nicknamed the century of the brain.
Axon guidance is the field whose primary object of study is the navi-
gation of the growth cone of developing axons from an initial location into
the final target. Cells in the CNS can be very long, with their cell body
in a central location – the brain – and their targets relatively distant from
the cell body. The set of repellent and attractant cues needed for guidance,
the genetic pathways that control and shape the attraction and repellent
fields, and the timing of the guidance process has been the subject of an
ever growing group of scientists.
The advent of DNA sequencing and especially the huge and astonish-
ing effort that deciphered the genome sequence of several species in the
late nineties, opened up a new set of tools for biological experimentation.
The central dogma of biology – DNA, RNA, Protein – could now be quan-
titatively explored, offering a crisper understanding of the cellular states
and molecular interactions. The application of the post-genomic tools to
the wealth of knowledge in the axon guidance field, obtained by previous
arduous and elegant genetic work, was a challenging and enticing prob-
lem, ready to be addressed in 1999 when I started the experimental work
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for my Ph.D.
1.1 Axon Guidance Overview
The proper formation of a central nervous system, relies on a precise and
accurate wiring of nervous cells which occurs not only for short distances
but also, and most strikingly, for long distances in which the nervous cell
send out extensions that will travel many times the size of the cell body.
The first observations about the extension of growth cones were done
by Ross Harrisson [133] which established that dissociated neurons, cul-
tured in vivo, extend finger-like protuberances – filopodia – which probe
the environment. Filopodia are connected to lamellopodia, a web of cyto-
skeleton proteins, positioned just bellow the cell membrane. Ramon y Ca-
jal proposed that the growth cone is a specialized apparatus, allowing the
input of chemical signals to guide the axon to their proper targets. The
chemoaffinity hypothesis, postulated by Sperry [333], states that different
chemical affinities between growth cone and fields in the environment are
responsible for the proper movement of growth cones.
Cellular studies in grasshopper and vertebrates established that axon
guidance is very selective [125] [86]. These studies also proposed a se-
quential stepwise progression of the growth cone, with space and time
checkpoints for each small step; intermediate targets or choice points play
an important role. The long journey of the growth cone is studied by fo-
cusing on each small step.
During the nineties, molecular genetic studies, especially in Caenorhab-
ditis elegans andDrosophila melanogaster, were instrumental to discover key
genes in the axon guidance process [355] [155]. A vast group of molecu-
les are important across the different species and the pathways and the
stepwise molecular sequence has been dissected using the modern molec-
ular and biochemistry arsenal, with results increasingly more detailed and
complex. With the genome sequencing of the model animals and the be-
ginning of post-genomic technologies, new possibilities have opened up
in the axon guidance field, in which the vast array of relevant of molecu-
les, are placed in a larger and more global perspective. This study aims to
learn more about the global networks and pathway integration occurring
in axon guidance.
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The axon guidance mechanisms can be placed into three major concep-
tual divisions:
• How does the growth cone picks up cues from the environment?
• How do cells move, especially what are the cytoskeleton interactions
enabling movement?
• What are the cellular signaling mechanisms between guidance cues
and cytoskeletal changes?
Research has been happily populating these conceptual divisions with
genes and genetic interactions. ”Entering the baroque period of axon guid-
ance”, one paper points out [308] and the complexity, multiple feedbacks
and mutual modulations in axon guidance, perceptible from the current
knowledge, certainly resonateswith theworks of Bach, Rubens and Shake-
speare. We present in this chapter a brief review of the axon guidance
molecular players.
1.2 Model Organisms in AxonGuidance Studies
The initial studies in axon guidance focused in the extracellular cues (lig-
ands) and corresponding receptors in the axon growth cone. Many mole-
cules were uncovered in genetic screens pioneered in the classical and in-
novative work by Christiane Nu¨sslein-Volhard and Eric F.Wieschaus [255]
and at http://www.nobel.se/medicine/laureates/1995/press.
html.
Genetic screenswere done inDrosophila andC. elegans and the knowl-
edge they provided was later expanded to vertebrates (mice, zebra fish
and cell cultures). The axon guidance molecules are divided in phylo-
genetically conserved protein families, which include slits, netrins, sema-
phorins and ephrins [64]. Table 1.1 shows some of the key molecules in
axon guidance and their homologues for the various model organisms.
The axon guidance molecules are classically viewed as participating in
one of four mechanisms: i) short range repulsion, ii) short range attrac-
tion, iii) long range repulsion, and iv) long range attraction [355]. The
usual biological stern reality shows that families can have bifunctionality,
working as attractants or repellents depending on the cellular context or
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Table 1.1: Axon Guidance Homologous Genes in Various Model Animals
Model Animal Molecule Molecule Molecule
C. elegans UNC-6 slit UNC-40
Drosophila netrin-A, netrin B slit Frazzled
mammals netrin 1-3 slit 1-3 DCC; neogenin
C. elegans SAX-3 VAB-1 4 GPI-linked
Drosophila Robo Dek N/D
mammals Robo1,2; Rig-1 EphA1 – 8; EphB1 – 6 5 GPI linked 3 TM
C. elegans UNC-5
Drosophila N/D
mammals UNC55H1 – 3
the time/space of development. The sharp picture of protein families do-
ing one thing at one time, is further blurred by increasingly solid evidence
of massive integration and modulation of each one of the families, with
the balance of all these variables deciding the final outcome. And yet, the
usual scientific method of systematization and conceptualization of the bi-
ological reality imposed itself on this thesis – there will be one subsection
of this chapter named netrins, the other slit/robo and so on.
1.3 Netrins
The relevance of the midline of the CNS in development, as a structure
to which axons project to, is conserved across species. How axons are
attracted to the midline has been a matter of great interest for a long time;
in 1909 Santiago Ramon y Cajal suggested the existence of an attractant at
the midline [51]. More than eighty years passed before the Hall lab proved
that netrins are the suggested attractant [142].
Netrins are a small family of secreted proteins, similar to laminins,
with large extracellular and large cytoplasmic domains. Netrins were first
identified in C. elegans, as a result of a genetic screen [142], and were
named UNC-6, after the UNC-oordinated behavior of the mutants. The
genes discovered in this screen are involved in the dorsal and ventral mi-
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grations; wild-type circumferential movements still occur, but are misdi-
rected. Netrins were subsequently identified as attractants in chicks [316]
and rats [183]; flies also have netrins, whose mutations show defects in
axon guidance [132]. Netrins are expressed in flies’ midline and in their
homologous structure in vertebrates – the floor plate; in flies and verte-
brates – organisms separated by 600 millions of years – axons cross the
midline because they are attracted to netrins.
Netrins are bifunctional molecules, serving as repellents for some neu-
rons besides their role as a midline attractant. The difference in behavior
is determined by the receptor present in the growth cone. Netrin-induced
attraction in worms is mediated by UNC-40, while the repulsion involves
UNC-5 and UNC-40 [59]. In flies, Frazzled mediates attraction [197] while
UNC-5 mediates repulsion [180]. Vertebrates homologues for unc-5 [216]
and for UNC-40 (DCC) have been reported [179].
The signaling mechanisms downstream of netrins were studied by ge-
netic screens, looking for molecules suppressing unc-5-induced growth
cone guidance; a Rac GTPase (ced-10), an actin binding protein (unc-115),
a regulator of actin polymerization (unc-34) and an ankyrin (unc-44) [68]
are molecules involved in unc-5 signaling and the first hint of how cell
surface changes induce modifications in the cytoskeleton. Cdc42 and Rac1
also seem to be linked to regulation of the filopodia, acting downstream of
netrin-1 and DCC/Fra [321].
DCC associates with Nck [218] and this pair associates with the actin
cytoskeleton, in what is a direct link between netrins and the actin cytoske-
leton. Clustering of several Nck proteins at the membrane triggers local-
ized actin polymerization, a process involving the recruiting of N-WASp
[291]. Dock is Drosophila’s Nck homologue, which interacts with Pak thus
controlling the cytoskeletal dynamics [5] [146]. Trio, a Guanyl-nucleotide
Exhange Factor (GEF) also interacts with Dock and is required for photore-
ceptor and motor axon guidance. Evidence supports a signaling pathway
from Trio to Rac to Pak that links guidance receptors to the growth cone
cytoskeleton [252].
The output of netrin signaling is modulated by the levels of intracellu-
lar cyclic nucleotides. Attraction is not only reduced, but even switched to
repulsion upon reduction of the levels of cAMP [241].
Another level of regulation during axon guidance, is through rapid lo-
cal changes in protein synthesis. Localized protein synthesis is required
for attraction and repulsion mediated through netrin-1 and Sema-3A (sec-
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tion 1.5) [52]. Netrin receptors and intracellular signaling components are
among the targets for this rapid translation. Netrin signaling is mod-
ulated by post-translational modifications and the action of metallopro-
teases [117]. Another type of modulation, involves the silencing of Netrin
signaling by the action of slit/robo repulsion mechanisms, a route which
ensures that mechanisms of attraction and repulsion are not involved in a
tug-of-war (section 1.4).
1.4 SLITs/ROBOs
Slit is responsible for the repulsion of growth cones exerted by the midline
during embryonic development; it provides the opposite force to Netrins.
First discovered as a gene involved in the early patterning of the embryo
[256], slit’s role in CNS development was established through later studies
[296]. Slit produces a repellent fieldwhich prevent axons from crossing the
midline, as further discussed in section 1.7. The slit/robo repellent mech-
anism has been established in Drosophila [187] and was also proposed in
vertebrates [222].
Slits are large proteins, containing several identified protein motifs,
usually associated with the Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM) and extracellu-
lar signaling proteins [296]. Besides their role in midline crossing, slit has
been involved in axonal and dendritic branching [380], neuronal cell mi-
gration [391] [402], mesodermal cell migration [199], lung development [6]
and leukocytes chemotaxis [390]. Recently the relevance of slit in cancer
has been explored [279] [378].
Slits are phylogenetically conserved across species: Humans have three
slits [161]; mice have two, with overlapping but distinct expression includ-
ing in the floor plate [150]. Mutants for both slits in mice show a severe
phenotype, establishing a key role for slit/robo signaling in midline com-
missural axon guidance in vertebrates and its functional homology to Dro-
sophila [222].
Robo, the Slit receptor, belongs to the Ig super family of proteins. Robo
has large cytoplasmic domains with no catalytically active domains. Robo
was discovered in a screen for relevant genes in midline crossing [315].
Robo is the receptor for Slit in various species, such as Drosophila [19]
[187], C. elegans [399], zebra fish [110] and rats [41]. The pattern of expres-
sion of robo in mice is similar to the pattern of expression in Drosophila
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[54] [340]. One Robo protein was recently linked to the human disease
horizontal gaze palsy with progressive scoliosis (HGPPS) [168]; a muta-
tion in robo is related to defects in corticospinal and somatosensory axons
crossing the midline at the medulla.
Slit is the ligand for three receptors in Drosophila: robo, robo2 (leak)
and robo3; robo and robo2 are involved in midline crossing. The mutant
for robo shows a strong phenotype [315] but not as strong as the loss of
slit [296]; robo2 shows no phenotype [322]. Only the double mutant robo,
robo2 (robo12) shows a similar phenotype to the loss of slit [322], which
delayed the recognition of slit as the ligand for robo [19] [187] – since robo
and slit Loss Of Function (LOF) do not show the same phenotype it was
not immediately clear that they were ligand/receptor.
Another molecule directly related to slit and robo function in midline
crossing is comm. Comm is a transmembrane protein and was found in
a genetic screen for mutations that affect the pattern of commissural and
longitudinal axon pathways in the developing CNS of the Drosophila em-
bryo [315]; the same screening also found robo. Comm prevents Robo
from reaching the surface of the growth cone, the repellent mechanism
does not exert its action and axons cross the midline [181] [187] [189]. Con-
sidering that all the other major axon guidance molecules are conserved
it is surprising that no comm homologue exists in vertebrates or even C.
elegans. Recently a mechanism for vertebrate midline crossing was pro-
posed where rig-1/robo3 are involved in a functionally homologous way
to Drosophila comm [297].
Robo levels are controlled by proteolytic cleavage, namely by the met-
alloprotease Kuzbanian, which genetically interacts with slit [307].
The signal transduction resulting from the activation of Robo by Slit
occurs similarly to the netrin-induced signaling: i) RhoGTPases [112] [16],
ii) Ena and Abl [17], and iii) Dock, Rac and Pak [101] [192]. It is interesting
that the antagonistic attractive and repellent pathways recruit and acti-
vate identical downstream components, which led some authors to pro-
pose that the mechanisms used to move the growth cone are the same,
independently of the polarity of the movement [308]. Ena is needed for
the robo mediated growth cone progression. Abl plays an opposite role,
phosphorylating robo and antagonizing its action. Both Abl and Ena bind
to robo’s cytoplasmic domain [17].
Robo enhances Rac and Rho dominant negative CNS defects, indicat-
ing a role for these RhoGTPases in the robo-mediated axon guidance [112].
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Cdc42 activation and Rac1 inactivation have similar phenotypes to robo
mutants, indicating that they are downstream of robo [235]. Small GEFs,
such as GEF64C and sos, genetically interact with robo [16] [111]. In verte-
brates, slit2 downregulates Cdc42 in cell lines by a mechanism involving
a novel group of GAPs.
Receptor Protein Tyrosine Phosphatases (RPTP) are involved in the
slit/robo repulsion mechanism; two RPTPs interact genetically with slit,
robo and comm, acting as positive regulators of the repulsion signaling
pathway [339].
slit and integrins (mys, mew, if and scb) interact genetically[336]; netrins
have not shown such integrin interaction.
The attraction mediated by Netrin, and the repulsion mediated by Slit
molecularly cross-talk thought the formation of a heteromultimeric cy-
toplasmic receptor complex of robo with frazzled [334]. The interaction
robo/fra silences the attraction mediated by netrin, and solves the conun-
drum of having two competing mechanisms with opposing directions be-
ing sensed by the growth cones. Similarly, slit-mediated repulsion silences
N-cadherin mediated cell adhesion [289].
1.5 Semaphorins
Semaphorins were identified in grasshoppers [196] and later found to be
an inducer of paralysis of neuronal growth cones in vitro [225]. Sema are
secreted transmembrane or cell surface proteins and they function as both
repellent and attractants, although most reports focus on the repellent ef-
fect. Semaphorins are a large family, phylogenetically conserved from
virus to humans. All Semaphorins have a sema domain; eight classes of
semaphorins are recognized (reviewed by Pasterkamp [270]).
Plexins are the receptors for Semas. Plexins are transmembrane pro-
teins and are divided in four groups [346]. Plexins have a sema domain,
raising the hypothesis that plexins may be the genes from which sema-
phorins evolved [386] [69]. PlexinA is the Drosophila ligand for Sema1a
[386] and their interaction mediates defasciculation in motor neurons; sev-
eral other studies link specific Semaphorins with specific Plexins [347].
Neuropilins are also receptors for class III Semas. Plexins cannot bind
directly to Sema class III for which neuropilins are obligate co-receptors
[344]. Class III Semas and Neuropilins do not exist in Drosophila nor in C.
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elegans [104], suggesting they occurred during chordate evolution.
Semaphorins intracellular signaling studies indicate that Plexin-B1, the
receptor for Semaphorin 4D, acts as a GTPase activating protein for R-
Ras, with the requirement of Rnd1, a small GTP-binding protein of the
Rho family [258]. RhoA is involved in the Sema4D/Plexin-B1-induced
collapse of the growth cone, through the RhoGEFs LARG and PDZ-Rho-
GEF [342] [147] [275] [10]; Rnd1 is also involved in this secondmechanism,
enhancing the contact PlexinB1 with PDZ-RhoGEF.
Rac mediates the Semaphorin induced collapse of growth cones [171].
Conflicting reports of the positive effect of Rac in growth cone collapse,
comes from observations that PlexinB1, upon binding with Sema4D, in-
teracts with Rac, sequestering Rac from PAK. The diminished availabil-
ity of Rac would be responsible for growth cone collapse. This process
is bidirectional, since Rac modulates Plexin-B1 binding [372]. Biochemi-
cal and genetic studies in Drosophila show that PlexB binds to Rac(GTP)
and downregulates its output by blocking access to Pak; at the same time
PlexB binds RhoA, increasing its output [153]. The relative balance be-
tween RhoA and Rac, rather than their absolute values, seems to be most
important factor. In vertebrates, there is no indication of RhoA, PlexinB
interaction. A curious suggestion is that Rac might act only upstream of
Plexin-A1 regulating the activity of the receptor [362].
PlexA interacts withMolecule Interacting with CasL (MICAL) which is
required for Sema-1a/PlexAmediated repulsion [354]. MICAL has several
domains which interact with actin, the intermediate filaments and with
cytoskeletal-associated adaptor proteins such as CasL, hence being a per-
fect candidate for integration of the sema/plexin output with cytoskeletal
rearrangements conducing to growth cone steering.
The modulation of sema output is also achieved by cyclic nucleotides
– a common theme for mechanisms of molecular regulation – which al-
lows integration frommultiple guidance cues. Nervy couples cAMP-PKA
signaling to PlexA, regulating Sema-1a-mediated axonal repulsion inputs
from multiple guidance cues [353]. Also, cGMP production by Gyc76C is
relevant in sema-1a/plexinA-mediated repulsion [11]. cGMP levels can
purportedly influence the output of Sema3A; increased levels of cGMP
turn repulsion into attraction.
F-Actin is reduced to half upon activation by Semaphorins [100], relat-
ing Semaphorins to growth cone changes. Sema3A activates LIM Kinase-1
(LIMK1), that phosphorylates and inactivates Cofilin, leading to growth
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cone collapse [3]. Less active Cofilin leads to less actin filament turnover,
dissolution of F-Actin filaments and depolymerization of the actin cyto-
skeleton.
Plexins can be phosphorylated and kinases such as Fes, Met, Fyn, Cdk5
and GSK-3 are reported to be linked to semaphorin output (reviewed in
[104]).
Similarly to netrin modulation, local translation at the growth cone
is necessary for Sema3A repulsion. Protein inhibitors applied to the cell
body block Sema3A-induced collapse of the growth cone [52]. The MAPK
kinase pathway is involved – as for Netrin-1 – in the Sema3A-induced col-
lapse of growth cones [13].
1.6 Ephrins and Eph Receptors
Ephrins are involved in axon guidance, boundary formation, cell migra-
tion, vasculogenesis and synaptic connectivity. Ephrins are membrane
bound ligands for the Eph receptors [61] [88]. There are two types of
ephrins divided by how they are tethered to the membrane: ephrin As
are anchored to the membrane by a GPI linkage and ephrin Bs have a
transmembrane domain.
Ephrin receptors (Eph) are members of the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase
family and comprise the largest RTK group in the human genome. Ephs
are divided into two groups based on sequence similarity and ligand affin-
ity.
Thirteen Ephs and eight ephrins exist in mammals. Worms have one
Eph and four ephrins, while flies have one Eph and one ephrin [230]. It
was thought that EphA bind to ephrinAs, while EphB bind to ephrinBs,
but recently it was shown that EphB2 and ephrin-A5 bind with high affin-
ity [144].
In the visual system, the topographic mapping of retinal axons along
the anterior-posterior axis is shaped through repulsion mediated by eph-
rinA/EphA. An ephrinA gradient is present in the tectum, whereas EphA
exists in a complementary gradient in the retina [88] [62]. This work con-
firmed the classical chemoaffinity theory proposed by Sperry during the
sixties [333], which states that the connection of specific neurons and tar-
gets occurs through selective attachment by chemical affinities with the
involvement of morphogenetic gradients. A model for the mapping pro-
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poses that ephrins are responsible for the smooth mapping by striking a
balance of growth promotion versus repulsion.
The role of ephrinB/EphB in the dorsal-ventral retina mapping, is dif-
ferent from the repulsive role of ephrinAs in the anterior-posterior axis
[145] [229].
Ephrins have an axon guidance role in the formation of the corticospinal
cord; mutants for Ehp4 and ephrinB3 have abnormal crosses in the spinal
cord [87] [203].
In ephrin signaling both ligand and receptor are membrane bound
hence the contact is necessarily intercellular enabling two-way signaling
and distinguishing ephrins from the other axon guidance cues. The usual
perception of what is ligand and receptor becomes less evident with i) for-
ward signaling – events occurring in cells bearing Ephs, downstream of
binding, and ii) reverse signaling – events occurring in cells that bear
ephrins, upstream of binding.
RhoGTPases are involved in the downstream signaling. ephrinA5 bind-
ing leads to RhoA activation and subsequently to the downstream activa-
tion of Rho Kinase (ROCK) protein; ephrinA5 is also responsible for the
repression of Rac. These two concomitant effects lead to the collapse of
neuronal growth cones [375]. The GEF ephexin is involved in growth cone
collapse induced by EphrinA5, activating RhoA and, on the other hand,
inhibiting Cdc42 and Rac. Pak is also inactivated on the process [318].
Ephrin can be phosphorylated upon binding with Eph, evidence that
ephrin signaling is bidirectional [149]. The molecules involved in ephrin
phosphorylation include the Src family tyrosine kinases [264] and the fi-
broblast growth factor (FGF) [66].
GRB4 is an adaptor molecule that binds to ephrinB and interacts with
a set of proteins implicated in cytoskeletal regulation, including the Cbl-
associated protein (CAP/ponsin), the Abl-interacting protein-1 (Abi-1),
dynamin, PAK1, hnRNPK and axin [73]. The fibroblast growth factor re-
ceptor 1 (FGFR1) is required for GRB4/ephrinB binding [34]. Other mole-
cules linked to the reverse ephrin signaling are GRIP-1, GRIP-2 and PDZ-
RGS3.
The cross-talk of axon guidance cues with ephrin ligands is clear when
the activation of EphA2 induces the reduction of integrin-mediated adhe-
sion; this process is mediated by the dephosphorylation of FAK and the
protein tyrosine phosphatase SHP2 [239].
Metalloproteases, such as Kuzbanian, bind to EphA3 and cleave eph-
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rinA2, terminating contact-mediated repulsion. The severance of ephrins/-
Eph contact solves an apparent contradiction: How do ephrins mediate
repulsion if the ephrin/Eph binding is necessarily intercellular? [140]
Similarly to semaphorins, ephrin/Eph signaling can be regulated by
local translation after axons have crossed the midline [39]. Axons have the
machinery for local translation and for membrane insertion of guidance
receptors; they adjust the receptor composition at the membrane to meet
the local external environment.
Ephrins show two types of responses, modulated by the level of cGMP.
Low levels of cGMP correspond to unclustered EphA2 ectodomains, elicit
a quick response in the form of growth cone collapse, and require protea-
some function. High levels of cGMP correspond to clustered EhpA2, elicit
a slow response, and show no dependence of proteasome molecules [228].
1.7 Experimental Design: Crossing the Midline
Midline crossing in Drosophila is an established model for axon guidance.
In a simplified and cartoonish view, two forces are present: Attraction
and repulsion. How growth cones behave at each moment during midline
crossing can be simplified to the question: Which force is stronger? Our
model assumes five major steps:
1. Initial StateAfter neuroblasts’ delamination in stage 9, growth cones
extend from the cell bodies. Axons can be divided into i) commis-
sural axons, which cross the midline, and ii) ipsilateral axons, which
never cross the midline and that we do not discuss in the next steps.
2. Attraction State Netrin is the molecular attractant and is present at
the midline. Frazzled is the receptor for Netrin, and is inserted at
membrane of the growth cones. Slit is the repellent and is present
at the midline. Robo1 and Robo2 are the receptors for Slit. Comm
directs Robo to the ubiquitination pathway, hence preventing Robo
from being inserted at the membrane. Attraction is fully functional
whereas repulsion is repressed; the balance favors attraction, the
growth cones travel towards the midline.
3. Crossing the Midline Driven by the attraction induced by Netrin,
commissural neurons reach the midline and eventually cross it.
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4. Repulsion State The attractant field from Netrin is still present. On
the repulsion side, Comm no longer targets Robo to the late endo-
somal pathway, hence Robo is present at the commissural growth
cones membrane and senses Slit repulsion. The balance attraction/-
repulsion favors repulsion and the growth cones steer away from the
midline. Robo signaling might shut down the attractant Netrin/-
Frazzled signaling, tilting the balance further to the repulsion side.
5. Final State Robo is present at the growth cone membrane, the re-
pulsion mechanisms are fully functional and prevent the axons from
re-crossing the midline.
Assuming this model, How does the growth cone control the cellular
and molecular interplay? It is established that localized protein expres-
sion occurs in axon guidance [52]. Hence the control and fine tuning of
axon pathways could conceivably proceed exclusively through localized
protein expression. In this scenario, the mRNA needed for control of axon
guidance is packaged in the beginning of growth cone movement and all
adjustments done through translation of themRNAs present at the growth
cone pool.
An alternative mechanism is that, in response to the guidance cues
present in the external environment, growth cone relays information to
the nucleus, newmRNAs are produced, new proteins are translatedwhich
then are responsible for the fine tuning of growth cone guidance.
These two potential mechanisms of control might be simultaneously
present: A quick response proceeds through local translation, while more
permanent changes occur through expression changes.
To address this question we decided to study several axon guidance
mutants and transgenics with genetic profiling with microarrays, a pow-
erful technology to understand the genetic control in complex processes,
such as axon guidance. Microarray experiments may be thought of as a
picture of the organism obtained by disturbing genetic networks; an anal-
ogy may be made to the 3-D pictures of a molecule, obtained by a crys-
tallographer analyzing diffraction patterns of x-rays. The careful choice
of key mutants/transgenics in the particular biological pathway is very
relevant in microarray profiling studies.
The mutants and transgenics in this work are based on the slit/robo re-
pulsivemechanism, because the phenotypes are clearer than themutants/-
transgenics for the attractant mechanism. slit, robo and comm are well
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studied genes, and both Gain Of Function (GOF) and Loss of Function
(LOF) animals are available. Also, some genes havemutants and transgen-
ics of different phenotypic strengths, allowing to study genetic responses
to a gradient of genetic disturbances. Finally, the axon guidance model
implies that the possible changes in specific mutants/transgenics will be
similar or symmetrically opposite to other mutants/transgenics. For ex-
ample, it is predicted that the slit mutant will elicit similar changes to the
double mutant robo12; or, it is expected that the robo GOF will be sym-
metrically opposite to the robo LOF.
1.7.1 Description of Mutants and Transgenics
Mutants and transgenics used in this study:
WT Wild-type, Canton-S flies.
comm Null alleles for commissureless. The CNS has no commissures; the
phenotype is similar to URyf and UNC5. In growth cones without
Comm, Robo is always present at the surface, growth cones always
sense Slit, hence the axons never cross the midline.
Figure 1.1: Model – Crossing theMidline (cont.) (1.1a) Initial State. Commissural
and ipsilateral neurons extend on their own side. Slit and Netrin are present
at the midline. (1.1b) Attraction State. Comm in commissural neurons prevents
Robo from reaching the growth cone surface. The only receptor at the surface is
Frazzled, the Netrin ligand, hence the growth cone is attracted towards the mid-
line. Ipsilateral neurons have Robo on their surface, always sense the repulsion
exerted by Slit, hence are not attracted towards the midline. (1.1c) Crossing the
Midline. Commissural axons reach the midline and cross it; ipsilateral neurons
continue on their own side. (1.1d) Repulsion State. In commissural axons, Comm
no longer targets Robo to the late endosomal pathway; Robo is expressed at the
growth cone, which senses the repellent Slit and does not re-cross the midline.
(1.1d) Final State. Commissural neurons having crossed the midline, and with the
repellent mechanism active, stay on the longitudinal pathway from the opposite
side of the midline; ipsilateral neurons are part of the longitudinal pathways on
their own side.
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comm.WT Heterozygous for comm. The CNS is normal. Although less
Comm is present, it is enough for a normal CNS scaffold.
robo Null mutants for robo. The CNS has thicker commissures and thin-
ner longitudinals; similar to UC2x. Without Robo, growth cones are
always attracted to the midline; because Robo2 is present, the repel-
lent mechanism is functional, albeit reduced, thus growth cones keep
crossing and re-crossing the midline.
robo.WT Heterozygous for robo. The CNS is normal. Although less robo
is available, it is enough for a normal CNS.
robo2 Null alleles for robo2. The CNS is normal. In the absence of Robo2,
Robo can still induce a normal CNS scaffold.
robo12 Double mutant for robo1 and robo2. The CNS has no commis-
sures, all axons are stalled at the midline; the phenotype is similar to
slit and slit.robo. With no receptors for slit, the growth cones sense
exclusively Netrin-induced attraction and are attracted to the mid-
line, which they cannot leave.
slit Null allele for slit. The CNS has no commissures, all axons are stalled
at the midline; the phenotype is similar to robo12 and slit.robo. With
no repellent ligand, the axons are attracted to the midline and do not
leave.
slit.WT Heterozygous for slit. The CNS is normal. Although less Slit is
present, it is enough for a normal CNS scaffold.
slit.robo Double mutant for slit and robo. The CNS has no commissures;
all axons are stalled at themidline; the phenotype is similar to robo12
and slit. There is no repellent ligand at the midline, the axons only
sense the attractive field, and cannot leave the midline.
UC comm GOF; comm is overexpressed in post-mitotic neurons. The
CNS is normal. The overexpression of comm is not enough to pre-
vent Robo from reaching the growth cone surface.
UC2x comm GOF; comm is overexpressed in post-mitotic neurons. The
CNS has thicker commissures and thinner longitudinals; similar to
robo. comm expression is twice as much as in UC; the increased
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amount of Comm, prevents Robo from reaching the growth cone sur-
face; axons cross and re-cross the midline.
UR robo GOF; robo is overexpressed, in post-mitotic neurons. The CNS
is normal.
URyf robo GOF; robo-yf – a stronger, modified version of robo – is overex-
pressed in post-mitotic neurons. The CNS has no commissures; the
phenotype is similar to comm and UNC5. The repulsion induced by
the overexpression of robo-yf is stronger than the attraction mecha-
nisms, and all neurons are repelled from the midline.
URyf.mef robo GOF; robo-yf is overexpressed in the muscles. The CNS is
normal.
UR2 robo2 GOF; overexpression of robo2 in post-mitotic neurons. The
CNS is normal. The presence of robo overcomes the lack of robo2 in
terms of the observed CNS phenotype.
FRM GOF of fra-robo; overexpression of a chimeric frazzled-robo con-
struct in postmitotic neurons. The CNS is normal. The cytoplasmic
portion of the construct is a Robo domain and the extracellular do-
main is from Frazzled. The embryos respond to the attractant Netrin
field with a repulsive robo output.
UNC5 unc-5 GOF; unc-5 overexpression in post-mitotic neurons. The
CNS has no commissures; the phenotype is similar to comm and
URyf. UNC-5 is the repellent receptor for Netrin, too much UNC-
5 equals too much repulsion.
1.7.2 Expected Genetic Changes
Three types of changes are expected when analyzing expression profiles
of genetic mutants/transgenics:
Regulatory Feedbacks In amutant/transgenic, the expression of key axon
guidance genes is downregulated/upregulated. Genes upstream re-
act by changing its expression. A for-instance: In a robo LOF, a hy-
pothetical transcription factor responsible for inducing expression of
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Figure 1.2: Mutant and Transgenic Phenotypes
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robo, and subjected to a negative feedback control will be overex-
pressed. In a robo GOF, this hypothetical transcription factor will
be less expressed. Similar reasonings may be applied the other mu-
tants/transgenics.
Forward Changes In the mutants/transgenics, genes downstream of the
axon guidance genes will be less/more expressed.
Indirect Effects Secondary/indirect expression changes, not directly re-
lated to the biological process; real expression changes, but not rel-
evant to the study. They are induced because i) of the mechanical
preparation of the embryos, and ii) the neurons are not reaching their
targets and not receiving appropriate signals.
Notes on the mutants/transgenics and their relationship, help under-
stand the strengths and limitations of the experimental design:
Figure 1.2: Mutant and Transgenic Phenotypes (cont.) (1.2a) WT. The CNS has
a ladder-like scaffold; the longitudinal tracts and the commissural axons are at
the usual distance from each other. (1.2b) comm. No commissures are visible in
the CNS. (1.2c) comm.WT. Heterozygous embryo for comm, the CNS is normal.
(1.2d) robo. The CNS has thicker commissures and thinner longitudinals. (1.2e)
robo.WT. Heterozygous robo embryo with a WT scaffold. (1.2f) robo2. The CNS
is WT-like. (1.2g) robo12. Double mutant for robo1 and robo2, growth cones are
stalled at the midline. (1.2h) slit. The growth cones are stalled at the midline.
(1.2i) slit.WT. Heterozygous embryo for slit, with a WT scaffold. (1.2j) slit.robo.
Double mutant for slit and robo; growth cones are stalled at the midline. (1.2k)
UC. GOF for comm; the embryo has a WT-looking CNS. (1.2l) UC2x. GOF with
a double copy of comm; the CNS has thicker commissures and thinner longitudi-
nals. (1.2m) UR. GOF for a wild type robo transcript; the CNS is WT-like. (1.2n)
URyf. GOF with a stronger modified version of robo (robo-yf); no commissures
are visible in the CNS. (1.2o) URyf.mef.GOF with a stronger modified version of
robo, expressed in the muscles; the CNS looks WT. (1.2p) UR2. GOF for robo2;
the CNS looks normal. (1.2q) FRM. GOF for the chimeric fra-robo construct; the
CNS is WT-like. (1.2r) UNC5. GOF for unc-5; no commissures are visible in the
CNS.
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Transheterozygous Animals slit.WT, robo.WT and comm.WT have a sin-
gle copy of the gene and a normal CNS phenotype. Possibly, strong
feedback mechanisms increase the transcript level, and downstream
signaling changes help the development of a normal CNS.
LOF vs. GOF The expression of some genes should go in opposite direc-
tions in conditions of the LOF/GOF pairs, e.g., comm/UC, robo/UR
and robo2/UR2.
Strength of GOF command robo overexpression have different strengths,
with UC2x double as strong than UC2; and URyf stronger than UR.
Expression changes in some geneswill bemore visible in the stronger
GOF.
Genetically Similar Conditions The axon guidance model predicts that
somemutants/transgenics will have similar expression changes. For
instance, slit and robo12, in which the repellent mechanism is miss-
ing; or UC2x and robo; or URyf and comm LOF.
Phenotypically Similar Conditions Some mutants/transgenics have the
same phenotype and some genetic expression changes will be the
same because of that. For instance in UNC5, comm and URyf more
cytoskeleton proteins might be similarly expressed because the ax-
ons are not turning to the midline. And yet, the genetic mechanisms
between these three mutants might not be related.
UFR Robo extracellular domain binds Slit, whereas the cytoplasmic do-
main is responsible for downstream signaling and cytoskeletal chan-
ges that make the growth cone turn. robo-frazzled is a chimeric pro-
tein, with the extracellular domain of Frazzled and the cytoplasmic
component of Robo [15]. UFR is a GOF of robo-frazzled in post-
mitotic neurons, and uncouples the downstream signaling of robo
from effects occurring at the surface level, resulting from Slit bind-
ing.
URyf.mef In addition to the CNS, robo and slit are relevant in other tis-
sues, such as mesodermal migration [199]. Most GOF used in this
work use the Elav neuronal post-mitotic driver in the UAS/GAL4
system. By contrast, mef2 is a driver for mesodermal cells which in-
duces the overexpression of robo in the mesoderm and specifically
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in muscle; changes in the muscle can be distinguished by changes in
the CNS.
UNC5 The unc-5 gene is not part of the slit/robo pathway. UNC5 is a
repellent receptor for Netrin. Because the UNC5 CNS phenotype is
similar to comm and URyf, but the genetic pathways are not, we can
uncouple the expression changes due exclusively to the CNS physi-
cal changes from the specific expression changes due to the slit/robo
pathways.
The rational behind this study is that all the different possibilities – dif-
ferent genes; different mutant strengths; GOF and LOF; different dosages
for the same gene; genetic similarities and phenotypic similarities – will
force genetic perturbations highly focused in the axon guidance process.
Our final goal is to order the genetic expression changes in an com-
prehensible way, sorting genes into sensible groups. The rational is that
there are enough dimensions of analysis to distinguish the different kinds
of genes present in the complex network of axon guidance control and
regulation.
At the beginning, we wanted to choose genes based on a predeter-
mined changing expression. For instance, genes ”going up in comm, down
in UC, down in URyf, up in robo”. Such an approach does not yield mean-
ingful genes and the number of possible combinations discards a manual
inspection. Computational algorithms are the solution to include all the
potential genetic interactions and are discussed in Chapter 4 and in An-
nex A.
1.8 Brief History of Microarrays: A New Era?
DNA microarrays uses the fundamental property of nucleic acids, the
specific binding (hybridization) to their complementary sequences. One
strand is used as a probe, a concept explored for some time:
• In the sixties, solid surfaces were used to hybridize to complemen-
tary RNA [121] [290]
• In 1975, Southern published the famous Southern blot technique [330],
allowing the identification of specific sequences of DNA; this con-
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cept was extended to dot blots, through automation and miniatur-
ization [215]
• The use of impermeable, rigid surfaces such as glass [185] optimized
the thermodynamics and kinetics parameters of the hybridization re-
action; other groups were also experimenting with a device capable
to monitor in parallel a series of proteins, immobilized in an inert
surface [97]
• In the early 90s, the confluence of genomic knowledge with the tech-
niques for immobilizing DNA produced devices capable of measur-
ing the amount of every RNA species in the cell; the group of the
whole set of RNA molecules was popularized as ”transcriptome”
[371]
• Fodor and colleagues at Affymetrix used in situ synthesis to pro-
duce high density DNA arrays [107] [106]; other groups, notably Pat
Brown’s group at Stanford, were producing microarrays, with a dif-
ferent approach [306] [81]
From the mid nineties until the beginning of the century, the number
of microarray papers steadily increased and many reviews hailed the new
technology as a major breakthrough, the first and powerful tool of the
post genomic era. Many other scientists saw microarrays as a very hyped
technique. Some of the proponents’ enthusiasm was vivid:
The actual discovery of this genetic terra incognita has jolted
biology much as the discovery of America jolted Europe 500
years ago – showing us how much of the world is beyond the
frontier – mysterious, tantalizing and unexplored. [44]
The opponents’ gloom was symmetrically intense:
Arewe about to enter the decadent phase of biology inwhich
scientists will be unable to see what the problems are or, if
they do, will be unable to formulate questions that could be
answered, either by observation and measurement, or by inter-
vention and experiment? [38]
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There was little doubt on the usefulness of these new technologies. The
argument was whether this was a defining moment in biology, a new sci-
entific paradigm, where biological knowledge could only be obtainedwith
informatics, statistics, engineering, physics and massive amounts of data,
or, was this post-genomic new era simply the incremental process started
with the DNA revolution from the 50s, symbolically represented by the
discovery of DNA in 1953?
The most poignant and elucidative debate of this ”new-agers” versus
”old guard” revolved around the topic of hypothesis free research. The
chip-enthusiasts claimed it was now possible to do research in a data-
driven manner (or, using a crasser formulation, in a hypothesis-free man-
ner) [44]. The chip-non-enthusiasts claimed it was utterly non-sense to
think of science as hypothesis-free and that a careful planned and well
though out experiment was the truly basis of the scientific process itself
[38].
The chip enthusiasts did clearly hype their technology, and in its own
perverse way that exaggeration became a distraction, by rising the expec-
tations so high that anything short of a major breakthrough was consid-
ered a failure. Many examples can be found on the literature of this in-
tellectually arrogant approach that promised the new land of biology. On
the flip side, the old paradigm of science being done as a series of specific
experiments, in which a bottom line is achievable, has big limitations. An
answer of yes or no, validating or eliminating the question posed by the
experimental design itself, necessarily reduces biology’s complexity and
is naı¨ve. The tools that exist today – call them a new paradigm or a contin-
uum – are moving us to another era. Science has to accept the coexistence
of the two worlds: One gives us narrow, but precise answers (Which do-
main of the protein is responsible for binding?, Which amino-acid phos-
phorylates this enzyme?, How is this receptor downregulated?), while the
other tells that this group of proteins work together and that they are rel-
evant in this process, even if the exact correlation existing between each
protein is not clear.
The two major branches of microarray technology are spotted arrays
and the Affymetrix technology; the two differ mainly in four aspects:
Probes Spotted chips use amplified DNA as the source for the probes;
Affymetrix use in situ synthesized oligonucleotides. The source of
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spotted chips are Expressed Sequence Tags (EST) or genomic DNA,
in which case specific primers are used to amplify each gene; Affy-
metrix technology is only possible when the sequence is known, since
it uses in situ synthesis.
Size of Probes Spotted chips have a large range, from 70mers to 2kb. Affy-
metrix microarrays cannot have more than 25mers, due to technical
limitations of the synthesis process; Affymetrix uses 15 to 20 probes
for each gene; the values of all probes are combined into a single
measurement value.
Number of Channels Spotted chips use two channels – one as the con-
dition, the other as the control. The ratio between the two is the
relevant measure – a big ratio means that there is more RNA in the
condition than in the control. Affymetrix uses only one channel and
all comparisons are done with the measurements of a separate chip
for the control RNA.
Source Material In spotted chips RNA is reverse transcribed into cDNA,
labeled during reverse transcription, and hybridized to the microar-
ray. In Affymetrix the RNA is reverse transcribed into cDNA, which
is transcribed back into cRNA which is then hybridized to the mi-
croarrays. In the transcription step, the cRNA is labeled and ampli-
fied.
Affymetrix microarrays are more expensive and are based on propri-
etary technology. Affymetrix has been known not to provide all the infor-
mation that scientists ask for, and its technology does not seem intuitive
(14 probes corresponding to one gene, which have to be combined into a
single expression measure). Spotted technology can be custom made, is
cheaper and the final result does not involve combining several probes.
Yet, the current trend favors Affymetrix technology, which is becoming
the microarray technology of choice. Explanations for this include ease
of access, marketing, and a well optimized protocol that works from day
one. Spotted arrays have a long learning curve, they do not come in pack-
aged ready-to-use boxes, important procedures such as hybridization and
washing are less optimized and automated. But the major reason for Affy-
metrix current domination is that the accuracy, robustness and quality of
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the results obtained with Affymetrix have empirically proven to be supe-
rior.
The work presented in this doctoral thesis was done using the Affyme-
trix microarray technology. A whole year was spent amplifying an EST
library, learning and optimizing the process of how to produce spotted
microarrays. Corresponding to the grand total of one paragraph in this
thesis.
1.9 Spotted Arrays
Spotted microarrays were championed at Stanford, by Pat O’Brown, Joe
DiRisi, Michael Eisen and others. Microarray spotted technology is the
choice of laboratories wanting full control of their setup and that have
capabilities in terms of machinery support. It is hailed as a cheaper tech-
nology. Several steps are part of the spotted microarray process:
Probes The DNA in each spot, results from PCR amplification of ESTs,
or, if the sequence of the genes is available, from amplification of
genomic DNA using specific primers.
Spotting A mechanical robot produces the spots by depositing a small
drop of liquid of up to 10µl in a glass slide. The volume deposited is
extremely small and the slide looks like a tight series of dots – hence
the name microarrays. The glass surface is coated with polylysine
allowing the covalent binding of the DNA’s extremities.
RNA Preparation and Transcription RNA is extracted from the biologi-
cal source and reverse transcribed into cDNA, while being labeled
with a fluorescent dye. The sample and control RNA are labeledwith
different dyes, each read in a separate channel at different wave-
lengths.
Hybridization/Washes The labeled cDNA is placed on top of themicroar-
ray on a closed chamber until hybridization equilibrium. The mi-
croarrays are washed in a crucial technical step; unspecific noise is
removed, whereas the specific hybridization signal is maintained.
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Confocal Reading The slide is read in a scanner that produces a picture
with the intensity of each spot corresponding to the amount of la-
beled cDNA hybridized to it.
Data Analysis The picture is analyzed, extracting the measures of inten-
sity. Normalization and high level analysis such as clustering proce-
dures are the next steps in microarray analysis.
1.10 Affymetrix Microarrays
The Affymetrix technology was developed at Affymetrix, by Fodor and
colleagues. In 1991, Fodor published results showing the feasibility of
parallel chemical synthesis to produce an array of 1024 peptides. In 1993,
the first oligonucleotide array was published [106] and soon after the first
use for the microarrays – in DNA sequencing – was reported [273]. In
1996, Affymetrix chips were used to monitor expression [220], and in 1997
the first experiment analyzing a whole genome – Saccharomyces cerevisiae
– was carried out [387]. As with spotted arrays, Affymetrix technology is
divided in a series of steps:
Chip Production Probes are photochemically synthesized on a chip of sil-
icone. A set of masks is used in the combinatorial chemistry process.
The sequence of the probes obeys to Affymetrix empirical criteria
that takes into account uniqueness, hybridization parameters and
proximity to the 5’-end. Technical constraints limit the maximum
size of the probes to 25mers, not long enough to assure specificity;
the problem is solved using several probes for each gene, and com-
bining them into a single measure of expression with the use of ap-
propriate algorithms. The details of the technology are not relevant
for researchers, since Affymetrix DNA chips are bought in a com-
mercial way, ready to use, as is, out of the box.
RNA Preparation and Transcription RNA is isolated and reverse trans-
cribed. The resulting cDNA is transcribed into cRNA, with amplifi-
cation of the number of molecules in the pool; in the transcription the
cRNA is labeled with biotin. The RNA is broken into smaller pieces,
and hybridized with the microarray.
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Hybridization/Washes The labeled sample and themicroarray reach ther-
modynamic equilibrium in a rotating oven; precise binding of the
hybrids cRNA/DNA-probes occurs. The array is washed in a flu-
idics station, which has automated programs optimized to remove
the non-specific binding while keeping the specific signal.
Confocal Reading The array is read in a confocal scanner producing an
image of the microarray in which the intensity of each spot corre-
sponds to the amount of RNA bound to it.
Data Analysis The picture is analyzed by software that extracts the in-
tensity of each probe into a numeric table. The set of probes cor-
responding to a single gene, are combined into a single measure of
expression; several methods/algorithms are available. Normaliza-
tion and high level analysis such as clustering are the next steps in
microarray analysis.
1.11 Objectives
The main goal of this work was to investigate i) the existence of tran-
scription regulation during midline crossing in Drosophila, ii) whether
any transcription changes occur at the downstream cytoskeletal level, and
iii) whether any upstream changes are visible in axon guidance mutants.
We applied the whole genome technology of microarrays to the study of
axon guidance mutants and transgenics. The microarray technology is
still under intense development and our work aimed at providing a com-
prehensive and global approach to the study of mutants/transgenics with
microarrays.
Different ME methods have been proposed to extract expression informa-
tion from the Affymetrix microarrays, and it is not clear which one pro-
vides the best result. It was one of the goals of our work to establish which
ME performs the best in a real biological experiment.
Clustering algorithms have been used in the analysis of microarrays ex-
periments, but the current methods have several limitations, namely the
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use of only a limited number of genes with the arbitrary exclusion of oth-
ers; also, the clusters tend to apprehend either the big picture, or the small
details. We wanted to develop a more flexible clustering method.
Another goal of our work was to use controlled vocabularies to character-
ize microarray clusters. GO has been extensively used, but we also used
another new vocabulary, APoGE. Another important use of APoGE is to
utilize the in situ images present in the data base to characterize clusters
in terms of expression patterns.
The final goal of our workwas to find genes with a putative axon guidance
role and, if possible, to validate their axon guidance relevance using the
standard tools of genetics.
Chapter 2
Material and Methods
2.1 Drosophila Stocks
Seventeen mutants and transgenic animals were used in this work. Flies
were placed in cages at room temperature and plates were changed ev-
ery hour. After collection, plates were kept at room temperature and em-
bryos were harvested fourteen hours after collection. The collected em-
bryos were visually assessed to be at late stage 15, before RNA extraction.
For lethal mutations, the CyO-kru¨ppel GFP balancer was used [58], and
the homozygous mutants were selected against fluorescence under a UV
microscope.
WT –Wild-Type – are Canton-S flies. comm embryos result from cross-
ing comm∆e39 [315] with commP [350]. comm∆e39 results from an Ethyl-
methane Sulfonate (EMS) screen that produced a null allele. commP is
a 900 bp deletion of the 5’ UTR and the transcription starting site of the
comm gene. comm/WT was obtained by crossing comm∆e39 with WT
flies. The robo allele is robo4, also known as roboZ570 [315]. robo.WT was
obtained by crossing robo4 with WT flies. robo2x123 results from an exci-
sion of EP 2582 [322]. robo12 is the robo, robo2 double mutant, resulting
from the recombination of robo4 with robo2x123 [322]. slit2 is a point mu-
tation resulting from an EMS screen [295]. slit.WT results from crossing
slit2 with WT flies. slit.robo was obtained by recombination of slit1 with
robo4 [187]. UC is the comm GOF, and corresponds to one single copy of
the UAS-comm construct crossed with the driver elavGal4 [189]. UC2x is
a stronger comm GOF and was obtained using two copies of UAS-comm
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crossed with the driver elavGal4 (this work). UR is the robo GOF that
results from a cross of UAS-robo flies with postmitotic neural driver elav-
Gal4 flies [188]. URyf is a phenotypically stronger robo GOF, obtained
from the cross of UAS-robo-yf flies with the postmitotic driver elavGal4
[17]. URyf.mef represents embryos where robo overexpression in the mus-
cles is produced by crossing UAS-robo-yf flies with themesodermal driver
mef2Gal4 [199]. UR2 is a robo2 GOF obtained by crossing the construct
UAS-robo2 with the elavGal4 driver [322]. FRM is a robo GOF, obtained
by crossing the driver elavGal4 with a UAS chimeric construct combining
the robo cytoplasmic domain with the frazzled extracellular domain [15].
UNC5 is a unc-5 GOF resulting from crossing a GS-element insert located
upstream of unc-5 with the elavGal4 driver (GSunc5 kindly provided by
John Thomas). WTs are WT embryos which were handled under a UV
microscope in the same way as comm.WT, slit.WT and robo.WT embryos.
EG4 are flies with the elav GAL4 DNA inserted into the genome. GFP
designate flies which are expressing the construct Shaker-GFP under the
elav-GAL4 driver [403].
2.2 Developmental Time Course
The time course data set was published, and details are reported in [359].
There are 12 samples of 3 replicates each of non-overlapping 1h-collection,
starting from 30 to 90 minutes and ending at 11.5 to 12.5 h post egg laying.
2.3 DNAMicroarrays and Target Preparation
RNA was extracted from the embryos using QIAGEN columns according
to manufacturer recommendations. Embryonic RNA was hybridized to
Affymetrix DrosGenome1 microarrays according to the standard Affyme-
trix protocols. Every condition was done using the number of replicates
shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Microarrays Replicates
Condition Number of Replicates
EG4 3
comm 4
comm.WT 4
FRM 4
GFP 4
robo 4
robo.WT 4
robo12 4
robo2 4
slit 4
slit.WT 4
UC 4
UR 4
UR2 4
WTs 4
slit.robo 5
UC2x 5
UNC5 5
URyf 5
URyf.mef 5
WT 5
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2.4 Measures of Expression
A DAT file and subsequently a CEL file was obtained using the GeneChip
Operating System (GCOS) Affymetrix software to read the hybridized mi-
croarrays. We analyzed the CEL files with 5 different algorithms. MAS.5.0
algorithm is part of the GCOS software package, dChip values were ob-
tained by running the application produced by the dChip authors. RMA
andGCRMAvalueswere calculated using a Bioconductor package. PDNN
was calculated using the authors JAVA software; a Bioconductor package
for the PDNN algorithm is also available.
2.5 Software
All analysis other than the mentioned for specific MEs was performed
in the R statistical programming language (v2.0.0), available at http:
//www.r-project.org. The specific R packages rma, siggenes, limma,
and hopach are part of the Bioconductor project (release 1.5), available at
http://www.bioconductor.org.
2.6 Data Processing
Expression measures were obtained with the Robust Multi-array Aver-
age (RMA) algorithm from the bioconductor package rma, as indicated
in [158]. We used the recommended quantile-quantile normalization pro-
cedure. The siggenes package was used to rank all genes based on differ-
ential expression (log2 ratio) relative to a control. For the axon guidance
experiment, the control was RNA from WT flies, whereas for the time
course experiment the mean expression across all time points was used
as a synthetic control. The top ranked most differentially expressed genes
in each condition (mutant/transgenic or time point) were selected until
their number totaled 2000 for each experiment.
2.7 HOPACH Clustering
We adapted the HOPACH methodology as follows:
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1. Initial clusters. We applied the standard HOPACH algorithm with
an appropriate choice of distance, to a set of several thousand pre-
selected genes. This produces initial clusters, each represented by a
medoid gene.
2. Bootstrap extended clusters. We ran the non-parametric bootstrap
with the fixedmedoids (from the previous step) as described in [367],
to obtain a percentage membership value (between 0 and 1, with 1
meaning that a gene only belongs to that cluster) for each gene in
every cluster. Genes were reassigned to clusters based on an appro-
priate threshold for bootstrap membership. Possible values include
> 0.8 (genes belong to only one cluster – very homogenous clusters),
> 0.5 (genes belong to only one cluster – less homogeneous clusters)
and > 0.3 (genes may be present in more than one cluster – fuzzy
clustering). This step was performed using all genes in the data set
(not just selected genes), so that every gene is now assigned to a clus-
ter.
3. Final clusters. We applied HOPACH again to every extended cluster
to produce a new set of sub-clusters. In general, large clusters are
further divided at this step, whereas smaller ones are not. When the
membership threshold in Step 2 is large enough that genes belong
to only one cluster, this second application of HOPACH is used to
create a full hierarchical tree and a unique, final ordering of all genes.
If this step is skipped, the bootstrap extended clusters are the final
clusters.
4. Order within clusters. We reordered the genes in each cluster based
on the distance to the medoid – the medoid for each cluster is thus
ranked one; genes with low ranks form the core of the cluster; genes
with high ranks are more peripheral.
This extended HOPACH method was applied to a initial selection of 2000
genes (as described in section 3.3.2); in Step 2 we included all genes on the
Affymetrix DrosGenome1. We used cosine-angle (uncentered correlation)
distance (Step 1) and a membership threshold of 0.3 (Step 2).
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2.8 Controlled Vocabularies
The GO vocabulary is available at http://www.geneontology.org.
APoGE vocabulary can be obtained upon request. We selected the terms
“Axon Guidance” (GO:0007411) from the GO vocabulary and “Ventral
Nerve Cord”, “Embryonic Brain” and “Ventral Midline” fromAPoGE. For
each term, over-representation in each cluster was evaluated using the
hypergeometric distribution. Clusters of size 10 or larger were ordered
based on hypergeometric Pvalue. For each term, there is one Pvalue for
each cluster. This gives the probability of finding by chance alone the ob-
served number of genes, or more, in the cluster annotated with the term
(conditional on the total number of genes, the size of the cluster, and the
frequency of the annotation over all genes).
2.9 In Situ Hybridization
In situ hybridization were done to assess RNA expression of specific ge-
nes. The procedure was done in 96 well plates and was performed accord-
ing to the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP) guidelines, which
are a modified version of the protocol described by Tautz and Pfeifle [349]
[359]. Embryos were whole-mounted and imaged.
2.10 Immunocitochemistry
Antibody staining of whole mount embryos followed the standard proce-
dure outlined in [271] [187]. BP102, a specific antibody for the Drosophila
embryo central nervous system, was used at concentrations of 1:10. The
antibodies against the cell cyclins CycA, CycB, CycB3 and Cdc2 were kin-
dly provided by Patrick O’Farrel and were used at concentrations of 1:5,
1:5, 1:5 and 1:4. The HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies [Jackson Labs]
were used at a 1:250 dilution.
Chapter 3
Measures of Expression
3.1 Introduction
Affymetrix microarrays are high density devices, composed of thousands
of probes, each one with a unique and specific sequence, that attach and
quantify the biological sample. Millions of molecules are part of each
particular probe, attached to an area of 400 µm2. Due to technical lim-
itations the probes cannot be longer than 25mers, not enough to assure
gene specificity. Affymetrix circumvents this problem by having a set of
14 distinctive probes corresponding to a single gene; this group of probes
is named ”probe set”. Probes can be Perfect Match (PM) and Mismatch
(MM), with PM probes complementary to the gene sequence, while MM
13th nucleotide is not complementary to the gene sequence; MM are used
to assess the background noise, by subtracting it to the PM values.
The first step in microarray analysis combines the probes’ intensity in
a probe set into one single value, corresponding to the expression of that
gene. Simple statistics, such as averages and medians, are not reliable be-
cause of significant differences on the signal’s range for the probes in a
probe set. This variation can be explained because i) each probe has its
own sequence, hence its own thermodynamic equilibrium binding con-
stant – the higher that constant the more targets bind and the stronger the
signal, ii) in the amplification process, probes closer to the 5’ end of the
transcript are more transcribed, giving a stronger signal, iii) some probes
are less specific and more prone to noise coming from other oligonucle-
otides in solution, and iv) some probes correspond to exons that are not
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transcribed because of alternative splicing.
The variation of a transcript observed in an Affymetrix experiment
comes from two main sources of variation i) good variation – more for-
mally known as interesting variation [134] – the changes in expression in
the biological sample, and ii) obscuring variation, introduced by sample
preparation, different batches of microarrays, or processing during label-
ing, hybridization and scanning. Scanners are a good illustration of ob-
scuring variation, as they play a big role in introducing variation [159].
Measure of Expression (ME) algorithms combine the values of the pro-
bes of a probe set into a single value. The goal of this chapter is to under-
stand the relevance of using one ME versus another. The most prominent
MEs are: i) MAS.5.0, ii) dChip, iii) RMA, iv) PDNN, and v) GCRMA.
The main questions of this chapter are: i) How important it is for the
final results to choose one ME vs.another?, and ii) Which ME provides the
most accurate measure?
The comparison betweenMEs has been done using different sets of data
[158]. In ”spike-in” experiments known concentrations of specific RNAs
are hybridized to arrays, evaluated by the different MEs and compared to
the ”truth” Microarray replicates assess the precision of the MEs in terms
of standard deviations. These data sets are optimized for algorithm assess-
ment and are not real biological experiments. To assess MEs performance
in the context of actual biological data is of great relevance – issues such as
cross-hybridization, and sample preparation can only be performed under
a real situation [320].
Specific characteristics of the mutants and transgenics used in this doc-
toral work (section 1.7.1) are well suited for ME evaluation and three dif-
ferent attributes of the axon guidance experimental design may be used to
assess the performance of each ME:
Specific Genes in Mutants/transgenics robo, slit, comm, robo2 and unc-5
are axon guidance genes which change in a specific and known way
for particular conditions
Affymetrix Controls Affymetrix microarrays have three type of built-in
controls – spike-in, negative controls and house-keeping genes – for
which the truth is known
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Biological Replicates For each axon guidance condition, there are four or
five replicates; the global correlation among these replicates should
be equal to one
3.2 Review of Five Prominent MEs
3.2.1 MAS.5.0
Microarray Suite 5.0 (MAS.5.0) is theME used by Affymetrix. It is themost
common algorithm and is based on the average of the difference PM-MM
in all probes. Some probe pairs whose value is too distant from the av-
erage are weighted down in the final summary of expression. When the
PM-MM difference is negative (which occurs for one third of the probes) a
virtual and positive PM-MM difference is used. MAS.5.0 is heavily based
on cutoffs and user defined numbers, for which Affymetrix proposes de-
faults. There is little relation of these numbers to the physical or statisti-
cal realities. The software used to run the algorithm is Affymetrix GCOS,
which is not very easy to install and is stiff at times. GCOS is the program
that controls hybridization, washing and reading of the microarrays.
3.2.2 dChip
DNA-Chip Analyzer (dChip) was the first ME to use a statistical model
[217]. Li and Wong recognized that the probe specific effects are so large
that the probe variance within a probe set is bigger than the variance due
to the biological samples. They proposed the Model-Based Expression In-
dex (MBEI), that uses PM-MM, assuming – similarly toMAS.5.0 –MM as a
reasonable measure of non-specific binding. MBEI produces a probe spe-
cific value, which is calculated only using a batch of microarrays – a single
microarray cannot be evaluated in dChip. Image contamination and arti-
facts are handled automatically, excluding array and single probe outliers
from the model fitting. dChip obtains accurate values and more reduced
variance when compared to MAS.5.0. Li and Wong make dChip easily
accessible and user friendly (www.dchip.org). The response to user in-
put is excellent; Li in particular is incredibly helpful and suggestions are
incorporated within hours.
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3.2.3 RMA
Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) is an algorithm proposed by Rafael
Irizarry [159], which proceeds in three steps: i) Corrects the background
using a transformation based on the MM values, ii) normalizes the back-
ground using quantile normalization, and iii) fits a linearmodel to the PMs
transformed by the previous 2 steps. Following the work by Naef [248],
which shows that MM are not accurate measures of background noise,
RMA does not use MM in probe set summaries; MM are only used to cal-
culate the background noise. RMA motivation is based on exploratory
data analysis and uses the observed data to produce an heuristic model.
Based on spike-in data sets, Irizarry observed that i) PMs grow linearly
with concentrations, ii) variances are roughly constant, and iii) the probe
specific effect is additive (i.e., each probe differs by the same value across
the whole range of concentrations). Based on these three observations,
RMA proposes an additive linear model, with three terms: True expres-
sion, probe effect, and error. The model fitting needs a batch of arrays;
RMA cannot analyze a single array. R packages that calculate RMA are
available from Bioconductor.
3.2.4 PDNN
Zhang and Li proposed a Positional-Dependent-Nearest-Neighbor model
(PDNN) which is based on the probes’ sequence [400]. PDNN explores
the fundamental principles of sequence hybridization chemistry in terms
of hybridization energy, thermodynamics and kinetics. These physical-
chemistry measures hold the promise to better understand the events oc-
curring in the hybridization process and to optimize probe design, proto-
cols and algorithms. The use of the sequence knowledge, makes PDNN
conceptually a different algorithm. PDNN uses the nearest-neighbor mo-
del, from studies of duplex formation in solution [338]. Two assumptions
are made: i) The thermodynamic equilibrium is reached at the end of
the hybridization step, and ii) binding of RNA occurs independently and
non-competitively. PDNN is decomposed in three components: Gene spe-
cific Binding (GSB), Non-Specific Binding (NSB) and uniform background.
The unknown energy parameters and the gene expression levels are ob-
tained by fitting the observed microarray intensities with the model’s ex-
pected signal. A batch of microarrays is needed to fit the model. Probes
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that show no specific signal and outliers are not included. PDNN does
not incorporate the values from MM. PerfectMatch is a program that per-
forms PDNN calculations and is available from Zhang and colleagues at
http://odin.mdacc.tmc.edu/˜zhangli/. PerfectMatch is easy to
use, although heavy in terms of computational time. A R package is avail-
able in Bioconductor which performs PDNN calculations.
3.2.5 GCRMA
GC Robust Multi-array Average (GCRMA) is based on a similar model
to RMA, with a more defined description of the noise [392]. RMA yields
good results, but does not describe noise accurately enough, resulting in
attenuated correlations between real and reported concentrations at low
concentration values. GCRMA analyses the noise component in greater
depth – be it optical noise or non-specific binding – and uses probe se-
quence information as a noise estimator, in line with the work of Naef and
Magnasco [249]; physical models based onmolecular hybridization theory
describe the non specific noise. Observed PM andMMare used to estimate
the model’s variables; the estimated non-specific binding is subtracted to
the PM values. The normalization and summarization steps are similar to
RMA. Stochastic models are used in GCRMA to predict noise; this is in op-
position to the deterministic models used in PDNN. Maximum likelihood
estimates are used to fit the parameters’ model, involving a convolution of
3 densities. The intuitive result of this background adjustment is that MM
is substituted by an idealized MM, shrunken towards the mean of the pro-
bes with similar affinity levels. The amount of shrinkage depends on the
correlation between PM and MM. An R package performing GCRMA cal-
culations is available at Bioconductor.
3.3 Overall Differences between MEs
If all MEs are similar, a comparative study is of little usefulness. To eval-
uate the five MEs we use the differentially expressed genes produced by
each ME. The most intuitive and still widely use of microarrays is to ob-
tain differentially expressed genes in one condition versus one reference;
in the axon guidance study, differentially expressed genes are obtained
comparing mutants/transgenics with wild type embryos.
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Plotting log2Microarray1 vs. log2Microarray1 is still the most widely
used descriptive statistics, but in this work MA plots [92] [395] will be
used. Figure 3.1 is an example of an MA plot.
M is a measure of the ratio and is defined as
M = log2
Microarray1
Microarray2
(3.1)
A is a measure of the intensity and is defined as
A =
√
Microarray1×Microarray2 (3.2)
MA plots correspond to a 45o rotation of the coordinate system, fol-
lowed by a scaling of the coordinates. MA plots are more revealing than
the more usual log2Microarray1 vs. log2Microarray2 in identifying arti-
facts and also more useful for normalization purposes.
3.3.1 General Characteristics of MEs
TheMA plots of eachME have a distinctive cloud. One representativeMA
plot (UC2x vs.WT) is shown in Figure 3.1. UC2x is a strong comm GOF
with a visible phenotype in which axons cross and re-cross the midline
(section 1.7.1). The plot for MAS.5.0 has a big spread at lower intensities,
with high M values for low As. dChip also has more genes at lower in-
tensities but the shape is different from MAS.5.0, with many genes at the
very low end of A showing the highest values. This is indicative that both
MAS.5.0 and dChip have some problems with the treatment of noise and
noise reduction. RMA and GCRMA have a distinct shape, with more ge-
nes in themiddle range of A leading to an increase of theM spread. PDNN
has a cloud skewed to the lower intensities, and a larger percentage of ge-
nes above 0 for A. In all conditions for all MEs, more genes are upregulated
than downregulated, something observed in many published microarrays
experiments; inducing mutations and altering the genetic makeup of the
animals results in expression changes that involve more genes being up-
regulated than genes being downregulated.
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Figure 3.1: MA Plot – UC2x vs.WT The plot for the various MEs shows a distinct
cloud. M is a measure of intensity, while A represents a form of ratio. UC2x is a
comm strong GOF; embryos show a midline phenotype with axons crossing the
midline more than once. MAS.5.0 shows a big spread, with many genes present
at low A values. In dChip there is a significant presence of genes at extremely low
values of A, but in a distinct way from MAS.5.0. RMA cloud has more genes at
the middle intensity values. PDNN’s cloud is skewed to low A values. GCRMA
has a similar cloud to RMA.
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3.3.2 Ranks – Differentially Expressed Genes
One of the ultimate goals in microarray experiments is to assess differen-
tial gene expression. Some form of ratios – comparing one condition to a
reference – is needed to obtain differentially expressed genes. limma (lin-
ear models for microarray data) [326] and SAM (Significance Analysis of
Microarrays) [363] are widely used methods, both of which employ mod-
erate t-statistics. SAM is non-parametric – does not make any assumption
in the data model; limma does assume a linear model for the expression.
In this work SAM was chosen to establish the ranks because it is the most
intuitive measure; the analysis was done for limma and the results are
similar (not shown).
SAM is computed using equation 3.3
d(i) =
¯Condition(i)− W¯T (i)
s(i) + s0
(3.3)
s(i) is the standard deviation of repeated expression measurements:
s(i) =
√√√√a{∑
m
[
Condm(i)− ¯Cond(i)
]2
+
∑
n
[
WTn(i)− W¯T (i)
]2} (3.4)
in which
• ∑m and∑n are summations of the expression measurements
• a = 1/n1+1/n2
n1+n2−2
• n1, n2 the number of measurements of Conditions and WT.
The coefficient of variation of d(i) is computed as a function of s(i),
when moving windows across the data; s0 was chosen to minimize the
coefficient of variation.
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The d(i) statistics were used to rank all genes in the following way:
1. d(i)were calculated for every gene, using the R package Siggenes
2. All the genes were ranked by the d statistic; smaller numbers mean
that the genes are more expressed in the condition than in WT (i.e.,
1 is the most overexpressed gene while the gene ranked 14010 is the
most downregulated)
3.3.3 Differentially Expressed Genes in URyf
Visualizing the most differentially expressed genes in a MA plot is useful
to assess the bias in terms of intensity. Figure 3.2 shows the MA plots for
URyf vs.WT with the top 50, 100 and 200 highest ranks colored in red,
green and blue. URyf is a strong robo GOF, with a clear phenotype in
which no axons cross the midline. The plot is representative of all other
mutants/transgenics.
There are some clear differences between MEs. In MAS.5.0, the ma-
jority of the top ranked genes have much higher intensities. dChip top
ranked genes are balanced across the whole range of intensities. In RMA
genes are also visible across all intensities, albeit showing less presence in
the lower ranges. In PDNN it is the opposite, with the majority of the se-
lected genes at the lowest intensities. GCRMA shows basically no genes
at the lower intensities. The robo probe set stands out from the cloud in
all MEs, in agreement with the increase in robo expression in URyf.
3.3.4 Overlaps in Differential Expression Among MEs
The similarity of the MEs is evaluated by comparing the number of genes
that are simultaneously placed in the top ranks in the different MEs. The
percentages of overlaps in the case of URyf are shown in Figure 3.3.
• Choosing one ME versus another yields a significantly different set
of genes, even thought a relatively large overlap exists.
• The range of overlap goes from 40% for MAS.5.0/dChip, to 70 % for
the RMA/PDNN pair. The percentage of genes’ overlap is consider-
ably different for the various pairs of combinations.
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Figure 3.2: Differentially Expressed Genes in URyf vs.WTURyf is a strong GOF
for robo; no axons cross the midline. MAS.5.0 selected genes are most likely
placed inmiddle to high intensity values. dChip genes are selected among the en-
tire range of intensities, similarly to RMA and GCRMA. Selected genes in PDNN
are most likely to be at the lower values of intensity. robo is marked in magenta
and stands out of the cloud in all MEs, although less for dChip.
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• Increasing the number of top genes increases the percentage of over-
lap up until a point, where a plateau is reached; in some cases the
initial slope is steep.
• For some pairs, there is a big increase in the percentage of overlap in
the first 300 genes, suggesting that it is unwise to choose a smaller
number than 300. In this initial region, the ranks are too sensitive
to small variations and noise, and the dependency of the ME is the
highest.
• There is more overlap in the upregulated genes than in the downreg-
ulated genes, which correlates well with the observation in Figure
3.1 that the majority of genes are upregulated, strongly suggesting
that in a mutation, the genetic pathways are more likely to react by
overexpressing than by downregulating genes.
Although Figure 3.3 is representative of all mutants/transgenics, a glo-
bal analysis is obtained by quantifying the results for all the conditions.
Figure 3.4 shows boxplots for the overlaps of the top 50, 300, 1000 and
3000 genes for all MEs pairs using all the conditions. RMA, PDNN and
GCRMA are the most similar MEs, with RMA/PDNN the pair with the
highest overlap; the pair MAS.5.0/dChip has the least overlap. The over-
lap is similar for the top 50, 300, 1000 and 3000 genes. Figure 3.4 also
shows that the overall overlap ismuch lower for the downregulated genes.
As already mentioned, in mutants and transgenics gene changes occur by
overexpression rather than by repression. GCRMA also behaves quite dis-
tinctly in the up versus the downregulation, with a marked decrease in
the overlap for the downregulated genes, a direct consequence of the way
GCRMA handles low intensity values (explored in section 3.5.3).
An important conclusion from Figure 3.4 is that depending on the ME
different genes are selected; the choice of ME is relevant. It is therefore
important to study which ME performs the best in the context of a true
biological experiment.
3.4 Axon Guidance Gene Changes Assessment
Each of the mutants/transgenics used in the axon guidance experiment
changes the expression of a specific gene in a known way, as discussed in
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Figure 3.3: URyf Overlaps of Differentially Expressed Genes The percentage of
overlap between all possible pairs of combinations is different from pair to pair.
The vertical yellow line indicates 300 genes; the horizontal yellow line marks 50%
of overlap. Common trends are an increase in overlap with the number of genes
and a lower percentage for the downregulation when compared to the upregula-
tion. The pair showing the highest agreement is RMA/PDNN; MAS.5.0/dChip
is the pair with the least agreement. The plots for URyf are representative of all
the conditions (not shown).
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Figure 3.4: Overlaps of Differentially Expressed Genes RMA/PDNN is the
pair with the highest percentage of overlap between the top ranked genes.
RMA/GCRMA and PDNN/GCRMA also show high overlap. MAS.5.0./dChip
is the pair with the less overlap. Downregulation overlap percentages are smaller
than upregulation. GCRMA in particular shows a marked difference between the
upregulation and downregulation overlap values. The overlap is similar for the
top 50, 300, 1000 and 3000 genes.
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section 1.7.1. The ME performance was assessed by evaluating the expres-
sion profiles and the ranks of the axon guidance genes, in each particular
condition.
robo changes in robo, roboWT, robo12, slit.robo, UR, URyf, URyf.mef and
FRM
slit changes in slit, slit.WT and slit.robo
comm changes in comm, commWT, UC and UC2x
robo2 changes in robo2, robo12, slit.robo and UR2
UNC5 changes in UNC5
LOF and GOF embryos were used in this work. Changes in GOF
are easier to observe because the number of transcripts is forced to in-
crease through the use of the UAS-GAL4 system. Predictions for the LOF
are more difficult because i) the mutant might still produced transcripts,
even if translation never occurs; the existence of transcripts, even if non-
functional, would be reported, ii) negative feedbacks might induce an in-
crease of the transcript; it could even happen that an increase of inten-
sity would be reported, and iii) the basal level of the gene might be small
enough; the reduction of the transcript would not be visible.
Figure 3.5 shows the ME intensity plots for all axon guidance genes in
all mutants/transgenics (robo2 and unc-5 have more than one probe set
but only one of them is plotted). All four overexpressed genes are clearly
identified in the GOF in all MEs (distinct peaks for genes unc-5, robo2,
comm and robo). The biggest peak in allMEs is robo in URyf.mef. dChip is
where all genes are expressed at the same intensity level andwhere all four
peaks are the most defined. RMA, PDNN and MAS.5.0 behave similarly,
with PDNN defining the peak for robo2 more clearly than the other three
MEs. GCRMA is the ME that defines the least robo2 and comm.
3.4.1 Analysis of the robo Transcripts
Expected changes in robo expression include:
• decrease in robo
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Figure 3.5: Expression of AxonGuidanceGenes Expression of the axon guidance
genes unc-5, slit, robo, comm and robo2 in all MEs. (3.5a) In MAS.5.0 robo profile
has the biggest peak for URyf.mef. (3.5b) In dChip the unc-5 peak in UNC-5 is
higher than in all other MEs. (3.5c) RMA shows high peaks for robo in URyf.mef
and URyf, and for unc-5 in UNC5. (3.5d) PDNN profiles are similar to RMA.
(3.5e) GCRMA produces a profile similar to RMA and PDNN except for robo in
the FRM condition.
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• decrease in robo12
• increase in URyf
• increase in URyf.mef (biggest change)
• increase in UR
• increase in FRM
Figure 3.6 shows robo expression in all MEs. Each ME is scaled so that
they are comparable in the same plot. There is an agreement among all
MEs, with dChip behaving the less similar.
No change of robo expression occurs in any of the robo LOF. This is
not surprising because the robo LOF are point mutations, that produce no
protein but in which the transcript is still present, hence hybridizes with
the probes. In contrast, in a deletion a decrease in the hybridization signal
is expected (e.g., robo2 in the robo2 LOF, section 3.4.5).
In all GOF, robo expression increases. The lowest increase is observed
in FRM, a construct with only the robo intracellular gene portion [15];
some parts of the robo transcripts do not exist in this transgenic, hence
the corresponding probes do not report increased signal. In UR, robo ex-
pression is increased in all MEs in agreement with what is expected. In
URyf, expression is much stronger than in UR. Previous work [17] sug-
gested that the stronger URyf phenotype is explained because Robo-yf is a
more effective protein than the wild type Robo. This justification is contra-
dicted by this study, which indicates that actually more robo is expressed
in URyf.
robo in situ hybridization were done in WT, UR, URyf and URyf.mef
embryos (Figure 3.7) and confirm the microarray results. There is little ex-
pression of robo in WT, increased expression in UR, stronger expression
in URyf and even stronger expression in URyf.mef; mef2 drives gene ex-
pression everywhere in themuscles, hence produces more robo transcripts
than elav, which is expressed only in post-mitotic neurons.
Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) [363] was used to analyze
differential expression. Genes in every condition were ranked from 1 to
14010 – with 1 being the gene that shows the most upregulation when
compared to WT, and 14010 the gene that is the most downregulated. The
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Figure 3.6: Expression Profile of robo robo expression shows the expected in-
crease in URyf.mef andURyf; this is correctly assessed in all 5MEs. The downreg-
ulation of robo is not visible in robo, robo12 or robo.WT conditions. The behavior
of dChip is the less similar of all MEs. Each ME is scaled to allow comparison in
the same plot.
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(a) UR (b) UR
(c) URyf (d) URyf
(e) mef2 (f) mef2
(g) WT
Figure 3.7: In Situ Hybridization for robo All reactions were conducted simul-
taneously, under identical conditions, and developed for an identical length of
time. Probes to two different regions of the robo cDNAwere used and gave iden-
tical results. (3.7a) and (3.7b) UR embryos. UAS-robo transcript driven in the
nervous system using the driver elav-Gal4. The probe stains the nervous system
much more strongly than in WT (3.7g). (3.7c) and (3.7d) URyf embryos. UAS-
robo-yf transcript driven in the nervous system under the driver elav-Gal4. The
expression of this transcript in CNS is substantially greater than UAS-robo; robo
transcript in themuscles, by contrast, does not increase. (3.7e) and (3.7f) URyf.mef
embryos. UAS-robo-yf transcript expressed under the muscle driver mef2-Gal4.
Expression in the muscles is dramatically increased over the other genotypes, but
expression in the CNS is equivalent to wild type. (3.7g) WT embryos. Endoge-
nous robo transcript in a wild-type animal at stage 14; the transcript is just visible
in the muscle field and CNS.
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ranks for downregulated genes are symmetrical, with -1 being the most
downregulated and -14010 the less downregulated. More details of the
methodology are given in section 3.3.2.
Table 3.1 shows robo rankings for the 5MEs. robo is identified as one of
the most differentially expressed genes in the 4 robo GOF conditions, but
the ranks are quite distinct depending on the ME. GCRMA misses robo
overexpression in FRM, condition in which PDNN also does not perform
particularly well. robo rank for URyf using RMA is not high; also lower
than expected is the rank reported byMAS.5.0 in URyf.mef. The robo LOF
have ranks indicating that they are repressed, but the values are not in the
top ranks – transcripts still hybridize with some probes.
Table 3.1: robo Ranks
Conditions MAS.5.0 dChip RMA PDNN GCRMA
robo -5629 -2242 -3094 -2906 -2093
robo.WT -13077 -7550 -1934 -6438 -8063
robo12 -9054 -6348 -2066 -3026 -5956
FRM 28 23 48 152 915
UR 9 2 30 5 5
URyf 3 4 1 3 1
URyf.mef 49 7 3 3 3
3.4.2 Analysis of the slit Transcripts
The slit mutants used in this work are described in section 1.7.1 and ex-
pected changes can be assessed against the ME performance:
• slit should be downregulated in slit mutants
• slit should be downregulated in slit.robo mutants
The intensities of slit in all MEs are presented in Figure 3.8. The anal-
ysis of slit expression does not show any differences between the several
MEs. The slit probe shows weak intensity – always the lowest values for
the key axon guidance genes in all conditions, and that makes observa-
tions for slit more prone to error. All MEs show a consistent and robust
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upregulation of slit in slit.WT, in opposition with the expected decrease.
Looking carefully at all the conditions, slit.WT microarrays show higher
expression in all genes, indicating a systematic bias. The effect is partic-
ularly noticeable when the intensity of the probe set is very low, as is the
case for slit. This is also a warning against placing too much strength into
the absolute intensity comparisons.
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Figure 3.8: Expression Profile of slit slit expression is similar in the various MEs.
There is an increase for slit.WT, which is most likely an artifact of normalization
procedures, due to low intensity values for the slit probe set. The very low values
for the slit expression compared to the other axon guidance genes (Figure 3.5)
indicates that the slit probe set is not particularly good. Each ME is scaled to
allow comparison in the same plot.
slit expression ranks do not show downregulation in any of the LOF (Ta-
ble 3.2). In slit.WT, slit expression presents the least downregulation, with
the expression in the homozygous slit and the double mutant slit.robo
showing much higher numbers. The variation for slit is very large, with
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differences in the ranks for the various MEs going as high as 5000 units.
This again is explained because the noise is large for this probe set and
consequently the ranks can vary randomly.
Table 3.2: slit Ranks
Conditions MAS.5.0 dChip RMA PDNN GCRMA
slit 8893 11046 8942 8740 9630
slit.WT 3041 2783 2804 1486 799
slit.robo 9137 11282 6964 6180 8618
3.4.3 Analysis of the comm Transcripts
The expression of comm is expected to vary in three conditions:
• downregulation in comm
• upregulation in UC
• upregulation in UC2x, stronger than in UC, because of the two copies
of UAS-comm
Figure 3.5 shows that comm expression is not reduced in comm and
comm.WT; the transcripts although not functional still hybridize with the
probes. In all MEs, expression is increased in UC andUC2x; comm is twice
as expressed in UC2x than in UC, in agreement with the expectations.
Figure 3.9, shows the expression profile for comm. MAS.5.0 has an
erratic behaviour; the other MEs perform as expected. The expression of
comm in UC and UC2x follow a 2:1 ratio, relating well with the 2 copies
of comm in UC2x compared to the single copy in UC.
The ranks of comm expression in commGOF show larger variation than
the expression of robo in robo GOF. Only dChip ranks comm in the top 10
genes for UC2x and, except for GCRMA, the ranks for the single copy
are lower than for UC2x (Table 3.3). The result for GCRMA is puzzling,
because the intensity of comm in UC2x is much higher than for UC (Figure
3.9). The Standard Deviation SD of the replicates for GCRMA is much
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Figure 3.9: Expression Profile of comm The expression peak of comm in UC2x
and UC is clear in all 5 MEs, with comm more expressed in UC2x than in UC.
comm is not downregulated in comm or comm.WT conditions. MAS.5.0 be-
haves differently from all other MEs, with no biological reason explaining this
behaviour. Each ME is scaled to allow comparison in the same plot.
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higher than for all other MEs and both limma and SAM lower the ranks
of UC2x because of this; the fold change is higher for UC2x than for UC,
but the ranks are not. MAS.5.0 – as already perceptible from Figure 3.9
– performs poorly in both UC and UC2x. dChip, MAS.5.0 and GCRMA
show comm downregulated in comm and comm.WT; MAS.5.0 and dChip
perform badly for the two LOF.
Table 3.3: comm Ranks
Conditions MAS.5.0 dChip RMA PDNN GCRMA
comm -4064 -219 -263 -164 -55
comm.WT -3302 -2835 -626 -423 -24
UC 3734 164 108 71 12
UC2x 605 8 92 45 386
3.4.4 Analysis of the unc-5 Transcripts
unc-5 expression is increased in the UNC5 GOF. There are three different
probe sets for the unc-5 gene, reflecting an earlier annotation of the Dro-
sophila genome, wherein more than one EST was assigned to the same
gene. Two of the probe sets – 142635 at and 151656 at – behave similarly
in all MEs (Figure 3.10). For probe set 147245 at, the expression for unc-5
in UNC5 is less increased, except in GCRMA where unc-5 expression is
much bigger in UNC5 than in the other conditions.
Differences in intensity between MEs are not perceptible from Figure
3.10 because all genes are scaled to the same range. The effect is observed
in Figure 3.11 where all three probe sets are plotted at their real intensity
values. Probe set 147245 at reports the lowest values, which explains its
erratic behaviour.
The unc-5 ranks are generally high (Table 3.4), although the level of de-
tection is different for the three probe sets. Probe set 142653 at identifies
the increase in unc-5 comprehensively, with all MEs placing unc-5 in the
top 10 more expressed genes. Probe set 151656 at shows much less dis-
crimination, while 147245 at performs the worst. MAS.5.0 outperforms
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(b) 151656 at
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(c) 147245 at
MAS.5.0
dChip
RMA
PDNN
GCRMA
Figure 3.10: Expression Profile of unc-5 unc-5 is represented by three probe sets.
(3.10a) Probe set 142635 at has increased expression of unc-5 in UNC5 in all MEs.
(3.10b) 151656 at also has increased expression of unc-5 in UNC5 in all MEs.
(3.10c) 147245 at has increased unc-5 expression in UNC5, although the differ-
ence for the other conditions is smaller, except in GCRMA. Each ME is scaled to
allow comparison in the same plot.
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Figure 3.11: unc-5 Probe Sets in Every ME The relative intensity of the probe
sets varies in the 5 different MEs (compare, for instance probe set 151656 at in
RMA – 3rd most expressed – with PDNN – the most expressed). (3.11a) MAS.5.0.
The three probe sets report high expression for unc-5 in UNC5. (3.11b) dChip,
(3.11c) RMA, and (3.11d) PDNN also report large expression for unc-5 in UNC5
(3.11e) GCRMA. The increase in expression of unc-5 is not noticeable for probe
set 147245 at, although the increase is noticeable when the scale effect is removed
(Figure 3.11).
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the other MEs; dChip misses to report the overexpression for 147245 at
and so does GCRMA.
Table 3.4: unc-5 Ranks
Conditions MAS.5.0 dChip RMA PDNN GCRMA
UNC5 142635 at 9 1 2 1 5
UNC5 147245 at 31 2016 232 262 994
UNC5 151656 at 1 38 44 34 92
3.4.5 Analysis of robo2 Transcripts
robo2 expression changes include:
• downregulation in the mutants robo2, robo12, and robo2.WT
• upregulation in the GOF UR2
Four probe sets exist for robo2. The overexpression of robo2 in UR2
is identified in all MEs (Figure 3.12). In robo2 mutants a big downregu-
lation of robo 2 is expected, because – contrary to robo, slit and comm –
robo2 results from a big deletion, spanning most of the gene. The reduced
expression of robo2 in the mutants robo2 and robo12 is correctly identi-
fied except in dChip, which misses it completely for 145583 at and, to a
certain extent, for 125581 at in robo12. dChip handles 145583 at particu-
larly badly – e.g., the robo2 expression increase in comm.WT which is not
observed in any other probe set or ME. MAS.5.0 also behaves more errat-
ically than the other MEs – e.g., the high expression for WTs in 145584 at.
Figure 3.13 shows robo2 expression in the four probe sets, as read by
the five MEs. The four probe sets of robo2 report overexpression in the
mutant slit.WT, in all MEs; as discussed in section 3.4.2 this is likely a sys-
tematic bias of the experiment. Probe set 145583 at is a problematic probe
set for dChip, an observation which is surprising, because the intensity
level is quite high, at a range in which normally measurements are stable
and consistent. robo2 expression in GCRMA shows the same behaviour as
it did for unc-5 expression, with a lower basal level than in the other MEs.
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Figure 3.12: Expression Profile of robo2 There are four probe sets for the robo2
gene. (3.12a) In probe set 145581 at robo2 expression is increased in UR2, and
reduced in all mutants, in the 5 MEs. (3.12b) Expression of robo2 in probe set
145582 at behaves in the expected way in all MEs. (3.12c) Expression of robo2
in probe set 145583 at is not correctly assessed in dChip for the conditions robo2
and robo12; for the other conditions, dChip also behaves erratically. (3.12d) Ex-
pression of robo2 in probe set 145584 at in UR2 does not increase as much as
for the other probe sets, in all MEs. MAS.5.0 does not show the expected robo2
downregulation for the robo12 condition.
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For probe set 145583 at, GCRMA is overcorrecting since the downregula-
tion of robo2 in the mutants robo2 and robo12 is much less than what is
expected.
In terms of ranks, robo2 increase in UR2 is correctly identified in probe
sets 145581 at, 145582 at, 145583 at, and less so for probe set 145584 at
(Table 3.5). No ME is the best; MAS.5.0 shows a lower rank in probe
set 145584 at. As for the LOF conditions, the ranks are close to -1 as ex-
pected. GCRMA is disappointing, indicative of the overcorrecting effect
visible in Figure 3.13. dChip misses the downregulation of robo2 for probe
125583 at, as already clear in Figure 3.13. The other MEs report ranks
placed in the same range.
Table 3.5: robo2 Ranks
Probe Set Conditions MAS.5.0 dChip RMA PDNN GCRMA
145581 at robo12 -856 -6537 -816 -633 -1098
robo2 -1107 -1755 -1755 -1254 -1220
UR2 42 36 110 57 71
145582 at robo12 -1790 -1453 -391 -966 -879
robo2 -1249 -2274 -703 -1446 -1051
UR2 31 92 13 52 31
145583 at robo12 -1245 -11552 -1526 -1337 -2228
robo2 -1820 -13518 -2356 -2864 -2452
UR2 89 21 150 89 149
145584 at robo12 -1132 -1538 -1421 -1716 -1771
robo2 -3582 -1207 -3488 -2682 -2051
UR2 1500 100 588 566 253
3.5 Affymetrix Controls
Represented in the Affymetrix microarray are particular genes that can be
used as controls. Each gene is represented by more than one probe set.
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Figure 3.13: Probe Sets Expression for robo2 (3.13a) MAS.5.0. The increase of
robo2 in UR2 is detected by MAS.5.0 in all four probe sets. The downregula-
tion in the robo2 condition for 145584 at is less than expected. (3.13b) dChip.
Probe set 145583 at, behaves differently than all others; the downregulation for
the robo2 and robo12 conditions is missed. (3.13c) RMA, (3.13d) PDNN, and
(3.13e) GCRMA report accurately the increase of robo2 expression in the UR2
condition and its decrease for the robo2 and robo12 conditions.
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Controls are divided in three types:
Spike-in Controls Spike-in controls are provided by probes for foreign
genes; the only RNAhybridizingwith these probes comes fromRNA
added – spiked in – to the hybridization sample, at controlled con-
centrations.
Drosophila Controls Drosophila controls are probes for Drosophila ge-
nes expected to be expressed at a certain level; they include the so
called ”house keeping genes”.
Negative Controls Negative controls are provided by for probes foreign
genes; no complementary RNA is spiked-in, hence the intensity is
expected to be zero.
3.5.1 Affymetrix Spike-in Controls
Spike-in controls are probe sets for foreign genes – no homology to Droso-
phila. RNA at concentration is added – spiked-in – to the biological sam-
ple and the microarray intensity of these probes is used to evaluate the
ME performance. The relative concentration of the various control RNA
species is the same in each microarray, since it comes from the exact same
RNA mix. Spike-in data has been the major tool in optimizing emerging
algorithms. The concentration of spike-in RNA falls in the optimal detec-
tion range and there is no cross hybridization issues, as these genes have
no sequence similarity to any Drosophila gene. There are two or three
probe sets for each gene, corresponding to different locations.
The RNA mix is provided in a cocktail from Affymetrix, correspond-
ing to four different probe sets (Table 3.6). BioB is the gene with the lowest
concentration, followed by BioC, BioDn and CreX. For each spike-in con-
trol there are two or three (for BioB) probe sets, which correspond to 5’
and 3’ transcript locations. The Affymetrix technology includes a reverse
transcription step, in which the probability of the enzyme falling off, hence
stopping transcription increases the farther away from the 3’. The 3’ pro-
bes are thus expected to report a higher signal. Another aspect leading to
a stronger signal of the 3’ probes is RNA degradation, which starts at the
5’ end; the ratio 3’ to 5’ enables RNA degradation assessment.
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Table 3.6: Spike-in Controls
Probe Set Species Concentration Location
CreX-3 Bacteriophage P1 very high 3’
CreX-5 Bacteriophage P1 very high 5’
BioDn-3 E. coli high 3’
BioDn-5 E. coli high 5’
BioC-3 E. coli medium 3’
BioC-5 E. coli medium 5’
BioB-3 E. coli low 3’
BioB-5 E. coli low 5’
BioB-M E. coli low middle
Figure 3.14 shows that the probe sets report the expected relative inten-
sities. The two probe sets for the most concentrated RNA – CreX – have
the highest signal in all MEs. BioDn is the next highest signal, and its two
probe sets behave similarly in all MEs, with the 3’ probe set with a higher
signal than the 5’ probe set. The difference between BioDn and BioC is
small, and in MAS.5.0 and dChip the two overlap. Finally, the intensity
for the two lowest concentrated genes, BioC and BioB, also overlaps; RMA
and PDNN separate BioC and BioB the least.
The Affymetrix controls have more than one probe set for each gene;
each probe set measures the same number of molecules, hence between
two probe sets there is a constant relation, which depends on the probe’s
effect. Across thewhole set of microarrays the correlation between the vec-
tor of the intensities or all conditions of two replicated probe sets should
be equal to one.
RMA and PDNN perform similarly and with values close to 1 (Figure
3.15). MAS.5.0 and GCRMA perform particularly worse than expected; in
MAS.5.0 and GCRMA, from microarray to microarray the probe sets are
not measuring the same direction of change. dChip correlation values also
deviates from 1, but performs better thanMAS.5.0 and GCRMA. There are
clear differences between the MEs and, again, the choice of ME is relevant
in microarray analysis.
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Figure 3.14: Intensity for Spike-in Controls The intensity for probe sets corre-
sponding to the spike-in controls is plotted for all MEs. All have similar results;
CreX is the most expressed RNA in all MEs and BioB the least expressed RNA.
The expected order is reversed in two cases: in MAS.5.0 BioDn has a smaller
intensity value than BioC for two particular probe sets; in RMA BioC is less ex-
pressed than BioB.
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Figure 3.15: Correlation of Spike-in Probe Sets The correlation between repli-
cated probe sets across the arrays has values close to one in RMA and PDNN.
dChip performs particularly badly for the pair BioC 3 5. MAS.5.0 and GCRMA
produce overall low correlation. The pair BioDn 3 5 is the worst in all MEs, and
one of them might be a less accurate probe set.
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3.5.2 Drosophila Controls
The Affymetrix microarray provides replicated probe sets for Drosophila
genes, which include eIF-4a, Gapdh2, Actin and 18S ribosomal RNA (Ta-
ble 3.7). These genes are well known; three of them are highly expressed
and the fourth not expressed at all. Theymay be used as controls assessing
variability, precision and accuracy of the measurements. Gapdh2, Actin
and eIF-4a fall into the ”house keeping genes” category, viewed in the
beginning of the microarray work as genes that could be useful for nor-
malization. The assumption was that these genes, being essential in all
cells, do not change expression in most conditions, cellular stages and de-
velopmental stages. This assumption does not hold true, hence this type
of normalization never produced good results [33] and is obsolete.
It is expected that these genes will yield a much more noisier result
than theAffymetrix controls. Drosophila genes are differentially expressed
from microarray to microarray, each condition having its own level of ex-
pression, whereas the spike-in controls are carefully prepared such that
the level of transcripts present in every condition is always the same. The
concentration of the Drosophila controls is not known, which makes more
difficult to extract precise information; they are nonetheless relevant, be-
ing the closest to the real situation in terms of cross-hybridization, noise,
RNA degradation, conditions of RNA extraction and technical artifacts.
The results from the Drosophila controls (Figure 3.16) are indeed mur-
kier than the spike-in results. 18SrRNA is reported in all ME as the lowest
expressed of all genes, with dChip placing all 3 probe sets close together.
Two of eIF-4a three probe sets show very high expression, while the third
probe set reports less signal, in all 5 MEs. One Gadph2 probe set shows
high expression. The probes for Gadph2 and Actin42 show overlapping
expression.
Figure 3.17 depicts the correlation of the Drosophila controls for all MEs.
The values for dChip are the closest to 1. MAS.5.0 performs the worst,
while GCRMA also performs poorly; RMA and PDNN have similar val-
ues. The correlation values are smaller than for the spike-in controls; Dro-
sophila controls hybridize to actual Drosophila genes, of various expres-
sion levels and hence subjected to more noise. Another explanation is that
the algorithm optimizations relied on spike-in experiments and therefore
the better algorithm performance in spike-in could reflect a bias towards
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Figure 3.16: Intensity for Drosophila Controls The intensity for the Drosophila
Controls is plotted for all MEs. The 18SrRNA gene is very low expressed, and
that is visible in all 5 MEs. dChip places all three probe sets for this gene in a
similar range of intensities. eIF-4a high expression is correctly assessed in all 5
MEs. Actin and Gapdh2 overlap in all MEs.
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Table 3.7: Drosophila Controls
Probe Set Species Concentration location
18S rRNA 3 Drosophila Drosophila 3’
18S rRNA 5 Drosophila Drosophila 5’
18S rRNA M Drosophila Drosophila middle
ACTIN 3 Drosophila Drosophila 3’
ACTIN 5 Drosophila Drosophila 5’
ACTIN M r Drosophila Drosophila middle
eIF-4a 3 Drosophila Drosophila 3’
eIF-4a 5 Drosophila Drosophila 5’
eIF-4a M Drosophila Drosophila middle
Gapdh2 3 Drosophila Drosophila 3’
Gapdh2 5 Drosophila Drosophila 5’
Gapdh2 M Drosophila Drosophila middle
this type of data. dChip, which was not optimized using spike-in experi-
ments, does not show any decrease in correlation for the Drosophila con-
trols.
The differences in performance between MEs are significant; dChip is
theME that performs the best, followed by RMA and PDNN; GCRMA and
MAS.5.0 are the worstMEs. For instance, dChip for actin has correlation of
0.58 compared to -0.05 forMAS.5.0. For the Gapdh probe sets, theMAS.5.0
correlation is -0.21, while any other ME gives values in the range of 0.34 to
0.37.
All probe sets behave in a similar way relative to one another in each
ME – e.g., the correlation between probe sets Gapdh2 3 and Gapdh2 5 is
always the smallest.
The intensity values do not have an influence on the correlation values;
the largest correlations occur at both ends of the intensity range.
3.5.3 Negative Controls
The last set of controls are negative controls and include 48 probe sets
with no sequence similarity to Drosophila genes and for which no exter-
nal RNA is spiked in the hybridization sample. Negative control probe
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Figure 3.17: Correlation in Drosophila Controls The correlation in the Droso-
phila controls ranges from high values, to no correlation. MAS.5.0 has small val-
ues for many probe sets. GCRMA also has small values for some probe pairs.
dChip is the best ME. Some probe sets consistently show small values. For the
18SrRNA probe sets, the correlation is close to 1 in all the MEs.
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sets should report no signal. It is referenced that the level of noise is never
equal to zero and that the background noise has a value, to which a probe
specific value is also added [392]. Every methodology deals with back-
ground noise differently and uses different methods to subtract this noise
from the intensity (reviewed for each algorithm in section 3.2).
Figure 3.18 shows the intensity for all Affymetrix controls: Spike-in,
Drosophila and Negative Controls. The ten less intense of all probe sets
are also plotted, which enables to compare the negative controls with the
least intense probe sets. MAS.5.0, RMA and PDNN are the MEs that place
the negative controls the closest to the basal intensity level. In these three
MEs the negative controls are well separated from the Drosophila genes.
dChip performs particularly badly in this task; the negative controls over-
lap with the other type of controls. Figure 3.18 does not include the least
intense ten probe sets for dChip, because they are negative, hence can-
not be plotted in a logarithmic scale; as the best alternative, the y axis of
the plot starts at zero, representing dChip smallest values. For GCRMA
the negative controls are clearly separated from the ten less intense probe
sets; the values do not overlap, as it would be expected.
For the negative controls, there should be no correlation between the 5’
and 3’ probe sets across microarrays because there is no RNA species in
the sample, and the intensity reported is random noise.
Figure 3.19 shows a puzzling result for GCRMA with extremely high
values for the correlation of all negative controls. The same behaviour is
observed for RMA and PDNN, albeit more mitigated. dChip andMAS.5.0
show the expected small correlation values.
GCRMA sets all the very low intensity probe sets at a fixed value –
the background noise in the GCRMA model. The negative controls are
at this low intensity range, hence have all the same exact value, hence
the correlation of one. Spurious correlation at low intensity values results
from the clamping that GCRMA produces. This is problematic in higher
level analysis, such as clustering, which uses correlation as the similarity
metrics. It is ironic that GCRMA, whose rational is a better treatment of
noise, would have problems dealing with the noise.
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Figure 3.18: Intensity for Negative Controls The intensity for the Negative Con-
trols is plotted for all the MEs. Also plotted are the ten lowest intensity values
of all probe sets, the spike-in controls and the Drosophila controls. MAS.5.0,
RMA and PDNN handle the negative controls quite well, with good separation
between negative controls and the other controls, and no particular separation
between negative controls and the least intense probe sets. dChip performs par-
ticularly badly, overlapping the negative controls with the other controls, and
separating the negative controls too much from the lowest intensity probe sets.
Because dChip least intense probe sets are negative, they cannot be plotted; we
assume they are at the zero value in y axis. GCRMA separates too much the least
intense probe sets from the negative controls.
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Figure 3.19: Correlation in Negative Controls No correlation is expected, be-
cause no signal is present, hence all intensity corresponds to random noise. The
correlation for the negative controls has distinct results for the 5 MEs. GCRMA
reports high correlation for all probe sets. PDNN and RMA show some degree
of correlation. dChip and MAS.5.0 show small correlation values. The high cor-
relation for GCRMA most likely results from the way low intensity values are
handled.
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3.6 Analysis of Replicated Microarrays
The experimental design (section 2.3) uses 4 or 5 replicate microarrays for
each condition. The RNA for the replicated conditions comes from the
same pool of embryos, hence no expression changes are expected within
the replicates. The correlation between all genes in any pair of replicates
should be 1; the actual correlation value is used as a measure to assess ME
performance.
We define basal correlation as the correlation between any two non-
replicated microarrays. Basal correlation, even from mutants/transgenics
with dramatic phenotypes, is always close to 1, a fact which is the basis
for the most widely used normalization procedure [33]. This high basal
correlation occurs because all conditions come from the same Drosophila
stage. When comparing the performance of the different MEs, we have to
normalize for the basal correlation; we are interested inMEs that give high
correlation for the replicated microarrays but that distinguish this specific
correlation from the non-replicated arrays. Surprisingly, this distinction
has not been used in the literature when comparing correlation in the con-
text of replicated microarrays.
Scatter plots, in which the intensity of all probe sets in one microar-
ray are plotted against the probe sets’ intensity of another microarray are
the first and most intuitive representation of microarray data. Figure 3.20
shows such plots for 3 different conditions: i) robo.a and robo.b – two of
the replicates for RNA from homozygous robo mutants, ii) robo.WT.a and
robo.WT.b – two of the replicates for RNA from heterozygous robo mu-
tants, and iii) UR.a and UR.b – two of the replicates for RNA from the
robo GOF. A local fit provided by the loess function is plotted in black; the
correlation values are in the upper matrix.
Figure 3.20 shows that any two conditions are highly correlated, even
conditions with ”opposite” phenotypes such as the robo GOF and the
robo LOF. Nonetheless, replicates show tighter clouds and bigger corre-
lation than any other combination. The cloud’s shape is distinctive for
each ME. In this plot PDNN performs the best, followed by RMA; dChip
and MAS.5.0 are the worst. dChip and MAS.5.0 are the largest clouds;
in dChip replicates are the least correlated. PDNN and RMA show simi-
lar behaviour; PDNN has the tightest correlation and smallest cloud – the
dots align with the loess curve. GCRMA shows the most irregular curve,
with the comparison UR vs. robo mutants showing two branches.
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Figure 3.20: Scatter Plots of robo LOF and GOF
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Figure 3.21 provides a global and systematic overview of the repli-
cates and basal correlations, and corroborates the trends indicated in Fig-
ure 3.20. There are 147 possible pairs of replicated microarrays and 3769
combinations of non-replicated microarrays (basal correlation). PDNN
and RMA have the biggest correlation and the lowest spread. dChip and
GCRMA are similar, showing smaller correlations and bigger spread than
PDNN and RMA. MAS.5.0 has the smallest correlation and the largest
spread. All MEs show specificity and a clear distinction between specific
and basal correlation, as extracted from the boxplot means.
RMA exemplifies why is difficult to identify the best ME for this task:
RMA is the ME with the biggest correlation for the specific but also for
the basal correlation. Specific Replicate Value (SRV) is a simple metric
to evaluate this task. SRV computes the number of boxplots height for
the replicated microarrays that fit between the lower end of the specific
boxplot and the higher end of the basal boxplot (Equation 3.5). The SRV
values are presented in Table 3.8. PDNN and RMA are the MEs with the
best performance, with dChip, MAS.5.0 and GCRMA in a distant second
group.
SRV =
LowerHingeSpecific − UpperHingeNon−Specific
UpperHingeSpecific − LowerHingeSpecific (3.5)
SRV: Specific Replicated Value
Lower Hinge Specific: Bottom value for replicated boxplot
Upper Hinge Specific: Top value for replicated boxplot
Lower Hinge Specific: Bottom value for basal boxplot
Figure 3.20: Scatter Plots of robo LOF and GOF (cont.) MAS.5.0 and dChip’s
clouds are the largest; RMA has the tightest cloud; GCRMA shows a bimodal
cloud. The correlation is always the biggest between replicated microarrays.
The correlation between robo and robo.WT are bigger than the pairs UR/robo
or UR/robo.WT. Regardless of which two microarrays are compared there is al-
ways a big correlation; the smallest correlation is 0.846, with all but two of the
values larger than 0.9.
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Figure 3.21: Specific and Basal Correlation in Replicated Microarrays MAS.5.0
has the biggest spread in correlation, both basal and specific. GCRMA and dChip
also show a big spread. RMA and PDNN have big correlation values, especially
for the specific correlation. Another important trait is the difference between spe-
cific and basal correlation. Relative to its own spread, RMA and PDNN are the
MEs with the biggest gap between the end of their specific box plot and the be-
ginning of their basal box plot.
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Table 3.8: SRV Values
ME SRV
MAS.5.0 0.28
dChip 0.91
RMA 2.80
PDNN 3.01
GCRMA 0.22
3.7 Global ME Assessment
The detailed analysis of the performance of the five measure of expression
carried out in this chapter warrants a final global analysis of the weak-
nesses and strengths of each ME.
MAS.5.0 Assesses poorly robo ranks in URyf.mef and comm inmany con-
ditions. In the spike-in controls flips the order of BioDn and shows
poor correlation in the replicated probe sets. In the Drosophila con-
trols, replicated probe sets are poorly correlated. Performs as ex-
pected in the negative controls. MAS.5.0 is the worst ME in the repli-
cated arrays task. OverallMAS.5.0 is theME that performs theworst.
dChip Performs badly in unc-5 and in robo2 ranks assessment. It shows
good results in the correlation for the Drosophila controls and the
negative controls. It shows weak performance in the replicated mi-
croarrays task.
RMA Flips the order of BioB in the spike-in task. It produces small corre-
lation values for the Drosophila controls. The correlation values for
the negative controls is bigger than anticipated. RMA shows good
results in the replicates task. Shows overall good performance.
PDNN Misses the ranks of robo in FRM. The correlation values for the
Drosophila controls are small. The negative controls correlation is
higher than anticipated. PDNN shows good results in the replicates
task. Shows overall good performance.
GCRMA Performs poorly in assessing the robo ranks in FRM, and unc-5.
Bad performance in Drosophila controls and negative controls corre-
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lation. Shows a problem with the very low intensities, fixing them at
a constant value. Average in the replicated microarrays task.
As a conclusion, RMA and PDNN are the MEs that perform the best in
this study. Through the remaining of this thesis expression data is calcu-
lated using RMA. We preferred RMA because is more used in the Berke-
ley environment than PDNN; judging from the results of our set of tasks,
PDNN could have been used as well.
Chapter 4
Clustering Methodologies
4.1 Introduction
The sheer amount of data produced by microarrays opened up new chal-
lenges in the analysis of biological experiments. Before genomics the focus
of the researcher’s work was heavily in the experimental design. The typi-
cal biological experiment included a built-in hypothesis; the experiment’s
result would accept or reject the experiment’s hypothesis. Analysis came
in binary form, with yes or no answers coming out of a gel, a western blot,
a genetic cross.
In microarray experiments, the amount of data produced renders bi-
nary analysis impossible. Data has to be processed making use of statisti-
cal analysis and mathematics, asking for new tools which produced a new
field of research. From this convergence, statisticians, computer scientists
and biologists were forced to interact and find common language. For
statisticians, it is very stimulating to have a huge collection of data points;
it sparked the development of new approaches in both the theoretical and
practical areas. For biologists these collaborations are instrumental to gain
access to powerful, sophisticated and otherwise inaccessible tools. Lan-
guage, jargon and modus operandi problems arise in this interface. Bio-
logical and statistical culture are quite different: Biologists tend to accept
circumstantial evidence much more easily and have problems grasping
concepts such as probability and chance; statisticians tend to overlook the
need for specific answers to the biological problems and are sometimes
unaware of the inherent limitations of experimental work.
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In the course of my collaboration with the statisticians, namely Julia
Brettschneider and Katherine Pollard, I learned about the statistical lan-
guage. I also had the opportunity to learn the statistical package R and to
understand the culture of bioinformatics. This was an unexpected event,
a long, somewhat painful and lonely process. At the end I am extremely
happy for the new computational and bioinformatics tools I acquired and
the world of knowledge and opportunities it provides.
The statistical methods developed and adapted for analysis of gene ex-
pression data are divided into supervised and unsupervised methodolo-
gies. Supervised technologies search for genes that fit a predetermined
pattern. Unsupervised technologies do not make use of prior knowledge
when analyzing the data. Unsupervised tools are more adequate to the
type of work presented in this thesis. Unsupervised techniques are broadly
divided into partitioning algorithms and hierarchical algorithms. Parti-
tioning algorithms divide the data into discreet groups or clusters while
hierarchical algorithms produce a nested sequence of clusters. Hierarchi-
cal clustering provides several levels of detail but it assumes the data to be
of hierarchical form. Another type of unsupervised algorithm is relevance
networks whose goal is to find multiple connections between genes.
• Supervised techniques
– Support Vector Machines
– Nearest-neighbor
– Artificial networks
• Unsupervised techniques
– Hierarchical clustering
∗ Bottom-up methods (divisive)
∗ Top-down methods (agglomerative)
– Partitioning techniques
∗ K-means
∗ K-medoids
∗ Self-organizing maps
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∗ PAM
– Relevance networks
A thorough discussion of the different types of statistical applications
for supervised and unsupervised techniques can be found in [332] (es-
pecially chapters 3 and 4) and in [266] (chapters 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19).
Chapter 4 of [332] by Chipman, Hastie and Tibshirani is an excellent intro-
duction to the field of clustering microarray data. Appendix A presents a
review of the most relevant algorithms.
4.2 HOPACH
HOPACH stands for Hierarchical Ordered Partitioning and Collapsing
Hybrid. It was proposed by Katherine Pollard andMark van der Laan and
applies partitioning and collapsing steps iteratively to create a hierarchical
tree whose final level is an ordered list of the elements [367]. To achieve
the final list, each cluster produced by HOPACH is further divided into
smaller clusters with an enforced ordering of the clusters. Clusters close
enough are collapsed to correct for errors made in the initial steps.
HOPACH starts with all the genes (elements) at the root node. The ini-
tial level is distinct from all other levels and uses two steps:
1. Partitioning step. Apply Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) to all
genes, using a K value between 2 to 9. The number of K is the num-
ber which minimizes the criteria Median Split Silhouette (MSS) (sec-
tion 4.2.3).
2. Ordering step. If K>2 the clusters are ordered using one of several
methods (section 4.2.2).
After the initial level, HOPACH repeats a series of steps applied to every
level of the tree:
1. Partitioning step. Apply PAM to the data set. The result of this step
is to obtain a series of clusters – children of the initial data set. The
number of clusters is decided based on the smaller value for MSS
when running PAM with K from 2 to 9.
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2. Ordering step. Use one of several methods (section 4.2.2) to order all
clusters from the previous step.
3. Collapsing step. Collapse all clusters whose merging diminishes
MSS.
4. Iteration step. Proceed to the next level of the tree, going back to step
1.
5. Stop when the number of genes in a cluster is 3 (minimum number
of elements to apply in a data set), or the maximum of 16 levels is
reached.
HOPACH is implemented in an automated version that runs in R and
is part of the Bioconductor project (http://www.bioconductor.org).
The hopach package enables the user to choose a series of options: Distance
metric, type of criteria, type of order, maximum number of children per
node, how to collapse two clusters, how to calculate a new medoid, and
how to identify the main clusters. In practice it is well advised to accept
the defaults of the package, except for the distance metric wherein the
most widely used metric abscosangle could substitute the hopach default of
cosangle (see also section A.2.1).
4.2.1 Partitioning Step
The partition step applies the partitioning algorithm of choice to the ele-
ments of each cluster . HOPACH can use any partitioning algorithm, such
as Self OrganizingMap (SOM) (section A.2.4) or K-MEANS (section A.2.3).
The actual implementation of HOPACH uses PAM (section A.2.5), chosen
for its robustness, and the fact that medoids are elements themselves and
a stable representation of the clusters.
In a partitioning algorithm the number of k clusters per division has to
be defined by the user. HOPACH implements the use of the criteria Me-
dian Split Silhouette (section 4.2.3) to choose the correct number of clusters
per partition.
4.2.2 Ordering Step
The final ordered list at each level of the tree is obtained by one of sev-
eral methods. The default method is to select as Medoid of the Neighbor
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(MN ) the cluster to the right of the parent cluster. The distance to MN is
calculated for each medoid of the children clusters. The clusters are or-
dered from left to right by decreasing distances. For the right-most set of
children, the distance is calculated to the left neighbor and the ordering
goes in increasing distances. The children of each parent are always kept
together.
The first level is a special case since there is no previous level to cal-
culate the distances. One of two options is used: i) run HOPACH using
the medoids of the first level as the elements to cluster; set K to 2 and run
down the tree to a unique ordering, or ii) maximize the correlation order-
ing.
Ordering Elements within Clusters
Three options exist for the final order within the main clusters: i) own –
based on the distance to the medoid of its own cluster, ii) neighbor – based
on the distance of the medoid to the cluster placed to the right, and iii) co
– based on the maximization of the correlation ordering.
4.2.3 Mean/Median Split Silhouette (MSS)
Partitioning methods such as HOPACH involve that the user defines the
number of clusters. Criteria that indicate the homogeneity of the clusters
are helpful to decide the number of clusters and include i) direct methods
– consisting in optimizing a criteria, and ii) testing methods – assessing
evidence against a specific null hypothesis. Testing methods have been
successfully applied in gene expression data [91] [139] [31] but they are
computationally heavy because of resampling and permutations.
HOPACHmakes use of the specific criteriaMean/Median Split Silhou-
ette (MSS) to identify optimally homogeneous clusters [277] [278]. Sihou-
ette measures howwell matched a gene is to other genes in its own cluster
when compared to genes in other clusters. MSS is a direct method devel-
oped address two important goals of gene expression analysis: i) finding
small clusters in the presence of one or more large clusters, and ii) finding
nested clusters within clusters. The fine structure is very relevant in bio-
logical research; other direct methods show a tendency to find the global
structure in detriment of the smaller clusters.
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MSS evaluates howwell the elements in a cluster belong together. MSS
minimization determines the number of main clusters, as discussed in sec-
tion 4.2.5. MSS is also used in the collapsing step to decide which clusters
are close enough and hence should be merged (section 4.2.4).
4.2.4 Collapsing Step
At every level of the tree, if two or more clusters are similar they should
be merged. MSS is compared before and after the collapsing step, and the
collapse is kept if a given value of improvement is observed in the over-
all level of the tree. The two collapsed clusters form a new cluster, whose
position in the tree structure is kept. The new cluster has a new medoid.
An important feature of HOPACH is that all clusters are compared, even
when they do not share the same parent – this allows for smaller clusters
whose homogeneity is only perceptible at a lower level to be merged to-
gether. Several choices are given in the package hopach on how to select the
newmedoid, the default beingmedsil – the maximizer of medoid based sil-
houette. Collapsing is an important feature of HOPACH as it allows for
corrections of the number of clusters in a split, and to correct the errors
made in a previous split. Early incorrect decisions do not have the same
detrimental relevance in HOPACH as in other clustering methods.
4.2.5 Main Clusters
Selecting the number of significant clusters is crucial in HOPACH and the
main clusters are chosen at the level in which the clusters are still signif-
icant. . MSS is the criteria that decides which level corresponds to the
main clusters. The estimation of the true number of clusters is chosen as
the minimizer of MSS, and the algorithm progresses in three steps: 1) For
each level of the tree, MSS is calculated for each cluster, 2) The average
for the clusters in a given level is calculated and the value for next level is
calculated as well, and 3) if the criteria is not improved on the lower level,
the main clusters are assigned to the previous level.
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4.2.6 Estimating Cluster Membership
The membership of each gene relative to every cluster is determined by
a nonparametric bootstrap. The method involves repeated sampling of
n observations [366]. A vector for each gene is created by bootstraping
the initial conditions with substitution. HOPACH is run for the set of all
gene’s vectors obtained by bootstrap.
The Bootstrap Reappearance Proportion (BRP) is the number of times
that a gene falls into a given cluster and is viewed as a value for cluster
membership. Each gene has a value for each cluster; the sum of all BRP
values for each gene is one.
BRP values may be used: i) as an assessment of how trustworthy it is to
pursue further research on a particular gene, ii) to look for genes present
in more than one cluster – fuzzy clustering – and pathway explanations
for this behaviour, and iii) to produce clusters which are more robust and
homogeneous – by pruning genes with small BRP values.
4.3 Adapting HOPACH
HOPACH was being developed by Katherine Pollard simultaneously to
the axon guidance experimental work and the results from the axon guid-
ance study were used in troubleshooting HOPACH. We applied several
other clustering algorithms to the axon guidance data set and it became
clear that HOPACH has six main advantages:
• Splits in the clusters do not need to be binary
• Collapsing steps correct earlier mistakes
• Finer structure patterns are taken into account
• A final order within the clusters is provided
• Medoids, which are actual genes, represent the clusters
• A measure of cluster membership is provided
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Other important features could be added to the standard implementa-
tion of HOPACH:
• Employ the initial medoids to assign a cluster to all genes, avoiding
filtering – an arbitrary process that removes many interesting genes
from the final analysis
• Make more homogenous clusters – high cut off for BRP values
• Search for genes that belong to several clusters (fuzzy clustering) –
low cut off for BRP values
• Reorder the conditions in each cluster – simultaneous gene/arrays
clustering
• Use vocabulary controlled terms (such as GO or APoGE) to find the
clusters that are more relevant to axon guidance.
The need for an algorithm that could perform these tasks and the pos-
sibility to modify the R code of hopach to accommodate them, lead to the
development of a new version of HOPACH, presented in this work. The
adapted HOPACH version proceeds in seven steps:
1. Rank all genes using SAM or limma (section 3.3.2) and select the
highest and lowest ranked genes for each condition; stop whenever
the total number of genes exceeds x genes
2. Run HOPACH in the selected genes
3. Run the bootstrap with the fixed medoids from the previous step;
each gene has a BRP value for each cluster; for each gene the sum of
all BRP values is equal to 1
4. Assign genes to clusters using a threshold value for BRP; possible
values are 0.8 (very homogenous clusters), 0.51 (less homogeneous
clusters but still only one cluster per gene) and 0.3 (genes may be
present in more than one cluster – fuzzy clustering)
5. Reorder the genes in each cluster; the higher ranks correspond to the
smaller distances to the medoid – the medoid for each cluster is thus
ranked one
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6. Apply HOPACH again to every extended cluster; big clusters are
further divided whereas smaller ones are not
7. Apply HOPACH to samples in every cluster
4.3.1 Selecting the Initial Set of Genes
The first step in all clustering methods is filtering the noise, to select only
the differentially expressed genes [348] [96] [360]. Three main techniques
have been used:
Fold Changes Compute the fold changes by comparing the conditions
with the reference; select genes with the highest fold changes (this
approach was common in the early studies of microarrays and is still
widely used).
Variance Get the x number of genes that are changing the most in terms
of variance
Ranks Use SAM or limma to rank all genes in a condition versus the
reference (section 3.3.2); select an equal number of differentially ex-
pressed genes for each condition
We chose to apply the ranks methods to select the 2000 initial set of
genes:
1. Use SAM or limma to rank every gene; in the axon guidance study
WT was used as the reference (section 3.3.2)
2. For every condition choose the 50 most upregulated and the 50 most
downregulated genes
3. Increase the number of selected genes in every round by 10 until the
upregulated and downregulated genes do not exceed 2000 (1000 for
each)
This process assures that every condition is represented with the same
number of genes, and that the number of downregulated genes is equal
to the number of upregulated genes. This is a concern, since it is common
to observe an higher number of upregulated than downregulated genes.
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4.3.2 HOPACH
We used the R package hopach to cluster the initial genes’ selection. We
chose abscosangle because is the best metric to pinpoint the directions of
change in gene expression. The other arguments to hopach are the func-
tion’s default. The result of this step is a set of clusters, each with its own
medoid, which represent the anchors that organize the whole clustering
space.
4.3.3 Bootstrap – Cluster Membership for Each Gene
We used the function bootmedoids, in hopach to bootstrap the data for
fixed medoids and to obtain a measure of gene membership for each clus-
ter. Each gene has a BRP value for all clusters as outlined in section 4.2.6,
except that in this case, and this is the crucial part of our HOPACH adap-
tation, the whole data set is used and not only the selected genes.
4.3.4 Using All Genes – Creating Extended Clusters
When using filtering mechanisms, interesting genes are not included in
the analysis. No natural way exists to select which genes are differen-
tially expressed, hence any filtering mechanism involves an arbitrary cut-
off. An alternative would be to include all the genes in the clustering,
and allow for some post-filtering, but this has proved unpractical because:
i) the whole data set is computationally too heavy, and ii) the non differ-
entially expressed genes obscure the pattern and clustering does not work
properly.
We create extended clusters by including the genes whose BRP values
for that cluster are above a defined threshold. The trick to include all genes
in the analysis is thus to i) run HOPACH with a reduced initial number of
differential expressed genes, ii) use the medoids to give each gene a BRP
value for each cluster, and iii) extend the initial clusters to include all genes
whose BRP values indicate a degree of membership to that cluster. Three
different values illustrate the gamut of the possible threshold values:
• High stringent values such as 0.8 produce clusters whose members
have very identical profiles to the medoid and each gene will be only
present in one cluster; many genes will not be included in any clus-
ter.
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• Intermediate values such as 0.51 produce less homogenous clusters,
but each gene will still only be present in a single cluster; more genes
will be present in the clusters.
• Low values such as 0.3 continue to increase both the number of genes
per cluster and the cluster heterogeneity; genes may simultaneously
be part of more than one cluster; such type of clustering is named
fuzzy clustering and it is appealing because it could uncover genes
that perform more than one function in biological processes.
4.3.5 Reorder Genes in Extended Clusters
To order the genes within the extended clusters, we use order an hopach
function. order calculates the distance of every gene to the medoid us-
ing the given metric (abscosangle), and the genes are ranked depending on
closeness to the medoid; the medoid itself is ranked 1. Ranks and Boot-
strap Reappearance Proportion (BRP) although in general agreement, do
not necessarily coincide. For example, a gene could be similar to a specific
cluster medoid, and have a high rank for that cluster because both gene
and medoid are strongly expressed in a specific condition. BRP, nonethe-
less, could be relatively small: Every time the resampling would not in-
clude the specific condition the gene would not fall into that cluster.
4.3.6 Reclustering Extended Clusters
A further clustering step can be used for the extended clusters, by apply-
ing HOPACH to the genes in each cluster. This is especially useful when
the number of genes in a cluster becomes too big after inclusion of all the
genes. The order of the genes within this further level of the clustering
can simply be the ordered list provided by HOPACH in its standard use.
This reclustering step can be viewed as another level of HOPACH. If no
minimization of MSS (section 4.2.3 ) is achieved, the reclustering does not
occur and the extended cluster is not further divided.
4.3.7 Clustering Samples for Each Gene Cluster
Clustering samples is used as the basis for classification and has been one
of the most successful uses of microarrays, especially in cancer research
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[80]. Many clustering approaches, such as Cluster by Eisen, cluster the
two dimensions – genes and conditions/samples. The final clusters are
ordered in the two axis.
The idea of clustering the samples in each cluster individually, instead
of the whole gene selection, does not involve any new algorithm, but it has
not been extensively explored in the literature. Having each cluster indi-
vidualized in terms of the association samples/conditions, can distinguish
the profile of one cluster and highlight the differences between clusters.
4.4 Identifying Relevant Clusters
Strategies to Identify relevant clusters include: i) label clusters with key
genes previously known to be relevant in pertinent biological processes,
and ii) characterize clusters, using global descriptions of the genome, in
which each gene is described using predefined, finite and a single set of
terms.
Structured, controlled vocabularies provide consistent descriptions of
gene products that can be used to categorize clusters in a microarray ex-
periment. The Gene Ontology (GO) [9] describes genes in terms of molec-
ular function, biological process and cellular component, based on avail-
able research literature. By identifying significant associations between
gene expression and particular terms in the GO vocabulary, one can anno-
tate gene clusters, and uncharacterized genes within these clusters [4] [22]
[243]. We have extended this approach to include a new controlled vocab-
ulary, the Atlas of Pattern of Gene Expression (APoGE), which provides
a controlled set of annotations to describe embryonic in situ images. The
goals and scope of APoGE were described in [359], but its use for char-
acterization of microarray data has never been explored. Together, GO
and APoGE provide a rich, multi-dimensional vocabulary for categoriz-
ing HOPACH clusters.
Another important use for APoGE, involves querying the in situ da-
tabase for genes in the significant clusters. Specific spatial and temporal
patterns which offer new insight into the process being studied can imme-
diately be retrieved by the use of APoGE.
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4.4.1 Gene Ontology
The Gene Ontology Consortium (GO) produces a controlled vocabulary
describing each gene product in terms of function, process and cellular
component [9], information based on the published literature. The ini-
tial work was done on three model organisms (fly, yeast and mouse) but
was later extended to many other organisms (worms, rats, arabidopsis,
zebrafish and rice). A list of genes and related GO terms is found in the
GO website and is frequently updated. The URL for the GO project is
http://www.geneontology.org/.
GO descriptions in the context of gene expression and clustering enable
to: i) describe each cluster with the highest frequencies of the GO terms,
and ii) find where specific GO terms are present and their distribution
among the clusters.
Cluster descriptions provided by GO take a global approach, a type
of GO fingerprint. The frequency to which each GO term appears in the
clustersmight lead to unexpected findings – if one cluster has an extremely
high frequency of a specific term, it might be relevant to the analysis, even
if the GO term was not expected to be relevant.
User provided GO terms, is another way to identify clusters. There are
3110 unique GO terms corresponding to the Drosophila genome. Selecting
the relevant terms is a feasible work, although it requires some patience as
it is easy to skip relevant genes – it is wise to go over the list several times.
For the axon guidance data set, 13 specific GO terms were selected (Table
4.1).
Specific genes, known to be important from previous studies, can be
used to label clusters, serving as marks for further inquiries on the clus-
ter they belong to. This is a more focused cluster characterization, useful
when one wants to focus on information well known in advance.
Although some statistics studies exploring GO terms were published
[22] [317], its use is a complex statistics topic. The clusters are diverse
in terms of size and few studies were done of what is significance in this
context. GO terms are nested into each other, another fact that complicates
matters. Nonetheless, even using GO terms at a basic level is a powerful
tool to identify interesting clusters.
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Table 4.1: Selected Terms – GO
GO Term Frequency
neurogenesis 172
GTPase activity 112
peripheral nervous system development 71
axon guidance 58
central nervous system development 44
small GTPase regulatory/interacting protein activity 37
axonogenesis 32
neuromuscular synaptic transmission 24
ventral cord development 22
neuroblast cell division 14
glia cell migration 11
motor axon guidance 8
Rho GTPase activator activity 7
4.4.2 Atlas of Pattern of Gene Expression (APoGE)
The Atlas of Pattern of Gene Expression (APoGE) is a project within the
Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP) that aims at: i) providing
pictures of the expression pattern of each gene and each stage of the Dro-
sophila embryo, and ii) describing gene expression at the level of anatom-
ical structures.
In APoGE a controlled vocabulary is used by individual curators (Amy
Beaton and Volker Hartenstein), who assure consistency in each annota-
tion call. Each gene has a report, with in situ pictures and annotations for
stages 1 to 3; 4 to 6; 7 to 8; 9 to 10; 11 to 12; and 12 to 16. The report also
provides links to the Flybase page.
APoGE terms – in a similar way to GO – are used in: i) describing
each cluster in terms of the highest frequencies of each term, and ii) find-
ing where specific APoGE terms are present and their distribution among
the clusters. Table 4.2 shows the relevant 13 APoGE terms selected in the
context of axon guidance.
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Table 4.2: Selected terms – APoGE
APoGE term Frequency
ventral nerve cord 486
embryonic brain 313
ventral neuroderm primordium P3 165
lateral cord 162
ventral midline 153
embryonic central brain neuron 118
embryonic central brain 117
neuroblasts of ventral nervous system 78
sensory nervous system primordium 77
midline primordium 50
ventral midline glia 25
ventral midline neuron 9
ventral midline neuroblast 5
4.5 Axon Guidance Clusters
The procedure outlined in section 4.3 was applied to the analysis of axon
guidance mutants and transgenics explained in section 1.7.
Three user-defined parameters are important when running HOPACH
in microarray data sets. In the analysis of both the axon guidance and the
time course data, we chose: i) 2000 genes in the initial clustering (section
4.3.1), ii) 1000 bootstrap cycles (section 4.3.3), and iii) abscosangle as the
metric used to calculate the distances between genes (section A.2.1).
4.5.1 Cluster Topology for Axon Guidance
The first step of the modified hopach algorithm clusters the 2000 most dif-
ferentially expressed genes. In the axon guidance data, 87 clusters are
produced. The size of the clusters varies from 1 to 821, with median size
of 27. Only 97 of these clusters have more than 10 genes; there are clusters
with a single gene and clusters with many members.
As mentioned in the outline of the HOPACH method in section 4.3.4
BRP values can be used to extend the initial selection to all genes. Table
4.3 shows the sizes of the extended clusters for the thresholds 0.8, 0.5 and
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0.3; it also shows the cluster’s size for the initial selection of two thousand
genes. The relative size of each cluster is stable for most clusters. No-
table exceptions are i) Cluster 50 – with more percentage of genes in the
initial selection, and ii) Cluster 63 and Cluster 84 – with less percentage
of genes in the initial selection. The last observation is explained because
both clusters are very big and most likely not specific; genes belonging to
these clusters are non-differentially expressed, therefore when the filter is
enlarged and more non-differentially expressed genes are included, it is
intuitive that many will fall into these two background clusters.
Figure 4.1 shows a pattern of small clusters, followed by a big clus-
ter, and then by a ”sea” of yet another string of small clusters. Clusters
with contiguous numbers have a similar pattern of expression (section
4.2). The small, contiguous clusters are considered independent clusters
accordingly to the MSS fixed criteria. Nonetheless, they have similar pro-
files and thus, for the purpose of the analysis, are grouped into one single
cluster. Using 0.33 as the threshold for gene inclusion, five clusters have
1000 genes or more. Two of these clusters (Cluster 63 and Cluster 84) have
around 3000 genes, and they are by far the biggest clusters. Ten other clus-
ters have between 100 and 500members. We have used in all the following
analysis the extended clusters that result from using the BRP of 0.33.
4.5.2 Effect of BRP and Cluster Membership
The BRP values can be explored for a global overview of how much the
genes belong to their chosen cluster. Figure 4.2a shows the distribution of
the biggest BRP. The highest peak is for the interval 0.91 to 1, with 2493
genes; the second biggest peak is for the interval 0.5 to 0.6 with 1967 ge-
nes; 1017 genes have the biggest BRP smaller than 0.3. This distribution
indicates that the majority of the genes are firmly placed in one cluster and
also that few are not strongly placed in one specific cluster.
Figure 4.2b is the histogram of the second biggest BRP and comple-
ments the information in Figure 4.2a; not many genes belong simultane-
ously to more than one cluster. Nevertheless, 431 genes have their second
biggest BRP bigger than 0.4, corresponding to an almost identical split in
two clusters. Other 1453 genes have values bigger than 0.3.
Figure 4.2c shows the distribution of the third biggest BRP, in which
9769 genes have smaller values than 0.1; the interval of 0.1 to 0.2 is popu-
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Table 4.3: Number of Genes per Clusters with Variable BRP
Cluster Inicial Nr (%) BRP 0.8 (%) BRP 0.51 (%) BRP 0.33 (%)
35 1 (0.1) 1 (0) 10 (0.1) 20 (0.1)
36 5 (0.3) 1 (0) 9 (0.1) 16 (0.1)
37 95 (4.8) 47 (1.1) 105 (1.1) 152 (1)
38 120 (6.1) 91 (2.1) 133 (1.4) 171 (1.1)
46 36 (1.8) 75 (1.7) 166 (1.7) 235 (1.6)
47 94 (4.8) 53 (1.2) 157 (1.6) 271 (1.8)
48 133 (6.8) 266 (6.2) 682 (7.1) 985 (6.6)
49 150 (7.6) 388 (9) 1217 (12.7) 1960 (13.2)
50 280 (14.3) 39 (0.9) 261 (2.7) 657 (4.4)
51 21 (1.1) 8 (0.2) 48 (0.5) 128 (0.9)
54 14 (0.7) 65 (1.5) 152 (1.6) 243 (1.6)
55 65 (3.3) 128 (3) 561 (5.9) 1114 (7.5)
56 1 (0.1) 3 (0.1) 8 (0.1) 15 (0.1)
62 7 (0.4) 7 (0.2) 15 (0.2) 34 (0.2)
63 141 (7.2) 1221 (28.4) 2320 (24.3) 3102 (20.8)
64 4 (0.2) 2 (0) 15 (0.2) 24 (0.2)
66 1 (0.1) 1 (0) 5 (0.1) 11 (0.1)
67 4 (0.2) 3 (0.1) 4 (0) 13 (0.1)
68 2 (0.1) 3 (0.1) 5 (0.1) 13 (0.1)
70 1 (0.1) 1 (0) 3 (0) 16 (0.1)
73 1 (0.1) 1 (0) 10 (0.1) 47 (0.3)
74 3 (0.2) 6 (0.1) 22 (0.2) 76 (0.5)
75 1 (0.1) 3 (0.1) 8 (0.1) 18 (0.1)
76 2 (0.1) 1 (0) 19 (0.2) 51 (0.3)
77 1 (0.1) 1 (0) 5 (0.1) 16 (0.1)
82 18 (0.9) 10 (0.2) 24 (0.3) 56 (0.4)
83 91 (4.6) 170 (4) 569 (6) 1136 (7.6)
84 244 (12.4) 1479 (34.4) 2409 (25.2) 3091 (20.8)
85 42 (2.1) 17 (0.4) 142 (1.5) 391 (2.6)
86 118 (6) 76 (1.8) 263 (2.8) 486 (3.3)
87 187 (9.5) 58 (1.3) 110 (1.2) 150 (1)
total nr 1883 4225 9457 14698
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Figure 4.1: Cluster Sizes for AxonGuidance Data Big clusters are surrounded by
a ”sea” of smaller contiguous clusters. The proportion of the cluster sizes is sim-
ilar with the several BRP thresholds. Clusters 63 and 84 are the biggest clusters
and they correspond to expression profiles where the variation is not significant
within the several conditions, i.e., the genes are not differentially expressed, pos-
sibly indicating background clusters.
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lated by 3824 genes. The most interesting genes are in the interval 0.2 to
0.3, comprising 415 members. These genes belong simultaneously to three
clusters and can be viewed as being part of several cellular processes.
4.5.3 Axon Guidance Medoids Heat Map
The medoid of a cluster is the gene with minimal pairwise distance sum-
med over all of the other genes in the cluster, and is the gene whose profile
is most representative of the cluster, a sort of cluster’s median. Heat maps
of the medoids provide a powerful global overview of the clusters and the
data set. Medoids of contiguous clusters have similar expression profiles
hence in heat maps each medoid is the most similar to the ones immedi-
ately above and below it. The number of genes represented by each profile
(i.e., row) is variable from cluster to cluster.
The medoids’ heat map, ordered according to HOPACH, for the axon
guidance data set is shown in Figure 4.3. Regions spanning from Cluster
1001 to Cluster 47037, show similar expression; the most distinct feature
is the high expression for the conditions FRM and UC2x. The immediate
region, encompassing clusters 37000 to 41000, has a different expression
pattern, in which the salient feature is the lower expression in the UC,
robo2, and robo. Many different regions can be identified in Figure 4.3 and
the heat map allows researchers to focus in a cluster region that matches
their interests.
No region in the cluster space in Figure 4.3 matches the axon guidance
model. Such clusters would have, for example, one direction of change
in comm and the opposite in UC and UC2x; simultaneously the cluster
should have the same direction of change in comm, UR and URyf. Not
present in the cluster space either, are clusters with the same direction of
change in slit, robo12, slit.robo and the opposite in comm.
We searched for genes that exactly match the predictions of the axon
guidance model and they do not warrant further research; this could sim-
ply and harshly indicate that the microarray experiment does not produce
meaningful results. Yet, looking at the medoids and the way they organize
the data, it is clear that the clusters are not random; the genes are coher-
ently organized. Why do we get results that indicate an order, which is not
the axon guidance expected order? was a recurrent theme throughout this
work, a source of learning and frustration; and also allowed very useful
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of Bootstrap Reappearance Proportion (4.2a) Histogram
of the biggest BRP values. The largest distribution occurs for values between 0.9
and 1, although many genes have values until 0.3 (4.2b) Histogram of the second
biggest BRP values. The distribution is radically different from the distribution
of the biggest BRP values. Many genes have bigger BRP than 0.3, indicating their
presence in more than one cluster. (4.2c) Histogram of the third biggest BRP val-
ues. Some genes have values between 0.2 and 0.3, indicating that they are almost
evenly present in 3 clusters. (4.2d) Histogram of the fourth biggest BRP values;
almost all genes are in the interval 0 to 0.1.
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and enlightening exchanges with the members of the Goodman lab.
4.5.4 Selecting Relevant Axon Guidance Clusters
To identify the HOPACH clusters with the most interesting genes in the
axon guidance study, two controlled vocabularies were used, the Gene
Ontology (GO) and the Atlas of Pattern of Gene Expression (APoGE) (sec-
tion 4.4). Table 4.4.1, in section 4.1, shows the selected relevant GO terms.
The four most frequent terms are neurogenesis, GTPase activity, Periph-
eral Nervous System (PNS) development and axon guidance.
We ranked the clusters by significant presence of each selected GO
term. We used z values to assign significance, as it mitigates the influ-
ence of the cluster size. The number of times that a cluster ranks among
the 10 highest ranks is presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: AG Clusters with Most GO Selected Terms
Cluster Frequency in Cluster Size
Top 10 Ranks
84001 5 821
47001 4 162
48001 3 264
49009 3 55
84005 3 525
49001 2 281
49038 2 264
The most useful GO term is ”Axon Guidance”. This term is assigned
to 58 genes, allowing a good global coverage and assuring its usefulness,
on its own, as a cluster label. The relevance of the GO term ”Axon Guid-
ance” is assigned by using the hypergeometric distribution (section 2.8)
The clusters with the most significant hypergeometric Pvalues for ”Axon
Guidance” are shown in Table 4.5
APoGE is a controlled vocabulary database and similarly to GO can be
used to label clusters (section 4.4.2). APoGE provides a different approach
to gene labels, as it uses RNA in situ hybridization images of whole mount
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Figure 4.3: Axon Guidance Medoids’ Heat Map Heat map of the cluster’s
medoids for the axon guidance experiment. Bright yellow represents high expres-
sion, with dark red representing low expression. The medoid is a gene from each
cluster, selected as the cluster profile because its pattern of expression is the most
representative of that cluster; it is conceptually similar to the median. Distinct
regions of clusters can be identified, e.g., the initial thirty-seven clusters – clusters
1001 to 47037 – show a similar pattern of expression with stronger expression for
UFR and URyf.mef. Other distinct regions are visible in the heat map, allowing
an easy and quick visual tool to focus in one particular region of the expression
profiles.
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Table 4.5: Pvalues for ”Axon Guidance” in AG Clusters
Cluster Sizes Pvalue Counts
47001 162 2.4e-05 6
49001 281 3.12e-05 8
46009 99 0.000203 4
49009 55 0.000274 3
embryos. The goal of APoGE is to provide a description of the anatomi-
cal structures in which each gene is expressed for the entire genome; no
particular focus or bias exists towards any gene. This is in contrast with
the published literature – upon which GO is built – wherein a bias exists
towards certain genes, either for historical reasons or because of some par-
ticular human interest.
The APoGE terms of interest are mentioned in Table 4.2, section 4.4.2.
We ranked the clusters by z value for each term; the number of times each
cluster is placed in the top three ranks is shown in Table 4.6. The only
cluster that overlaps in the GO and APoGE most frequent ranks is Cluster
47001.
Table 4.6: AG Clusters with Most APoGE Selected Terms
Cluster Frequency in Cluster Size
Top 10 Ranks
47001 5 162
48003 5 71
63028 4 55
46009 2 99
48002 2 31
50009 2 42
55002 2 107
Themost relevant APoGE terms are ”Embryonic Brain”, ”Ventral Nerve
Cord” and ”Ventral Midline”. The hypergeometric distribution of the fre-
quencies of these terms is present in Table 4.7, Table 4.8 and Table 4.9.
Cluster 47001 ranks first for the terms ”Embryonic Brain” and ”Ventral
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Midline” which makes it the cluster with the highest ranks in both the GO
and the APoGE most important terms. From the global analysis of the
Table 4.5 to Table 4.9, clusters 47001, 49009, 49001 and 48001 are the most
interesting. A detailed description of the relevant genes of each cluster is
presented in Chapter 5.
Table 4.7: Pvalues for ”Embryonic Brain” in AG Clusters
Cluster Size Pvalue Counts
47001 162 2.19e-07 20
37011 48 8.74e-05 8
48002 31 9.1e-05 6
48001 264 0.00012 22
Table 4.8: Pvalues for ”Ventral Nerve Cord” in AG Clusters
Cluster Size Pvalue Counts
48003 71 3.04e-05 6
85015 19 7.78e-05 3
50009 42 0.000203 4
85010 55 0.000789 4
Table 4.9: Pvalues for ”Ventral Midline” in AG Clusters
Cluster Size Pvalue Counts
47001 162 1.29e-08 28
48002 31 3.41e-05 8
63028 55 6.98e-05 11
46009 99 0.000119 15
4.6 Developmental Time Course Clusters
The procedure outlined in section 4.3 was applied to a time course of the
Drosophila embryonic stages (section 2.2), work done by Pavel Tomancak,
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a post-doc at Gerry Rubin’s lab at the University of California at Berkeley.
It was published in 2002 [359]. The data set consists of three replicates of 12
samples of non-overlapping 1h-collection; the first collection are embryos
30 to 90 minutes old; the last collection was done at 11.5 to 12.5 h post
egg laying. Time course studies have been extensively researched by mi-
croarrays [114] [381] and are well suited to this technology. The sequence
of data points in developmental time courses follows the natural continu-
ous changes in gene expression; no data points are missing. By contrast,
in the analysis of a pathway or a set of mutants/transgenics, crucial and
unknown data points are missing from the experimental design, because
our biological knowledge of the pathway is still incomplete. Also, there
is no natural choice on i) the number or genes in the pathway to analyze,
and ii) the number of mutants/transgenics of different strengths for each
gene.
4.6.1 Cluster Topology for Time Course
We applied HOPACH to the developmental time course data set in a simi-
lar manner to the axon guidance data set. However, the second application
of hopach – reclustering the extended clusters (section 4.3.6) – was skipped,
because the initial clustering of 2000 genes produced 253 clusters, which
is an acceptable number, and the additional application of hopach to each
one of these clusters fragmented the whole data into 1521 distinct clusters.
Once again, a careful application of the algorithms in every step of the way
is important; the solutions one-size-fits-all are bound to fail.
Figure 4.4 shows the size of the clusters – the 3 biggest clusters are not
within the plot for clarity. The results are similar to those observed for the
axon guidance clusters’ size (Figure 4.1) with big clusters surrounded by
a ”sea” of smaller ones.
The clusters have median size 50 (range 1 to 6626). The largest cluster
(Cluster 139, with 6626 members) is much bigger than the next largest one
(Cluster 143, with 757 members). The heat maps for clusters 139 and 158
are shown in Figure 4.5. Genes in Cluster 158 are expressed in the early
stages, show a strong decrease after stage 4, and a steady increase after
stage 10. As a counterpoint, the heat map for Cluster 139 has a similar
color in all stages, indicating that the genes are not significantly changing
throughout the stages of development. It is encouraging that HOPACH
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can identify non-differentially expressed genes and place them in one sin-
gle big cluster, while simultaneously forming distinct, much smaller clus-
ters for expression patterns of differentially expressed genes.
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Figure 4.4: Sizes of Clusters in Time Course The size of the clusters is variable
and there is a contiguous string of small clusters, interspersed with a bigger clus-
ter in the middle. For clarity, the three biggest clusters, 139, 159 and 143 are not
shown.
4.6.2 Time Course Medoids Heat Map
The heat map of all themedoids (Figure 4.6) is a powerful way to overview
the developmental time course data. It is an intuitive medoids’ heat map,
with the first clusters showing only late expression followed by clusters
with the opposite pattern – early expression and no late expression. With
this heat mapwe can quickly focus on the clusters with interesting profiles
of expression.
The time course medoids’ heat map is much more intuitive than the
axon guidance heat map (Figure 4.3). As alreadymentioned, developmen-
tal time courses are intuitive data, with sequential data points that follow
the natural development of the embryo, with genes turned on and turned
off at different stages. In the experimental design of developmental time
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courses, the choice of samples does not impose a biologist’s model on the
data, so it is not surprising that the results are easier to interpret.
4.6.3 Selecting Relevant Clusters in Time Course
The selection of relevant clusters in the time course data set is similar to
the axon guidance data, making use of GO and APoGE (section 4.4).
We have ranked clusters based on the z values for each given GO term.
The number of times that a given cluster is on the top 10 rank is shown
in Table 4.10. Cluster 139 is a huge cluster, with no changes throughout
development as already discussed in section 4.6.1, and is not taken into
account in further analysis.
Table 4.10: TC Clusters with Most GO Selected Terms
GO Term Frequency Cluster Size
139 7 6626
140 4 146
77 2 224
89 2 23
91 2 15
The clusters with the most significant hypergeometric Pvalue for the
GO term ”Axon Guidance” are shown in Table 4.11. Clusters 52, 91, 27
and 54 are the most significant clusters.
Table 4.11: Pvalues for ”Axon Guidance” in TC Clusters
Cluster Cl Sizes Pvalue Counts
52 21 5.22e-06 3
91 15 2.77e-05 2
27 12 3.68e-05 2
54 41 4.3e-05 3
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Figure 4.5: Heat Maps for Time Course Clusters 139 and 158 (4.5a) Cluster 139
is the biggest cluster in the time course data set. Little change exists between the
different developmental embryonic stages. (4.5b) Cluster 158 is a much smaller
cluster than Cluster 139 and the differential expression is clear between the differ-
ent stages. HOPACH is able to produce a big cluster, in which most genes are not
changing, while simultaneously producing smaller, distinct clusters composed of
differentially expressed genes.
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Figure 4.6: Time Course Medoids’ Heat Map Heat map of the cluster’s medoids
in the time course experiment. Bright yellow represents high expression, with
dark red representing low expression. The medoid is a gene from each cluster,
selected as the cluster profile because its pattern of expression is the most rep-
resentative of that cluster; it is conceptually similar to the median. The initial
clusters show only late expression with the subsequent clusters showing increas-
ingly earlier expression. The size of each cluster is not represented in this plot;
for instance Cluster 139 has 6626 genes – almost half of all microarray probe sets
are represented by one single row.
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TheAPoGE relevant terms are discussed in Table 4.2, section 4.4.2. Ranks
were established for each term, using z-values; the number of times each
cluster is on the top 10 is presented in Table 4.12. Cluster 140 is present in
the top 10 for six of the selected terms, a much more significant number
than for any other cluster.
Table 4.12: TC Clusters with Most APoGE Selected Terms
APoGE term Frequency Cluster Size
140 6 146
142 3 126
89 3 23
97 3 17
106 2 234
139 2 6626
141 2 109
77 2 224
86 2 59
The three most interesting APoGE terms are ”Embryonic Brain”, ”Ven-
tral Nerve Cord” and ”Ventral Midline” and the specific hypergeometric
Pvalue for the most significant clusters are shown in tables 4.13, 4.14 and
4.15. For the term ”Embryonic Brain” and ”Ventral Midline” the clusters
140, 141 and 142 show a significant Pvalue. By contrast, the term ”Ventral
Nerve Cord” shows much less significant Pvalues, for any cluster.
Table 4.13: Pvalues for ”Embryonic Brain” in TC Clusters
Cluster Size Pvalues Counts
141 109 1.21e-15 26
140 146 1.14e-11 25
142 126 5.49e-11 23
97 17 0.000267 4
In the case of a well studied biological process, individual genes –
known to be of major importance – may be used to label clusters. For
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Table 4.14: Pvalues for ”Ventral Nerve Cord” in TC Clusters
Cluster Size Pvalues Counts
10 13 0.000303 2
7 14 0.000545 2
97 17 0.00133 2
47 20 0.0016 2
Table 4.15: Pvalues for ”Ventral Midline” in TC Clusters
Cluster Size Pvalues Counts
140 146 1.43e-16 38
141 109 1.99e-12 28
142 126 5.59e-11 29
10 13 0.000171 4
axon guidance, the key genes are robo, slit, comm and robo2 and the clus-
ters in which they are placed warrant further research. This approach was
not possible for the axon guidance mutants/transgenics because robo, slit,
comm and robo2 are themselves forced to change through mutations and
overexpression, rendering their expression profiles artifactual and thus
uninteresting.
robo belongs to Cluster 77, comm and robo2 to Cluster 91, and slit to
Cluster 56. Three of these four genes – the exception is robo – belong to
clusters that show the most significant Pvalues for the ”Axon Guidance”
GO term (Table 4.11).
Taking into account all the criteria for cluster relevance – selected GO
terms; selected APoGE terms; Axon Guidance term; Ventral Nerve Cord,
Embryonic Brain and Ventral Midline terms – clusters 77, 91, 56, 140, 141
and 142 stand out as the most interesting clusters. A characterization of
these clusters is presented in Chapter 5.
4.7 Conclusions
The adaptedHOPACHwe have developed in this study provides a robust,
yet flexible, approach to clustering gene expression data. An initial round
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of clustering is performed on a subset of the genes, a useful approach to
identify the main patterns in a large data set. Next, all genes from the mi-
croarray can be assigned to a cluster based on their bootstrap reappearance
proportion, which accounts directly for variability in the data and, there-
fore, producemore reproducible results than othermethods. The initial se-
lectionmisses important genes, but reassignment of all genes allows one to
circumvent the filtering step in a computationally feasible way, even when
all pairwise distances between genes cannot be stored in memory. Finally,
HOPACH can be applied to each one of these extended clusters separately
if one is interested in looking at a larger number of smaller clusters (i.e., a
lower level of the hierarchical tree of clusters).
In order to characterize the clusters discovered byHOPACH or another
clustering algorithm, we propose the integration of gene labels from mul-
tiple controlled vocabularies. Usingmore than one annotation system pro-
vides multi-dimensional information about the genes in each cluster. We
have demonstrated this approach using both GO and APoGE. Together,
these two structured, controlled vocabularies combine the bulk of litera-
ture knowledge with nascent efforts towards a complete genetic expres-
sion characterization in Drosophila.
We also highlight clusters whose members are specific key axon guid-
ance genes – robo, robo2, slit and comm.
We applied this sequential global approach to two data sets, a study of
mutants/transgenics of axon guidance genes and a developmental time
course. We have picked clusters 47001, 49009, 48001 and 49001 from the
axon guidance data set; and clusters 77, 91, 56, 140, 141 and 142 from the
time course data set. The resulting selected clusters are further discussed
in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5
Clusters in Axon Guidance
5.1 Introduction
The genes present in the selected clusters in Chapter 4 were studied at a
detailed level, focusing on i) function, location and process, ii) mutant’s
phenotype, iii) expression patterns, and iv) functional connections and
genetic interactions among genes present in the same cluster. The in-
formation was retrieved mainly from querying Flybase (http://www.
flybase.org/) and looking up specific gene references in the literature.
We want to know more about axon guidance, hence of particular in-
terest are: Ligand-receptor binding; protein sorting and ubiquitination;
RhoGAPs and intracellular signaling; cytoskeleton movements; and cell
adhesion (Chapter 1). We also looked for reported patterns of expression
in the Ventral Nerve Cord (VNC), commissures and longitudinals tracts.
The in situ pictures in APoGE were queried for relevant expression pat-
terns for the genes in the selected clusters.
Each cluster is characterized at four different levels:
Medoid The medoid is the gene that best represents the cluster, and can
be viewed as the median of the cluster; the changes in expression
among all conditions for the cluster are easily visualized with the
medoid’s profile
Heat Map The expression of each gene is transformed into a color – bright
yellow for high intensity, dark red for low intensity; heat maps en-
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able to visualize the changes of all genes in the cluster; compared to
the medoid, the heat map reports a more global overview and also
provides a measure of the cluster’s homogeneity
Description of Genes The genes present in the cluster can be queried in
Flybase and in the literature for links to axon guidance, expression
in commissures or longitudinals, or axon guidance phenotypes
In Situ Hybridizations APoGE can be queried for interesting expression
patterns; genes present in APoGE are not biased towards well stud-
ied genes, i.e., unknown genes can be uncovered in the same propor-
tion as well studied genes
5.2 Axon Guidance Cluster 47001
There are 162 genes in Cluster 47001. The medoid for this gene is repre-
sented by probe 154428 at, corresponding to the gene gish, and is shown
in Figure 5.1a.
The gene expression in this cluster, behaves accordingly to the axon
guidance model for the several robo LOF (robo, robo.WT, robo12) and two
of the three robo GOF (UR, URyf.mef) – they change in opposite direc-
tions. Not in agreement with the model, is that genes in URyf are chang-
ing similarly to the robo LOF. Also not in agreement with the model is
the behaviour of gene expression for UC when compared to UC2x – ge-
nes change in the opposite direction, when the expected model behaviour
is that they would change in the same direction. Another feature of this
medoid’s profile is the high expression value in slit.WT. These observa-
tions are testimony to the difficulty of fitting the expression data into the
model proposed for axon guidance. The algorithms organize the data into
ways that are not clearly explained through the glasses of the schematic
biologist’s model.
The heat map for Cluster 47001 (Figure 5.1b), where all genes are rep-
resented instead of just the medoid, shows that the most salient feature
is an increase in gene expression in slit.WT, and the downregulation in
UC and URyf. The cluster is fairly homogenous, although comm.WT is
less homogeneous than all other conditions. It is not straightforward to
interpret the gene expression change in slit.WT when compared to a rel-
atively unaltered change in slit and slit.robo. A mechanism can be pro-
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posed in which a reduced amount of slit transcript leads to genetic feed-
backs increasing the expression of some genes; when no slit transcripts are
present, no such feedbacks are in place. Alternatively, a disturbed midline
phenotype would render the feedbacks inactive; in a normal midline the
genetic pathways would be completely functional and able to cope with
a reduced amount of transcript, changing genetic expression accordingly.
All speculations are legitimate, but it is impossible, at the current stage
of knowledge, to approach the clustering results with a comprehensive,
sensible and testable genetic explanation.
Table 5.1 presents the interesting genes in Cluster 47001.
• caps, CadN, spen, dock, InR, plexB and Cam are reported in the lit-
erature as involved in axon guidance
• Eight genes – SP1070, caps, Dl, Toll-6, CadN, R, Con and glec – are
cell-cell adhesion proteins
• pum, Gbeta13F, Rac2GTPase, RhoGAP19D and CG1727 are GTPases
• mask, Dlic2, shot, l(2)gl and Rac2 are functionally cytoskeleton pro-
teins
• Fourteen genes are reported in the literature as having phenotypes in
pathfinding, commissures or longitudinals (gish, Src64B, shot, caps,
G-oα47A, InR, spen, CadN, Con, Fs(2)Ket, glec, Rac2, elav and dock)
• InR and dock are insulin receptors, also involved in axon guidance;
they are referenced as interacting with each other
• CadN and Con are cell adhesion genes, involved in axon fascicula-
tion
Figure 5.2 shows APoGE in situ hybridization pictures for a group of
genes from Cluster 47001; these genes are selected because they have a
similar pattern of expression in the CNS. Some well know genes, such as
faf, dock, gBeta, brat and Cam are expressed in this particular pattern, to-
gether with other genes for which little information is available – CG6448,
CG6930, CG8663, CG11347, CG11798, CG13624 and CG31666.
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(b) Heat Map
Figure 5.1: Medoid’s Profile and Heat Map for Cluster 47001 (5.1a) Medoid’s
profile for Cluster 47001. slit.WT and URyf.mef are the conditions with the high-
est expression for the medoid. Expression in robo LOF conditions change in the
opposite direction when compared to robo GOF. URyf behaves contrary to the
model expectations when compared to the other robo GOF. (5.1b) The heat map
for Cluster 47001 shows the highest gene expression in slit.WT and the lowest in
UC and URyf. There is lower gene expression in the robo LOF conditions when
compared to the robo GOF conditions, except for URyf.
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(a) dock (b) Cam (c) Gbeta13F (d) brat
(e) nrv3 (f) chn (g) Lk6 (h) CG6448
(i) CG6930 (j) CG11347 (k) CG13624 (l) CG31666
(m) CG10686 (n) faf (o) bru-3 (p) Fur1
(q) sm (r) Ssdp (s) corto (t) rg
(u) G-oalpha47A
Figure 5.2: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 47001
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Figure 5.2: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 47001 (cont.) APoGE was
queried for genes in Cluster 47001. There are APoGE entries for 77 of the 161
genes of Cluster 47001, with 13 of them showing a similar pattern of expression.
(5.2a) dock is an adaptor protein, with an important key role in axon guidance
and whose mutants show severe axon guidance defects [119]. (5.2b) Cam has
been implicated in photoreceptor light termination, muscle synapses and mid-
line crossing [370]. (5.2c) Gbeta13F mutants have neuroblasts defects [305]. (5.2d)
Brat is involved in the regulation of cellular rRNA and brat mutants show brain
tumors [8]. (5.2e) nrv3 is a sodium:potassium-exchanging ATPase. (5.2f) chn is
putatively involved in neurogenesis. (5.2g) Lk6 is involved in microtubule func-
tion [186]. (5.2h) CG6448, (5.2i) CG6930, (5.2j) CG11347, (5.2k) CG13624, (5.2l)
CG31666, and (5.2m) CG10686 are genes for which no information is available.
(5.2n) faf is involved in photoreceptor fate and synapse regulation [85]. (5.2o)
bru-3 is involved in RNA binding. (5.2p) Fur1 is relevant in proteolysis and pep-
tidolysis. (5.2q) sm is a gene involved in mRNA processing. (5.2r) Ssdp is a DNA
binding protein, that interacts with LIM proteins [368]. (5.2s) corto is a hox genes
regulator, whose mutations affect the adult brain [223]. (5.2t) rg is involved in
cone cell differentiation. (5.2u) G-oα47A is a GTPase, important in heart develop-
ment; mutants have a motor axon guidance defect [109].
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5.3 Axon Guidance Cluster 49001
There are 281 genes in Cluster 49001. The medoid for this cluster is probe
set 146833 at and is shown in Figure 5.3a. The salient feature of this cluster
is the high gene expression in all slit mutants, namely slit, slit.WT and
slit.robo. Gene expression in UC2x is high, in contrast with UC which is
the condition where genes are the most downregulated. Once again this
data does not easily fit the model, especially the apparent contradiction
between the low gene expression in UC and the high gene expression in
UC2x.
The heat map for Cluster 49001 in Figure 5.3b confirms that the most
noticeable feature of this cluster is the high expression in all slit LOF, es-
pecially slit.WT. Genes in UC and to a less extent in URyf.mef are down-
regulated. Gene expression changes in UC and UC2x, occurs in different
directions, an opposite observation to what the axon guidance model pre-
dicts.
A selected list of members of Cluster 49001 is presented in Table 5.2.
• trio, robo3, Nedd4, Egfr, lola, side, Fmr1, MICAL and WASp are ge-
nes directly related to axon guidance
• Thirteen genes are referenced as being part of the cytoskeleton (pk,
WASp, CG5735, spir, mask, robl, Rim, shi, CG32128, cher, Klp64D,
Arp66B and Syn2)
• Six genes are GTPases (CG31048, shi, RhoGAP88C, RhoGAP18B, Nf1
and cenG1A).
• Eighteen genes have reported phenotypes in axon pathfinding or in
the commissures or in the longitudinal fascicles of the CNS (trio,
robo3, stg, Nedd4, salm, Egfr, vvl, shi, raw, lola, ed, SoxN, pbl, babo,
Liprin-α, EcR, Arp66B and MICAL)
• Three RhoGAPs are part of this cluster (RhoGAP88C, RhoGAP18B
and RhoGAPp190) and other three genes are present with a reported
role in Rho signaling (trio, spir and pbl)
Only three of the genes in Cluster 49001 were selected as the most dif-
ferentially expressed genes in the initial selection of 2000 genes. The fact
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(b) Heat Map
Figure 5.3: Medoid’s Profile and Heat Map for Cluster 49001 (5.3a) The medoid
for Cluster 49001 shows high expression in slit and slit.WT and UC2x. In robo12
and UC, the medoid expression is downregulated. The difference in expression
between UC and UC2x, is contrary to the model prediction that these conditions
should show similar changes. (5.3b) High gene expression in slit.WT and slit, is
the most salient feature of Cluster’s 49001 heat map. As in the medoid’s profile,
the gene expression in UC2x vs. UC is quite different, contrary to what the axon
guidance model predicts.
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that the vast majority of genes of a relevant cluster is not present in the
initial selection, stresses the point that including the whole set of genes
through the adapted HOPACH method finds many more genetic correla-
tions. The BRP values shown in Table 5.2 cover a wide range. Genes with
high values include trio and Pak (0.939, 0.924), meaning that these two
genes belong strongly to this cluster. In contrast, dock has a low member-
ship for Cluster 47001 (0.346) and shows relatively high membership for
two other clusters. robo3 is also a case where the cluster membership is
divided between several clusters.
The in situ hybridization retrieved fromAPoGE, show a heterogeneous
expression. There are 140 genes, out of the 281 genes from Cluster 49001,
with in situ hybridization pictures. Figure 5.4 shows the interesting ex-
pression patterns in the context of this study. Twomain interesting pattern
of expressions emerge: i) stg, lola, Vha68-1, SP253, CG6329, CG15270 and
CG31122 show staining at the VCN, with longitudinals and commissures
clearly stained, and ii) Dgk, pyd, Mes2, CG32030, CG32354, pxb, mys, B-
H1 and CG8780 show a midline staining.
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(a) stg (b) lola (c) Vha68-1 (d) SP2523
(e) CG6329 (f) CG15270 (g) CG31122 (h) Dgk
(i) pyd (j) Mes2 (k) CG32030 (l) CG32354
(m) pxb (n) mys (o) B-H1 (p) CG8780
(q) klu (r) CG2225
Figure 5.4: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 49001
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Figure 5.4: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 49001 (cont.) APoGE was
queried for genes belonging to Cluster 49001. There are APoGE entries for 140 of
the 281 genes belonging to Cluster 49001. Genes depicted in (5.4a) to (5.4g) show
a distinct VNC phenotype with longitudinal and commissural staining. Genes
depicted in (5.4h) to (5.4p) show a distinct midline staining. (5.4a) stg is a cell
cyclin gene which has a commissure phenotype [238]. (5.4b) lola is an axon guid-
ance gene, with reported longitudinal defects [227]. (5.4c) Vha68-1 has hydrogen-
exporting ATPase activity. (5.4d) No useful information exists for SP2523, (5.4e)
CG6329, (5.4f) CG15270, and (5.4g) CG31122. (5.4h) Dgk is a diacylglycerol ki-
nase. (5.4i) pyd is a gene with guanylate kinase activity, involved in cell fate
choices. (5.4j) No information is available onMes2. (5.4k) CG32030 shows homol-
ogy to actin binding genes. (5.4l) No information exists for CG32354. (5.4m) pxb
is part of the smoothened signaling pathway. (5.4n) mys is an integrin implied in
CNS development [27]. (5.4o) B-H1 is a homeobox gene involved in eye devel-
opment. (5.4p) No useful information exists on CG8780. (5.4q) klu is involved in
neuroblast differentiation [394]. (5.4r) There is no information for CG2225.
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5.3.1 Cluster 49001 and Hemocytes
Cluster 49001, characterized in section 5.3, has many relevant genes in
axon guidance. Querying the APoGE in situ hybridization pictures in-
dicates that this cluster is complex, with genes expressed in many differ-
ent regions of the embryo, such as muscle, stomatogastric nervous system,
and ventral epidermis (Figure 5.4). Many genes are expressed in the hemo-
cytes.
Hemocytes are Drosophila blood cells, which migrate during embry-
onic development [151]. Hemocytes originate from the head mesoderm
and during germ band extension begin to migrate towards the middle
segments of the embryo. The Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF)
pathway [65] is involved in hemocyte migration. The receptor Pvr (Clus-
ter 48001) and its ligands Pvf1 (Cluster 86002), Pvf2 (Cluster 84005) and
Pvf3 (Cluster 50002) are all essential in hemocyte migration. Hemocytes
are relevant in the CNS development and Pvr mutants show a longitudi-
nal phenotype and CNS condensation defects [314] [260].
Blood vessel migration has been linked inmammals to the samemolec-
ular processes as axon guidance during recent studies [57]. slit and robo
have been implicated in several ways in the vascularization system of ver-
tebrates [265] [21]. Vascularization is a more recent evolutionary event
than axon guidance; some of the molecules involved in axon guidance
may have been co-opted by vascularization mechanisms fairly early dur-
ing evolution. Because of this connection, we were interested in investi-
gate the role of the slit/robo ligand/receptor guidance system in hemocyte
migration. The existence of spatial defects in the slit, robo and robo12 mu-
tant embryos was assessed by in situ RNA hybridization with hemocyte
markers. Figure 5.5 shows in situ hybridization representative of observed
data; the scaffold of the CNS is marked brown with the antibody BP102.
The CNS phenotype of the mutants is detailed in section 3.4. Briefly,
robo mutant has too many axons crossing and re-crossing the midline,
leading to thicker commissures and thinner longitudinals, which visually
reminds a roundabout. slit and slit.robo have the same phenotype – all
axons are placed at the midline, making the embryo look like a slit.
Accordingly to the axon guidance current model, the robo12 pheno-
type, where all the axons are placed on top of the midline can be explained
as follows: i) no Robo1 or Robo2 is present at the growth cone, ii) the ax-
ons are not able to sense the repulsion elicited from Slit, iii) the only axon
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movement is the attraction towards the midline, via the attractant Netrin,
and iv) all axons are attracted toward the midline and are unable to leave
the midline. More details in section 3.4.1.
slit and slit.robo mutants show the exact same phenotype as robo12.
The explanation is that without slit, the growth cone never senses repul-
sion, hence the axons are not able to escape the attraction induced by
Netrin and collapse at the midline.
Although the CNS phenotype is similar in robo12, slit.robo and robo,
the hemocytes show different locations in these three mutants. At stage
14 and 15 hemocytes are not present in the middle segments of slit and
slit.robo embryos, whereas this defect is not observed in the robo12 em-
bryos. This raises the speculation that slit is part of a repellent mechanism
for hemocytes, without robo participation. The in situ hybridization were
done with two different probes (fray and CG25C) and both show the same
result. robo12, slit and slit.robo embryos have the same CNS phenotype,
so the ”hemocyte gap phenotype” in slit and slit.robo cannot be explained
because of a secondary spatial effect, i.e., lack of space for hemocyte’s mi-
gration in an abnormal condensed CNS.
We queried genes in Cluster 49001 in APoGE for hemocyte expression
in all Drosophila stages. Seven genes result from the query (Figure 5.5).
Three are known genes (Dgk, pyd and 103E12); four other are unknown
genes (CG8780, CG11100, CG18549 and CG32354).
We view thewaywe decided to investigate the link between hemocytes
and axon guidance as a paradigm of the challenges that microarray analy-
sis poses to the researcher. Relevant details are hidden in the vast amount
of information collected. Even when using the most up to date computa-
tional analysis, a critical and thorough human analysis is absolutely essen-
tial. APoGE, with its collection of in situ hybridization pictures, provides
a powerful new tool for uncovering novel results.
One obvious next experiment will be to cross available mutants from
genes present in Cluster 49001 which have hemocyte expression, with slit
and robo12 mutants. The analysis of the hemocyte migration of the trans-
heterozygous embryos could establish the role of slit and/or robo in the
process of hemocyte migration.
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(a) WT (b) WT
(c) slit (d) slit
(e) robo12 (f) robo12
(g) slit.robo (h) slit.robo
Figure 5.5: Hemocyte Expression in Axon Guidance Mutants The CNS scaffold
is seen in brown as a result of staining with the BP102 antibody. RNA expression
is seen in blue. (5.5a) and (5.5b) are WT embryos; hemocytes are present in the
whole embryo extension. (5.5c) and (5.5d) are homozygous slit embryos; hemo-
cytes are not present in the middle section of the embryo. (5.5e) and (5.5f) are
double mutants for robo and robo2, with the same collapsed midline phenotype
as the slit mutants (in brown), and yet the hemocytes are present throughout the
whole embryo. (5.5g) and (5.5h) are double mutants for robo and slit; they are
similar to the slit homozygous mutants in both the CNS and the hemocyte phe-
notypes.
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(a) Dgk (b) pyd
(c) 103E12 (d) CG8780
(e) CG11100 (f) CG18549
(g) CG32354
Figure 5.6: Genes from Cluster 49001 with Hemocyte Expression APoGE in
situ hybridization images, for genes present in Cluster 49001 with hemocyte ex-
pression or hemocyte annotation in earlier stages. (5.6a) Dgk, (5.6b) pyd, (5.6c)
103E12, (5.6d) CG8780, (5.6e) CG11100, (5.6f) CG18549, and (5.6g) CG32354.
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5.4 Axon Guidance Cluster 48001
Cluster 48001 has 264 genes. The medoid is probe set 154787 at and its
profile is shown in Figure 5.7a. The medoid shows high expression for
comm.WT, the slit mutants and URyf.mef. UC and URyf are the condi-
tions for which 154787 at is downregulated. In URyf the medoid expres-
sion diverges sharply from the other robo GOF. The divergent medoid’s
expression between UC and UC2x is contrary to the axon guidance mo-
del, but in agreement with Cluster 49001. Also against the model is the
expression of the medoid in comm when compared to comm.WT.
The heat map for Cluster 48001 in Figure 5.7b, has a similar pattern to
the medoid’s profile. The genes are most expressed in comm.WT, whereas
gene expression is low in UC and URyf. For robo12 and robo2, genes are
also downregulated. The gene expression for UC, URyf.mef, robo12 and
robo, fit the general model of comm controlling robo. In robo.WT, genes
are upregulated, in contrast to the other robo LOF. Gene expression in UR
and URyf does not agree with the axon guidance model.
Table 5.3 presents the selected genes in Cluster 48001, which include
the large presence of genes related to cytoskeleton, basal membrane and
adhesion molecules.
• Ptp99A, Lar and fra are axon guidance genes
• Fourteen genes have a visible phenotype in axon guidance, longitu-
dinals or commissures, including Ptp99A, Egfr, Lar, fra, Ser, apt, Pvr,
tup, ttk, Pk61C, kuz, cdi, Ras85D and aop
• Twenty two genes are adhesion molecules, including LanB1, LanB2
and wb which are specifically components of the basal lamina
• Twenty five genes are functionally cytoskeleton proteins
• Twenty one genes are expressed in the CNS, 10 of them more specif-
ically in fascicles or midline
• The receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases Ptpmeg and Ptp99A are
present in this cluster; tyrosine phosphatases have a role in axon
guidance
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Figure 5.7: Medoid’s Profile and Heat Map for Cluster 48001 (5.7a) Medoid’s
profile for Cluster 48001 shows high expression in comm.WT, and not in comm.
There is no expression in UC, contrasting with the relatively high expression for
UC2x. In slit LOF mutants there is high expression and in URyf the medoid is
markedly downregulated, which is not the case in the other robo GOF. A salient
feature of the medoid is the difference between the majority of the conditions.
(5.7b) Heat medoid for Cluster 48001, in which the most salient features are the
genes’ high expression for comm.WT and the low expression for UC. Genes’ ex-
pression in robo.WT is not in agreement with the expression in the other robo
LOF. Cluster 48001 has marked expression changes from condition to condition.
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• Nine genes are GTPases
There are 131 genes from Cluster 48001 present in APoGE. Selected in
situ hybridization pictures are shown in Figure 5.8. Three distinct patterns
emerge: i) expression in the VNC, ii) expression in a similar pattern to
cell cyclin genes, and iii) expression at the midline. The three types of
expression pattern for this cluster, and the presence of so many adhesion
and cytoskeleton genes, opens the possibility that this cluster is rich in
anchoring genes in axon guidance.
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(a) zf30C (b) Zn72D (c) Klc (d) Rsf1
(e) CG7185 (f) Acf1 (g) capt (h) CG9373
(i) scrt (j) zfh2 (k) CRMP (l) Nmdar1
(m) slim (n) apt (o) krT95D (p) Myo31DF
(q) CG32030 (r) CG32486 (s) CG1970 (t) G-salpha60A
(u) Rab2 (v) Tif-IA (w) CG3860 (x) CG13604
(y) CG17034 (z) CG18619
Figure 5.8: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 48001
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Figure 5.8: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 48001 (cont.) APoGE was
queried for genes belonging to Cluster 48001. There are APoGE entries for 131
of the 264 genes belonging to Cluster 48001. Relevant expression can be divided
in three distinct patterns. From (5.8a) to (5.8e) genes show CNS staining in all
the VNC extension. From (5.8f) to (5.8j) the dividing cells of the CNS are stained.
From (5.8k) to (5.8r) genes show midline staining. (5.8a) zf30C and (5.8b) Zn72D
are zinc finger proteins with transcription regulation function. (5.8c) Klc is in-
volved in cytoplasmic movement; mutations in Klc show a larval CNS pheno-
type [128]. (5.8d) Rsf1 is a RNA binding protein. (5.8e) There is no information
on CG7185. (5.8f) Acf1 is involved in chromatin remodeling [160]. (5.8g) Capt
is a CAP protein, involved in cytoskeleton organization; it interacts with Abl,
robo2, robo and sli [385]. (5.8h) CG9373 is putatively involved in RNA bind-
ing. (5.8i) scrt promotes neuronal cell fates. (5.8j) zfh2 is involved in CNS de-
velopment. (5.8k) CRMP shows an axon guidance phenotype. (5.8l) Nmdar1 is
involved in nerve-nerve synaptic transmission and neurogenesis. (5.8m) No use-
ful information exists on slim. (5.8n) apt is involved in CNS development and
mutants show axon guidance defects in larvae [200]. (5.8o) krT95D is a kru¨ppel
target, involved in muscle innervation [137]. (5.8p) Myo31DF and (5.8q) CG32030
are actin binding proteins. (5.8r) CG32486 (5.8s) and CG1970 are genes for which
there is no available information. (5.8t) G-sα60A shows GTPase activity in NMJ
[388]. (5.8u) Rab2 is a RasGTPase. (5.8v) Tif-IA is a transcription initiation factor.
(5.8w) CG3860, (5.8x) CG13604, (5.8y) CG17034, and (5.8z) CG18619 are genes
with no available information.
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5.5 Developmental Time Course Cluster 77
Cluster 77 is one of the most relevant clusters in the developmental time
course (section 4.6.3), and very importantly is the cluster where robo is
placed. Cluster 77 is a relatively big cluster and with relevant genes in
axon guidance: Fas2, CdGAPr, huntington, trio, RhoGAP71E, NetB, robo,
loco, spdo, gcm2, and RhoGAP16F.
Probe set 143543 at is the medoid for Cluster 77 and its profile is shown
in Figure 5.9a. Expression at stage 1 is very low, with a steady increase un-
til stage 6; from stage 6 onwards expression is relatively high and constant.
This pattern is consistent with a role in the development of the CNS, with
no particular relevance in the initial stages of development; maternal con-
tribution is also not very relevant.
Cluster 77, as shown in its heat map (Figure 5.9b), is a homogeneous
cluster with an heterogeneous transition from non-expression to expres-
sion. Genes in this cluster have their highest expression at stage 9, with a
visible decrease for many genes in stages 10 and 12.
From the genes that are part of Cluster 77, some notes worth of notice
include:
• Four genes – NetB, robo, trio and Fas2 – are reported as directly re-
lated to axon guidance
• Ten cytoskeleton genes
• Six GTPases
• Fourteen genes with cell adhesion function
• robo, Fas2, NetB, trio, disco, RN-tre, CG2017, loco, spdo, exex, numb
and ey have phenotypes in axon pathfinding, or in the commissures,
or in the longitudinal fascicles of the CNS
Cluster 77 is a relatively big cluster, but the APoGE query does not
yield a high proportion of interesting genes. The most interesting in situ
hybridization for Cluster 77 are depicted in Figure 5.10. Many genes have
a ventral midline expression. From previous experiments, it is known that
robo is expressed in the growth cone approaching the ventral midline and
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Figure 5.9: Medoid andHeatMap for Cluster 77 (5.9a) Themedoid for Cluster 77
shows low expression in the initial stages, with a steady increase in stage 3 and a
sustained high expression for the rest of the Drosophila embryonic development.
(5.9b) The heat map shows a homogenous cluster, with low initial expression, a
steady increase from stage 3 onwards and a stable high expression in the later
stages of development.
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not in the midline; and yet many genes expressed in the midline have the
same expression profile as robo.
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(a) HGTX (b) NetB (c) guhk (d) spdo
(e) pyd (f) exex (g) PQBP-1 (h) Dip3
(i) CG13893 (j) olf413 (k) CG32685 (l) CG14889
(m) Mgat2 (n) cenG1A (o) disco (p) Trim9
(q) CG32369 (r) CG30115
Figure 5.10: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 77
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Figure 5.10: APoGE In Situ Hybridizations for Cluster 77 (cont.) Cluster 77 has
224 genes of which 56 have APoGE reports. (5.10a) to (5.10g) are genes with ex-
pression at the midline. (5.10h) to (5.10l) are genes expressed in the CNS. (5.10m)
to (5.10r) are genes for which the APoGE pictures for stages 13-16 are not clear, but
in which earlier expression matches the other patterns. (5.10a) HGTX is involved
in transcription regulation. (5.10b) NetB works as the attractant ligand at the mid-
line [242]. (5.10c) guhk (5.10d) and spdo are part of the Notch signaling, involved
in neuron fate of the CNS [324]. (5.10e) pyd is a gene with guanylate kinase
activity, involved in cell fate choices. (5.10f) exex is involved in motorneuron de-
velopment [40]. (5.10g) No available information exists on PQBP-1. (5.10h) Dip3
is part of the dorsalventral axis formation. (5.10i) CG13893, (5.10j) olf413, (5.10k)
CG32685 and (5.10l) CG14889 are genes for which no information is available.
(5.10m) Mgat2 codes for a N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase II. (5.10n) cenG1A is
putatively a ARF GTPase activator activity. (5.10o) disco shows pathfinding de-
fects in larvae [335]. (5.10p) Trim9 and (5.10q) CG32369 are putatively part of the
ubiquitin ligase complex. (5.10r) No information exists for CG30115.
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5.6 Developmental Time Course Cluster 91
Cluster 91 was selected as a relevant cluster using the criteria explained in
section 4.6.3. Cluster 91 is a small cluster of 15 members, whose medoid
is probe set 150095 at; its profile (Figure 5.11a) is characterized by low ini-
tial expression, a continuous increase until stage 6 and a slow but steady
decrease from stage 6 to stage 12. This expression profile is somewhat
unexpected as comm and robo2 strongest role in development occurs for
later stages. The heat map for Cluster 91 (Figure 5.11b), shows low initial
expression followed by a strong expression from stages 5 to 9, and a de-
crease from then onwards. The cluster is very homogenous as expected
for such a small cluster.
comm, robo2 and comm2 belong to Cluster 91; to our knowledge this
almost identical pattern of expression among these three genes throughout
development has never been reported. Previous work indicated that robo2
heterodimerizes with robo and suggested that this could lead to a decrease
in robo output [322]. The finding that comm and comm2 are so tightly
temporally expressed with robo2, further lends credit to the suggestion
that robo2, such as comm, is involved in robo regulation. This raises the
speculation that the expression of comm, comm2 and robo2 are subjected
to the same type of genetic control.
Because Cluster 91 is so small, we have decided to include in the anal-
ysis genes from the clusters immediately above and below (clusters 89 to
97). Among this extended cluster, many genes are involved in Notch sig-
naling including E(spl), neur, Brd, m4, HLHm5, HLHmgamma, Dl, bib
and mα. Notch signaling has been implicated in neurogenesis and in the
development of the CNS [393]. There has been extensive research estab-
lishing genetic interactions between these genes, some of them with re-
dundant expression and function [251]. At least a study reports a direct
involvement of Notch signaling in axon guidance [75]. The expression
similarity between comm and so many Notch signaling genes suggests a
link between comm and Notch signaling, which so far as not been exten-
sively researched.
Notes of interest for this group of clusters include:
• The presence of robo, comm and comm2
• The presence of RhoGEF4 and RhoGEF3
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Figure 5.11: Medoid’s Profile and Heat Map for Cluster 91 (5.11a) The medoid’s
profile for Cluster 91 shows an initial low expression, an increase up until stage 6
and a steady decrease from then onwards, most accentuated after state 11. (5.11b)
The heat map shows that the genes are intensely expressed in themiddle stages of
development, with the initial stages showing much lower expression. The cluster
homogeneity is quite high.
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• Three out of the four different Affymetrix probe sets for robo2 are
present in Cluster 91, showing the robustness of the HOPACH anal-
ysis
• ems, gsb, argos, hh, spi, comm, robo2, CG32434 and loco have phe-
notypes in axon pathfinding, or in the commissures, or in the longi-
tudinal fascicles of the CNS
• Nine genes are involved in Notch signaling – E(spl), neur, Brd, m4,
HLHm5, HLHmgamma, Dl, bib and mα
Figure 5.12 shows the genes that are present in APoGE, whose pattern
of expression agrees with a role in axon guidance processes. Two genes,
Sulfated (Sulf1) and argos, are expressed at the midline with a similar pat-
tern to comm and comm2. Sulf1 has not previously been implicated in the
axon guidance mechanism and is a gene reported to be involved in cuticle
formation. Argos is relevant in axon guidance in the visual system [45].
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(a) comm (b) comm2 (c) argos (d) Sulf1
(e) CG9894 (f) phyl (g) ase (h) ppa
(i) CG18766 (j) RhoGEF4 (k) RhoGEF3 (l) slp2
(m) neur (n) nub (o) TBPH (p) spi
(q) Tulp (r) Dl (s) CG13434
Figure 5.12: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 91
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Figure 5.12: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 91 (cont.) APoGE was
queried for clusters 87 to 97, comprising 164 genes, of which 84 are annotated in
APoGE. (5.12a) comm and (5.12b) comm2 are expressed at the midline. (5.12c)
Argos has a midline expression similar to comm and comm2; Argos is involved
in axon guidance in the visual system [45]. (5.12d) Sulf1 shows a similar pattern
to comm, comm2 and argos; Sulf1 has been implicated in the patterning of the
cuticle, but one reference links Sulf1 to the midline [178]. (5.12e) CG9894 is an
unknown gene, placed in Cluster 91 immediately after comm, robo2, spit and
BEST:LD13681. (5.12f) phyl is involved in cell fate determination of photorecep-
tors and nervous system development [60]. (5.12g) ase is a neural precursor gene
involved in neurogenesis [37]. (5.12h) ppa, (5.12i) CG18766, (5.12j) RhoGEF4 and
(5.12k) RhoGEF3 are members of the family of Rho guanyl-nucleotide exchange
factor activity family for which other members have established roles in axon
guidance [16]. (5.12l) slp2 is involved in period partitioning. (5.12m) neur is in-
volved in peripheral neurogenesis [299]. (5.12n) nub is involved in neurogenesis
and neurospecification [28]. (5.12o) TBHP is involved in RNA splicing. (5.12p)
spi is part of the epidermal growth factor receptor signaling pathway. (5.12q)
king tubby is relevant in olfactory perception. (5.12r) Dl is part of the Notch sig-
naling and is involved in Notch binding. (5.12s) CG13434 is an unknown gene
with CNS expression.
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5.7 Time Course Cluster 54
Cluster 54 is selected as a relevant cluster, because slit is placed in it. Clus-
ter 54 is a cluster of 51 elements, whose medoid is probe set 146480 at (Fig-
ure 5.13a). The medoid profile shows a low initial expression, followed by
a steep increase at stage 3 and a steady decrease from stage 5 onwards,
with another local peak at stage 8. The heat map for genes in Cluster 54 is
shown in Figure 5.13b; initially there is low expression followed by a high
expression from stages 4 to 8, and a steady increase from then onwards.
The strongest expression in this cluster is present at stage 5; it is surprising
that slit strongest expression occurs so early, before the stages where slit is
known to be the most relevant.
Notes of interest in this cluster include:
• The presence of the axon guidance genes slit, ena, Dscam and ket
• Three genes – dlg1, ena and Cortactin – related to the cytoskeleton
• Four genes – slit, ena, Dscam and SoxN – which show phenotypes in
axon pathfinding
The APoGE has 14 entries for the 41 elements of Cluster 54. Four of
these 14 genes show relevant expression in the context of this study (Figure
5.14). Dscam [309] and RhoGAP71E are genes for which a role in axon
guidance is known [30]. Dscam can be spliced inmany different ways. SF2
is part of the spliceosome complex [246]. SoxN regulates transcription and
has been involved in neurogenesis and visual perception [46]; its presence
in cluster 54 and expression in the ventral midline suggests it might be
relevant in midline crossing.
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Figure 5.13: Medoid’s Profile and Heat Map for Cluster 54 (5.13a) The medoid’s
profile for Cluster 54 shows low initial expression followed by a sharp increase
in just two stages, followed by a slow decrease from stage four onwards. (5.13b)
The heat map for Cluster 54 shows that the increase in expression at stage 3 is not
similar for all genes, and that the decrease in intensity in the last three stages also
shows variation.
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(a) SF2 (b) Dscam (c) SoxN (d) RhoGAP71E
Figure 5.14: APoGE In Situ Hybridization for Cluster 54Cluster 54 has 41 genes,
of which 14 are present in APoGE. (5.14a) SF2 is a gene involved in RNA splicing
[246]. (5.14b) Dscam plays a key role in axon guidance; alternative splicing gener-
ates many different forms of Dscam [309]. (5.14c) SoxN is required in neuroblasts
formation and in the development of the CNS [46]. (5.14d) RhoGAP71E shows a
phenotype in the axon guidance of MB axons [30].
5.8 TC Clusters Selected by APoGE Terms
Clusters 140, 141 and 142 are the significant clusters for the APoGE terms
”Ventral Midline”, ”Embryonic Brain” and ”Ventral Nerve Cord” (section
4.6.3). The medoids for these three clusters are shown in Figure 5.15; their
profile is unexpected because the highest expression occurs for the initial
stages, in which genes involved in the development of the CNS are not yet
at their highest expression.
The heat map for the three clusters (Figure 5.16), shows that gene ex-
pression is reduced at later stages. This is in contrast with the clusters
picked up by the term ”Axon Guidance” and clusters in which the key
genes in axon guidance are placed, which have sustained later expression
(Figure 5.9, Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.13).
The initial high expression in cluster 141 can be accounted by maternal
expression and the second peak because of the embryo’s expression; this
would account for the bimodal expression observed in Cluster 141.
There are 423 genes present in clusters 140, 141 and 142. Few of these
genes are directly related to axon guidance (lola, RhoGEF3 and RhoGEF4
among those few examples). A broader analysis of the genes present in
clusters 140 to 142 reveals a high presence of cell cyclins in Cluster 140,
including CycA, CyB3, polo, cdc2, CycE and ago. Cell cyclins CycA, cdc2
and CycB3 interact genetically with each other [163] [269] and have a very
well documented and established role in the earlier stages of intense cell
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Figure 5.15: Medoid’s Profile for Clusters 140, 141 and 142 The medoids for the
clusters 140 and 142 reveal a pattern with initial low expression, followed by an
increase in expression until stages 4 or 5, with a subsequent expression decrease.
Cluster 141 shows a different expression pattern, with the highest expression for
stages 1 and 2, a sharp decrease in stages 3 and 4.
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Figure 5.16: Heat Maps for Clusters 140, 141 and 142 (5.16a) Heat map for Clus-
ter 140. Genes in this cluster are not expressed in the initial stages, but expression
increases from stage 3, peaks at stage 6 and decreases from then onwards (5.16b)
Cluster 141 is a cluster with high initial expression, followed by a decrease in
stages 3 and 4. From 5 to 7 expression increases again, and from stage 10 on-
wards genes in this cluster experience a sharp expression decrease. Expression in
stages 3 and 4 are not very homogenous, with a large range of intensities among
the genes present in the cluster. (5.16c) Cluster 142 shows relatively low initial ex-
pression with an increase up until stage 4, where the expression is at its highest.
There is a steady decrease from then onwards, especially from stage 10 to 12.
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division in the Drosophila embryo [93].
Cell cyclins might be relevant in later stages of development as well,
as suggested by: i) the sustained expression well past the intense initial
cell divisions – visible in the microarray data, and ii) the expression pat-
tern at later stages, with strong expression in the lateral cord on top of
the commissures of the ventral nerve cord – visible in the APoGE images.
An involvement in the development of the peripheral nervous system has
been reported for cell cyclins [299]. CycA has been detected in a screen for
midline defects [157] and CycE has a severe commissure phenotype [238].
5.9 Axon Guidance and Time Course Overlap
It was not anticipated that such a proportion of cell cyclins would be
present in the interesting time course clusters. We decided to verify where
cell cyclins are present in the axon guidance clusters. To our surprise, the
genes are also clustered together; the overwhelming majority of cell cy-
clins are placed in the 37 initial clusters. The clusters are small, with less
than 5 members each and all have similar expression patterns. The heat
maps are presented in Figure 4.3 and Figure 5.17. Genes in these clusters
are strongly expressed in FRM, UC2x and URyf.mef. The genes’ expres-
sion in the conditions slit.robo and UC2x is not very homogenous – the
most likely reason for these genes to be placed in different clusters.
smg, polo, CycB3, swa, pim, cdc2, twe, CycB and fzy are cell cyclins
present in the clusters 1 to 37, and are selected as part of the top 2000 most
differentially expressed genes; they are changing significantly in the data
set. Their BRP values are mostly very high, many times even 1, revealing
that these genes belong strongly in their assigned clusters.
The overlap between the axon guidance and the time course data sets
is intriguing and raises the question of whether differential development
of the axon guidance mutants/transgenics leads to a global overlap with
the time course data, i.e., Is the axon guidance data contaminated by a
timing/staging problem? From the beginning we were concerned about
this possibility and the experimental design includes a visual inspection
step inwhich the embryos are staged, before hybridizing amicroarray. But
some embryos, such as slit, or robo12 are anatomically disturbed, hence a
call for the stage could bemisleading; the genetic networks could be stage-
wise shifted in some conditions, leading to a similar clustering result of the
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Figure 5.17: Heat Map for Clusters 1 to 37 Genes present in clusters 1 to 37 in the
axon guidance data set. In UC2x many genes shows high expression, with many
genes in URyf.mef and FRM also significantly expressed. There is a general low
expression in the LOF animals with a significantly higher expression in the GOF
animals. slit.robo is the exception, with many genes in this condition showing a
high expression.
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axon guidance data and the time course data for some clusters. We address
the overlap problem in Figure 5.18. One axis represents the clusters in the
axon guidance data set, while the other represents the clusters in the time
course data. The color at each intersection indicates the number of genes
that overlap in the two particular clusters.
Figure 5.18, indicates that staging is not an issue. The genes from the
time course clusters are evenly spread out over the clusters of the axon
guidance data set. This is evident when looking at the bigger axon guid-
ance clusters, which overlap evenly with the clusters in the time course.
Big overlaps (represented by colors blue and white) occur at the intersec-
tion of big clusters from both data sets.
Focusing at the intersection between the two cell cyclin regions in the
two data sets (Figure 5.19), we can observe that the genes from the axon
guidance clusters are present in greater number in regions for the time
course clusters 140 and 180. Section 5.9.2 discusses the significance of this
overlap.
5.9.1 Cell Cyclins in Axon Guidance
To further explore the role of cell cyclins in axon guidance we assessed
the RNA and protein embryo patterns in embryos for the conditions and
transgenics used in the axon guidance study. Antibodies against CycA,
CycB and Cdc2 were kindly made available by Patrick O’Farrell, working
at UCSF. The RNA expression and the protein expression for CycA, CycB
and Cdc2 are similar (Figure 5.20).
We observe several anatomical rearrangements in the cell cyclin ex-
pressing cells of the slit mutants. In wild type embryos, the staining over-
laps with the neurons in the VNC, while in slit mutants the opposite oc-
curs: The neurons and the cell cyclin expressing cells are spatially sepa-
rated. In robo mutants no apparent change is observed. robo12 embryos,
with the same phenotype as slit, has a similar abnormal rearrangement,
with the cell cyclin expressing cells on the outside of the VNC.
Secondly, we observe that robo overexpression is accompanied with
a big increase in the cell cyclin expression, both at the level of RNA and
protein. This increase is observed in muscles and in postmitotic neurons
using, respectively, the drivers mef2 or elav.
These observations on their own are difficult to interpret and to place
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Figure 5.18: Cluster Overlap in Axon Guidance and Time Course This figure
shows the number of genes that belongs simultaneously to clusters in the time
course and the axon guidance data sets. Red dots indicates that one gene belongs
to both clusters; green means 2 genes; blue is for overlaps between 5 to 20 genes;
and white for overlaps bigger than 20. Black represents no overlap. The genes in
the axon guidance clusters are evenly spread over all time course clusters, indi-
cating no staging effect in the axon data set.
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Figure 5.19: Cluster Overlap in Cell Cyclin Region Detail of the overlap in the
region of clusters 1 to 50000 for the axon guidance data set. Genes are distributed
among the various clusters for the time course data, but with a stronger pres-
ence of genes in the region of clusters 140 to 142 and in the region of cluster 180.
Cluster 139, the biggest time course cluster has the biggest overlap with the axon
guidance clusters.
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in the context of the axon guidance model. Further experiments are nec-
essary for an understanding of the significance of the link between cell
cyclins and the major players in axon guidance. Producing transhetero-
zygous embryos, by crossing the cell cyclin mutants with slit or robo and
carefully analyzing the resulting embryos for axon guidance phenotypes
is a straightforward next experiment. The first steps were done, the trans-
heterozygous embryos collected, but no time remained to proceed with a
thorough analysis of the animals. A more detailed discussion of What to
do next? is presented in section 5.10.
5.9.2 Cell Cyclin-like in APoGE
In a region so rich in well known cell cyclins, we reason that other un-
known genes might also be cell cyclins. APoGE can highlight genes with
a pattern of expression matching cell cyclin function. Even more pertinent
to our research, we can look for the specific pattern of expression in genes
which are simultaneously present in the interesting clusters for the time
course and the axon guidance data sets. This double co-expression (i.e.,
co-membership in two independent clusters) refines the position of a gene
in the expression data space; we can make an analogy to other techniques,
such as the classical technique of 2-D electrophoresis protein separation,
where two different axes are used to differentiate genes or proteins. A big
advantage is that whole regions of the HOPACH ordered gene list can be
used to define co-expression, rather than focusing too much on one partic-
ular cluster. The range of clusters to be analyzed can be enlarged, avoiding
cut-offs that are restrictive and artificial; nonetheless the number of genes
is kept at a relatively workable and reduced number.
We searched for genes with cell cyclin like expression in the regions
1-37 of the axon guidance and 140-142 of the time course data sets. Ta-
ble 5.7 shows the percentages for the genes in i) each cluster separately,
and ii) simultaneously present in both cluster regions. Genes belonging
simultaneously to the two independent cluster regions have an increased
probability of having a cell cyclin-like expression.
Figure 5.21 shows the APoGE images with cell cyclin-like pattern of
expression for genes in the intersection of the axon guidance clusters 1 to
37 with the time course clusters 140 to 142. Genes can be divided into
three groups: i) genes with a known role as cell cyclins – CybB3, cdc2,
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(a) WT (b) WT (c) WT
(d) slit (e) slit (f) robo12
(g) URyf (h) URyf (i) URyf.mef
(j) URyf.mef (k) URyf.mef (l) URyf.mef
(m) robo (n) FRM
Figure 5.20: Cell Cyclin Expression Mutants/transgenics
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CycA, fzy, mei-S332, G-iα65A and Set, ii) genes with no known role in cell
cyclin – lola, Df31, Set, UTPase, Sd, msf11, Chrac16 and Su(var)2-10, and
iii) the unknown genes CG5175, CG15141, CG8478 and CG31639.
The role of cell cyclins might be to adequately time the developmental
state of the neurons and to enable that all the multiple signaling pathways
needed for axon guidance to proceed are working in the proper time and
location, a similar conceptual role cyclins play in checkpoint in cell divi-
sion [70].
Figure 5.20: Cell Cyclin Expression Mutants/transgenics (cont.) RNA cell cyclin
staining is seen in blue; brown (antibody BP102) represents the scaffold of the
CNS. (5.20c), (5.20e), (5.20f), (5.20h), (5.20k) and (5.20l) are pictures of immunoci-
tochemistry. (5.20a), (5.20b), (5.20d), (5.20g), (5.20i), (5.20j), (5.20m) and (5.20n) are
pictures of RNA in situ hybridization. (5.20a) WT embryo. Cells expressing cell
cyclins are visible on the ventral surface in the middle of the segmental commis-
sures of the VNC. (5.20b) Same as (5.20a) for stage 15. The staining is restricted
to the VNC. (5.20c) WT embryo stained with anti-CycA, showing a similar stain-
ing to the CycA RNA in situ hybridization. (5.20d) CycA RNA expression of a
slit embryo. The cells expressing cell cyclins are present on the outside of the
VNC, compared to the central location in the WT; staining at the midline cells
does not change. (5.20e) CycB protein staining of a slit embryo. The midline cells
express cell cyclins; other cell cyclins expressing cells are only present away from
the midline. (5.20g) CycB RNA expression in URyf embryos. A large increase
in cell cyclin expression is visible. Cell cyclin-expressing cells are away from the
midline. No cyclin expressing cells exist at the midline. (5.20h) CycB protein ex-
pression in URyf embryos. The pattern is similar to the RNA expression. (5.20i)
and (5.20j) CycB RNA expression for embryos with robo overexpressed in the
muscles (URyf.mef); an increase is seen in the muscles. (5.20k) and (5.20l) Cdc2
protein expression in URyf.mef embryos; an increase of cell cyclin is seen in the
muscles. (5.20m) CycA RNA expression in robo embryos; the cells expressing
cell cyclins are placed as in WT. (5.20n) CycB3 RNA expression in FRM embryos;
there is an increase of cell cyclin expression.
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Table 5.7: Cell Cyclin Expression in Axon Guidance and Time Course
type Cl 1:37 (%) Cl 140:142 (%) Overlap (%)
cell cyclin like expression 25 43 50
no cell cyclin like expression 13.7 13.2 16.7
undefined 61 43 33
(a) CycA (b) CycB3 (c) cdc2 (d) fzy
(e) mei-S332 (f) G-ialpha65A (g) lola (h) Df31
(i) Set (j) UTPase (k) Sd (l) Chrac-16
(m) Su(var)2-10 (n) BCL7-like (o) msb1l (p) CG5175
(q) CG15141 (r) CG8478 (s) CG31639
Figure 5.21: Gene Expression in Overlapping Clusters
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Figure 5.21: Gene Expression in Overlapping Clusters (cont.) Seventy-eight ge-
nes belong simultaneously to clusters 1 to 37 in the axon guidance data set and
to clusters 140 to 143 in the time course data set; thirty three genes have available
APoGE reports. (5.21a) CycA is a cell cyclin, required for cell cycle progression
[214] and whose mutants have severe defects in the commissures and longitudi-
nals of the CNS [157]. (5.21b) CycB3 is a cell cyclin, required for spindle orga-
nization [269]. (5.21c) Cdc2 is a cell cyclin, required in the G2/M transition of
mitosis; Cdc2 mutants have CNS defects [141]. (5.21d) fizzy is involved in cell
cycle; fzy mutants result in degeneration of CNS and absence of PNS [77]. (5.21e)
mei-S332 is a gene involved in meiosis and mitosis, with a role in chromatid sep-
aration [210]. (5.21f) G-iα65A is involved in mitotic spindle positioning [305] and
is suspected to be involved in CNS development [389]. (5.21g) lola is a tran-
scription factor, whose mutants lack the longitudinals; lola is required for axon
guidance [123]. (5.21h) Df31 is involved in chromatin remodeling [74]. (5.21i) Set
is involved in DNA replication with reported cyclin binding characteristics [182].
(5.21j) dUTPase is involved in nucleic acid metabolism [23]. (5.21k) scalloped (sd)
is involved in the wing development and it might also be involved in CNS de-
velopment [53]. (5.21l) Chrac-16 is part of the chromatin accessibility complex
[71]. (5.21m) Su(var)2-10 is involved in chromosome organization and biogenesis
[131]. (5.21n) BCL7-like, (5.21o) msb1l, (5.21p) CG5175, (5.21q) CG15141, (5.21r)
CG8478, and (5.21s) CG31639 are genes with no specific information.
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5.10 What To Do Next?
The question ”What to do next?” is very important in any type of work,
but in this case assumes even more relevance. The data and analysis
amassed during this doctoral work serve as a solid starting point for fur-
ther research which will assess the importance of the genes proposed to be
relevant in the axon guidance context.
Four different strategies for further work:
• RNA and protein expression of the selected genes in WT embryos
• RNA and protein expression of the selected genes in axon guidance
mutant/transgenic embryos
• Analysis of transheterozygous embryos obtained by crossing mu-
tants of the selected genes with axon guidance mutants
• Analysis of transheterozygous embryos obtained by crossing mu-
tants of the selected genes of the same cluster amongst themselves
RNA and Protein Expression of Selected Genes in WT Embryos
This is themost self-evident first step, which will eventually be completely
covered by APoGE for RNA expression with its extensive anatomical de-
scription and coverage of all expression stages. Genes can be divided by
pattern of expression and one can focus in a particular type of pattern. The
presence of hemocytes in Cluster 49001 was uncovered using this strategy
(section 5.3.1). The protein expression has a similar purpose, but is limited
to the availability of antibodies.
RNA and Protein Expression of Selected Genes in Axon Guidance Mu-
tants/transgenics
The RNA and protein expression of selected genes in the mutants/trans-
genics elucidate quantitative, spatial or timing changes. The in situ hy-
bridization for cell cyclin probes (section 5.9.1) highlighted the overexpres-
sion of cell cyclins in all robo GOF, and also the spatial dislocation of cells
expressing cell cyclins in slit and slit.robo. When antibodies are available
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for the selected genes, protein expression can be assessed in the key axon
guidance mutant/transgenics; for the cell cyclins the results from the pro-
tein expression data and the RNA expression are similar.
Analysis of Transheterozygous Embryos of Obtained by Crossing Se-
lected Mutants with Axon Guidance Mutants
One of the golden standards in genetics to establish the existence of ge-
netic interactions relies on transheterozygous embryos. If the transhetero-
zygous phenotype’s severity is increased when compared to each gene an-
alyzed individually, the two genes are proved to interact genetically with
each other. A for-instance: The genetic interaction between Abl and slit
was established because slit/+ ; Abl/+ transheterozygotes show a 24-fold
enhancement of the slit/+ phenotype [385]. One of the advantages of the
Drosophila model is the availability of many mutants, which makes such
a strategy quite feasible. The cell cyclin cluster is a strong candidate for
transheterozygous work, crossing the available mutants with slit, robo
and comm alleles. The CNS abnormalities can be uncovered by the use
of BP102 or 1D4 antibodies. This work was initiated and many embryos
collected, but unfortunately no bench time was left for a thorough and ex-
tensive analysis of the CNS phenotype. A cautionary tale: This type of
work is very laborious, with many steps and a time duration which can be
quite long; adequate preparation and also sufficient lab support levels are
needed for a serious chance of success.
Analysis of Transheterozygous of Selected Genes Mutants
A transheterozygous scheme testing genetic interactions between genes in
one cluster can be set up for the availablemutants. The genetic interactions
in axon guidance between a pair of genes is established if the transhetero-
zygous shows any increased axon guidance abnormalities. Establishing
the existence of systematic genetic interactions between genes in the same
cluster would further strengthen the concept of the ”guilt by association”
paradigm. As in the previous task, this transheterozygous test involves
crossing all mutants between themselves, which is laborious and needs
extensive time, preparation, commitment and support.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The work presented in this thesis is divided into i) a thorough analysis of
the microarray technology, and ii) a biological search of genes and path-
ways relevant in axon guidance. Conclusions from this work are an as-
sortment of facts, which do not make up a streamlined whole story. They
are however – in my view – quite interesting and provide helpful clues to
the workings of axon guidance and pinpoint to very specific future work.
A general approach to the strategies for further research is outlined in sec-
tion 5.10. The relevance of the hemocyte/axon guidance link, and the cell
cyclin/axon guidance link are the two most obvious stories to follow up.
Also, from the selected clusters, some genes are clear candidates for im-
mediate studies.
*
We have assessed five different measures of expression (MAS.5.0, dChip,
RMA, PDNN and GCRMA). RMA and PDNN give the best results. It is
difficult to assess which of these two MEs works the best, although RMA
is more well known and more tested. PDNN has the advantage of incor-
porating the sequence information into the statistical model, a step closer
to the actual physical microarray device.
*
HOPACH has proven to be a powerful algorithm in clustering the mi-
croarray data. In this work HOPACH was further developed, allowing
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for all genes to be included, preventing the arbitrary filtering of genes.
The adaptation and improvement of the HOPACH algorithm produced a
gene membership value for every cluster. The membership value is the
basis for selecting different types of clusters, ranging from i) fuzzy clus-
ters – in which each gene is allowed to be in more than one cluster, to
ii) very homogenous clusters – in which all genes have a high member-
ship value. The adapted HOPACH forms small specific clusters and at the
same also produces big clusters whose elements are not changing (back-
ground/noise clusters). In our view, these two type of clusters encompass
the reality of biological processes; they are not simultaneously produced
by other types of clustering, which either produce huge clusters or small
ones.
*
The use of controlled vocabularies such as GO or APoGE was studied in
this thesis. The use of different tools allows relevant clusters to be chosen
with a clearer and more solid criteria. We looked for available information
on genes of the selected clusters in the axon guidance perspective. The
APoGE in situ hybridization database was queried for expression patterns
revealing common trends in the selected clusters.
*
The axon guidance Cluster 47001 provides a set of candidates for further
RNA and protein assessment and transheterozygous studies. Genes gish,
Src64B, shot, caps, G-oα47A, InR, spen, CadN, Con, Fs(2)Ket, glec, Rac2,
elav and dock show phenotypes in axon guidance and it is worth to inves-
tigate their genetic interaction with slit, robo and comm. Also genes dock,
Cam, Gbeta13F, brat, nrv3, chn, Lk6, CG6448, CG6930, CG11347, CG13624,
CG3166 and CG10686 have a common expression pattern and should be
investigated in the context of genetic interactions among themselves and
with key axon guidance genes.
*
The axon guidance Cluster 49001 provides a set of candidates for further
RNA and protein assessment and transheterozygous studies. Genes trio,
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robo3, stg, Nedd4, salm, Egfr, vvl, shi, raw, lola, ed, SoxN, pbl, babo,
Liprin-α, EcR, Arp66B and MICAL show a CNS phenotype which makes
them strong candidates to study their genetic interactionswith robo, comm
and slit, and also the genetic interactions among themselves. The avail-
able in situ hybridization data from APoGE suggests studies of interac-
tion between stg, lola, Vha68-1, SP2523, CG6329, CG15270 and CG31122.
Also, the genes Dgk, pyd, Mes2, CG32030, CG32354, pxb, Mys, B-H1 and
CG8780 show a common midline RNA expression, which makes them
candidates for genetic interaction studies.
*
The search in APoGE for genes present in Cluster 49001 reveals an in-
teresting pattern of hemocyte expression, which led to a deeper explo-
ration into the relationship between hemocytes and axon guidance genes.
RNA expression for hemocyte probes in axon guidance mutants, reveals
that slit.robo and slit have a region in which hemocytes are absent. The
robo12 double mutant on the other hand does not reveal any such hemo-
cyte gap. We speculate that slit is involved in hemocyte migration, but
without robo1 or robo2 participation. Genetic interactions of the axon
guidance genes, especially slit, with the established guidance mechanism
for hemocytes – Pvr, Pvf1, Pvf2 and Pvf3 – could clarify slit involvement
in hemocyte migration.
*
The axon guidance Cluster 48001 provides a set of candidates for fur-
ther RNA and protein assessment and transheterozygous studies. Ge-
nes Ptp99A, Egfr, Lar, Fra, Ser, apt, Pvr, tup, ttk, Pk61C, kuz, cdi, Ras85D
and aop show a CNS phenotype which makes them strong candidates for
studying their genetic interactions with robo, comm and slit, and also the
genetic interactions among themselves. APoGE queries for genes present
in Cluster 48001 suggests zf30C, Zn72D, Klc, Rsf1 and CG7185 as candi-
dates for investigation for genetic interactions among themselves andwith
axon guidance key genes. capt, CG9373, scrt and zfh2 should be investi-
gated for interactions among themselves. Another group of genes war-
ranting a deeper look, because of their midline expression, include CRMP,
Nmdar1, slim, apt, krT95D, Myo31DF, CG32030 and CG32486.
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*
robo is placed in time course Cluster 77 of the time course data set. robo,
Fas2, NetB, trio, disco, RN-tre, CG2017, loco, spdo, exex, numb and ey are
genes in this cluster that show an axon guidance phenotype. Since robo
expression is very similar to these genes, the transheterozygous approach
should be focused with the use of robo mutants. RNA and protein expres-
sion data of each gene in Cluster 77 in the robo embryo will also clarify the
putative relevance of these genes in the axon guidance mechanisms.
*
Time course Cluster 91 is the cluster where comm is placed. The anal-
ysis of this cluster was extended to clusters 89 through 97. One major
interest is the link between robo2, comm and comm2, which can be inves-
tigated with the transheterozygous approach. Another point of interest
is a possible genetic interaction of ems, gsb, argos, hh, spi, CG32434 and
loco among themselves and with comm or robo2. The RNA and protein
expression of all the genes’ cluster in robo2, comm2 and comm embryos
is also worth further exploration. argos, Sulf1, CG9894, phyl, ase and ppa
have a distinct RNA expression, and possible genetic interactions among
these genes and with robo2 or comm should be investigated.
*
Time course clusters 89-97 have a significant presence of Notch signaling
genes, namely E(spl), neur, Brd, m4, HLHm5, HLHmgamma, Dl, bib and
mα. Exploring the Notch signaling link with comm, robo2 and comm2 us-
ing the transgenic approach could indicate whether these genes and con-
sequently Notch signaling bears any relevance in axon guidance.
*
Both the axon guidance and time course clusters have regions rich in cell
cyclins. Motivated by this observation we analyzed the RNA and protein
patterns for cell cyclins in slit, robo, robo12, URyf.mef, URyf and FRM.
Several major anatomical rearrangements in the cell cyclin expressing cells
in slit embryos are evident. The second major observation is that robo
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overexpression results in a large increase in the cell cyclin expression at
the level of RNA and protein. The increase is clear when robo is overex-
pressed in muscles or postmitotic neurons. These results can be further ex-
plored by the analysis of transheterozygous embryos – crossing cell cyclin
mutants with the axon guidance mutants slit, robo and comm. Possible
defects in the midline and in the spatial positioning of the cell cyclin ex-
pressing cells in the transheterozygous embryos should be analysed with
in situ hybridization and protein staining.
*
Df3l, Set, UTPase, SD, CG5175 and CG15141 are genes simultaneously
present in the cell cyclin clusters in both the axon guidance and devel-
opmental time course that show a cell cyclin-like expression pattern. No
indication exists in the literature that they are implicated in cell cyclin
processes. The tools of transheterozygous tests with these genes among
themselves and with the axon guidance genes can be used to investigate
whether they are involved in cell cyclin biology and also their involvement
in axon guidance.
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Appendix A
Clustering Algorithms
A.1 Supervised Clustering Methods
Supervised algorithms analyzes data from samples for which the truth is
known. The individual members of the data fall into classes known in
advance. The task of the algorithm is to understand the basis of the clas-
sification, starting from a training set. A class predictor is built from the
training set and applied to an unlabeled set. Classification, discriminant
analysis, class prediction and supervised pattern recognition are all desig-
nations for supervised clustering methods.
Supervised methodologies are normally employed when looking for
differentially expressed genes among a group of samples. They can also be
used in the symmetric situation: Finding a small group of genes whose be-
haviour accurately predicts the characteristics of the sample [48]. Three of
themost usual supervisedmethods are Support VectorMachines, Nearest-
neighbor and Artificial Neural Network.
A.1.1 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) uses the prior knowledge of gene func-
tion to assign function to genes. Strengths of SVM include handling of
large data sets, easiness of identifying outliers, and robustness [42]. SVM
combine different genes using kernel functions, producing a new vector
that perfectly separates the training samples into two or more groups. The
separation is achieved through a hyperplane that sets up the boundaries
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in the input space. For example a combination of two genes A×B2 might
result in a new gene that perfectly illustrates the desired separation. SVM
can operate in high-dimensional feature spaces. SVM have been used in
identifying cancer samples [113] and gene functions [42].
A.1.2 Nearest-neighbor
Nearest-neighbor methods have been used to uncover genes that fit a pre-
determined user pattern. All genes are compared to the user input profile
and ranked depending on the distance to it. Nearest-neighbor was used to
find differentially expressed genes in acute lymphocytic leukemia when
compared to acute myelogenous leukemia. The differential expressed ge-
nes were then applied to distinguish between the two types of cancer,
which are morphologically undistinguishable [124].
A.1.3 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks try to mimic the brain. The method is able to
recognize complex patterns and thus adjust to the tasks of categorizing
gene expression data. Between input data and output, a hidden layer of
artificial neurons works to provide the correct answer. The training set is
used to adjust the weights in each of the neurons so that the final result is
adjusted to the input. Because the set of weights is hidden it is difficult to
understand how the classification is obtained. Artificial neural networks
classified four different types of small round blue cell tumors, in an exam-
ple of an application of this technology [184].
A.2 Unsupervised Clustering Methods
Unsupervised techniques are used in an exploratory way. It is assumed
the existence of an internal structure of the data, with natural groups of
genes; the task of the algorithm is to uncover the existing structure and
relationship between the genes. A priori knowledge is not necessary in
unsupervised techniques; no training set is applied to the data. Unsu-
pervised learning estimates the number of classes present in the data and
assigns objects to these classes. Cluster analysis, class discovery and unsu-
pervised pattern recognition are all synonymous terms. Several different
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types of unsupervised techniques have been applied to gene expression
data. Hierarchical clustering, Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) and Partition-
ing Around Medoids (PAM) will be briefly discussed.
Cluster analysis is a term coined by Tyron in 1939 [364] and refers to a
data analysis technique wherein the elements of a multivariate data set are
placed into smaller groups of homogenous elements. Each group shares
common properties. Every element in one group is more similar to all
other elements placed in the same group than to any element placed in
other groups.
With the growing amount of available data in the most diverse fields,
such as molecular biology, economics, metereology, medicine, astronomy
and marketing, there is an ever increasing need to identify patterns, select
variables of interest and build models in high-dimensional settings. Har-
tigan in a reference book in the mid seventies [135] provides examples of
data where cluster analysis is well suited, including: i) 1970 crime rates for
American cities, ii) Civil War battles, force levels, and casualties, iii) ingre-
dients in milk in different species of mammals, iv) classification of stone
tools, funeral objects in archeological data, and v) profitability of sectors
of US economy.
The use of clustering techniques has proved very useful in sorting out
the information provided by microarrays. A successful example is found
in the classification of cancer samples. Clustering enables cancer resear-
chers to identify different types of cancers, which are morphologically
undistinguishable and yet with distinct disease outcome and response to
therapy [294] [221] [369] (for a review see [80]).
Clustering is also used to group genes, an useful approach assuming
that genes that cluster together are integrated in the same biological net-
work. Clustering genes is also useful to assign function to an unknown
gene; if a gene belongs to a cluster where most other elements have the
same function, the ”guilt by association” approach places the unknown
gene in that functional category.
The use of clustering techniques in the analysis of microarrays was pi-
oneered by Michael Eisen in 1998 [96]. Michael Eisen was at the time a
member of the Brown lab, the most productive microarray lab. Eisen’s vi-
sual depiction of the clusters received the name of ”Eisengram”, tribute
that elevates this paper to classical status.
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Other types of clustering have been actively used in the analysis of
microarrays and a number of different approaches to the technology have
been explored [80] [48].
A.2.1 Similarity Measures
One of the most important choices in clustering is how to measure close-
ness between two elements of the data. Given the expression data for two
genes, similarity measures or metrics provide a number indicating how
similar the two genes are. The possible number of similarity measures is
unlimited, but only a handful find regular use in microarray analysis.
Euclidean Distance
The euclidean distance is historically one of the first choices of similarity
measures. Taking two elements of the data, the euclidean measure is cal-
culated as in Equation A.1. Euclidean distances are adequate when the
focus of the analysis is on the intensity of the measurements, since the
method is sensitive to the value of the intensity. Elements with the same
overall expression range rank close in this metric.
dxy =
√∑
(xi − yi)2 (A.1)
xi: vector of the intensity values for gene x
xi: vector of the intensity values for gene y
Correlation and Absolute Correlation
Correlation (Equation A.2) is a metric that places close together genes with
the same direction of change. Contrary to the euclidean distance, the size
of the expression is not relevant, hence genes for which the expression has
similar shapewill be close regardless of the size of the intensity value. Cor-
relation detects changes in direction between microarrays, rendering this
type of metric the most suited for clustering in gene expression data. Two
genes that respond in the same way in every condition but whose expres-
sion values are at a different intensity range – be it because of probe ef-
fect or because the number of RNA molecules is indeed different – would
nonetheless be close in this metric.
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Absolute correlation (Equation A.3) places as close genes that change
in opposite directions.
dxy = 1− ρ (A.2)
dxy = 1− |ρ| (A.3)
ρ: correlation
Pearson Correlation and Absolute Pearson Correlation
Pearson correlation – also known as cosine-angle (Equation A.4) – is simi-
lar to the correlation, but is centered around its ownmean instead of being
centered around zero. It is the most common metrics in gene expression
analysis.
The absolute Pearson correlation – or absolute cosine angle – is similar
to the Pearson correlation, except that genes that change symmetrically
will be placed close to one another, while in the Pearson correlation they
will be placed the farthest away.
dxy = 1−
∑
(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√∑
(xi − x¯)2
√∑
(yi − y¯)2
(A.4)
x, y: intensity of gene x, y in microarray i
x¯, y¯: mean of expression for gene x, y in all microarrays
dxy = 1− |
∑
(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√∑
(xi − x¯)2
√∑
(yi − y¯)2
| (A.5)
x, y: intensity of gene x, y in microarray i
x¯, y¯: mean of expression for gene x, y in all microarrays
A.2.2 Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering produces groups of genes with small clusters nes-
ted into bigger clusters. A tree of clusters is built in which the root is a
single cluster containing single elements as leaves. Different levels of de-
tail result from hierarchical clustering: The focus can shift from the overall
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picture to the very small group of genes. An hierarchical structure is im-
posed upon the data and thus the analysis is adequate only if the data is
indeed of that type.
Bottom-up Algorithms
The most widely technique in microarray analysis is the procedure pro-
posed by Michael Eisen [96]. A package that performs Eisen type of anal-
ysis is available at http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm. The
algorithm proceeds in 4 steps:
1. Build a table where the distance of every gene to every other gene is
computed; the metric used can be one of several; the most common
choice is Pearson correlation
2. The two closest genes in the table are joined, producing a node in the
cluster
3. The two genes from step 2 are removed from the data table and sub-
stituted by a pseudo-gene; several ways are used to calculate this
pseudo-gene, a choice with a big influence in the final result:
Single Linkage Uses the minimum distance between different clus-
ters; produces long chains of clusters
Complete Linkage Uses the maximum distance; produces compact,
spherical clusters.
Mean Linkage Compromise between single and complete linkage
4. After step 3, the table has one less row. The process is iteratively
repeated, each cycle producing one more node and a data table with
one less row. When all genes are placed in the cluster, the process
reaches its conclusion.
The Eisen clustering uses the bottom upmethodology: Each gene starts
as an individual element and each cycle of the process produces one more
join. The first joins cannot be corrected, which implies that the further
up in the structure of the tree the more dependent the algorithm becomes
from the initial join decisions. In some instances the structure at the top of
the tree can be wrongly depicted due to some questionable initial joins.
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Top-down Algorithms
Top-down algorithms start with all elements in one single group and each
step divides the initial group into several groups. Top-down algorithms
are a symmetrical approach to bottom-up algorithms. Top-down method-
ologies produce more sensible results if the data can be apprehended by
few clusters. The deeper joins are dependent on the initial joins, hence the
finer level of detail might be poorly assessed. Symmetrically, the bottom-
upmethodologies have problems apprehending the global structure of the
data. Tree Structured Vector Quantization and Macnaughton-Smith are
two of the more common top down methodologies.
Tree Structured Vector Quantization A2-means algorithm is first applied
to the data (K-means is discussed in section A.2.3). Each group is
further divided by applying another 2-means; the process proceeds
iteratively until all genes are placed in a single cluster [120].
Macnaughton-Smith In this method the element that is the most dissim-
ilar to the other genes is placed in a ”splinter group”. All genes that
are closer to this splinter group are placed in it. This process is ap-
plied iteratively until every element is separated [226]. This method
is also known as DIANA and is implemented in S-plus and R.
Dendograms
Hierarchical methods produce an output that can be easily visualized as
a dendogram, a visualization technique most common in phylogenetic
trees. Dendograms present data intuitively; each join height is propor-
tional to the similarity of the two clusters joined; cutting the dendogram
at a certain height produces individualized clusters.
Every node in the tree can freely float on its axis, causing the problem
of how to choose from all the possible states. Several methods have been
proposed, such as placing the highest expression value always on the left
or to apply some other clustering method – e.g., SOM (section A.2.4).
A.2.3 K-means
K-means belongs to the partitioning methodologies, wherein the algo-
rithm assigns a cluster to every element in the data. The K number of
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clusters in the data is a user chosen variable. Partitioning methodologies
choose cluster assignments by minimizing the within-group dissimilarity.
K-means starts with K centers. Each element is then assigned to the
closest center and the centers are recalculated. Elements are assigned until
no further minimizations of the cluster variances are observed.
The order of the elements in the starting data set is relevant and differ-
ent orders produce different results. It is of good practice to run K-means
several times with different element orders for the data matrix. K-means
is a fast algorithm, enabling to run the algorithm several times and also
making it possible to apply K-means to large data sets.
A.2.4 Self-Organizing Maps
Self-OrganizingMaps (SOM) are partitioning algorithms, proposed byKo-
honen [195], that constraint the space of the data so that the clusters are
represented in a regular, low-dimensional grid. Tamayo and Toronen have
applied SOM to genetic expression data [348] [360]. SOM impose a partial
structure on the clusters and are easy to interpret and visualize. SOM are
fast, easy to implement, and can be applied to large data.
In SOM the geometry of the clusters is selected by the user, who chooses
a grid containing r rows and c columns, to a final number of r× c clusters.
SOM go through a process of 20000 to 50000 iterations. The position of the
nodes in the first iteration – one node per cluster – is random. An element
is chosen and all the nodes are shifted in the direction of that element, but
the closest node to the element is the node that shifts the most. In the
next iteration another point is again randomly chosen and all nodes move
into that direction. The process goes through the iterations until no more
changes occur in the overall distribution of elements within the clusters.
Almost all the software for microarray analysis performs SOM. The
software GeneCluster2.0 [286] is produced by the group that first pro-
posed SOM. GeneCluster is available at http://www.broad.mit.edu/
cancer/software/genecluster2/gc2.html
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A.2.5 Partioning Around Medoids – PAM
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) [175] is a partitioning method that
produces medoids as organizers of the data set. Each medoid is an actual
element of the data set and corresponds to a cluster. The elements of the
data are placed on the cluster corresponding to the medoid to which they
are the closest. The medoids minimize the sum of the distances of the
observations to their closest medoid: M∗ = argminM
∑
min d(xi,mk)
PAM consists of two steps: i) Build-step: sequentially select centrally
located elements to be used as the initial medoids, and ii) Swap-step: swap
the element assignment if the objective function is decreased. The process
continues iteratively until the swap step no longer produces any change
in the objective function. An advantage of PAM is robustness to outliers.
A.3 Relevance Networks
Relevance networks are unsupervised algorithms that compare all pair-
wise combinations of elements with each other. The correlation between
any two elements is calculated and above a certain threshold the elements
are kept. A visual representation is achieved by showing genes as nodes
and the association between genes as edges. Several type of data is used
as input to relevance networks – phenotypes, clinical outcome, microarray
intensity values [49].
Relevance networks produce a different output when compared to the
other clustering mechanisms: Instead of a group of clusters, the result is
a web of connections between each gene and some other genes. These
connections can become difficult to visualize as too many edges go from
node to node. Relevance networks have proved useful when linking cer-
tain conditions to a particular group of genes or highlighting a particular
network. One program designed to produce relevance networks can be
obtained at http://www.chip.org/relnet/download.html.
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